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ABSTRACT

The globalization paradigm accelerates competition in all markets, especially in the
tourism industry. Destinations must be able to compete in a sustainable fashion in their
markets. Otherwise, they will suffer a decline in tourists. These destinations could be better
prepared for market competition and sustainability if they became aware of the importance
of tourism stakeholders' attitudes and support for sustainable tourism development. Not
taking into account these factors could lead tourist destinations to become unsustainable
and to a decline in visits.

Consequently, this study inhoduces a stnrcttral model that explores the key actors
of tourism stakeholders' (tourism experts and residents) attitude towards sustainable
tourism developments and to what exte,lrt tourism stakeholders interface with destination
sustainability strategies. Findings from 432 residents and 416 tourism experts-respondents
from Bangkok, Thailand were analped.

Utilizing LISREL (Linear Structural Equations), a confirmatory factor analysis and
structual equation modeling procedure were performed successively on the collected data
The resulrc show that the communitybenefits of tourisnr perceived byboth tonrism exp€rts
and reside'nts in an urban area have a direct and positive relationship to support for toruism
developmenl

However, the perceived negative impact of tourism has a negative effect on
resident supPort for tourism attraction developmen! but not on that of tourism experts. The
resuls also show that totrisur expert and resident support for touism attraction
developnneirt has a significant positive relation to their support for destination
sustainability shategies.

Furthermore, two other hlpottreses based on *sustainability attitudes", "perceivod
positive impact of tourism", od *support for tourism athaction development" show similar
results when the two groups, toruism experts and resideirts, are compared.
Conceming relationships, "sense of communi$'has a significant positive relationship to
"perceivod positive impact of tourism" in both tourism stakeholder groups. Additionally,
"s@se gf community''has a significant negative relationship to "perceived negative impact
of tourism" in residents, but not in the tourism exp€rts group.

Moreover, one new relationship was added in the final model to better capture both
tourisnr experts and residents' attitudes in urban tourist destinations. This additional
relationship indicated that totrism stakeholders, who have attitudes toward sustainability,
are likely to support enhanceme,nt shategies for destination sustainability.

From these findings, policy-makers need to recognize that sustainability attitudes
(e.g. socio-eirvironmeng long term planning and community participation) and sense of
community will enhance the development of tourism attraction and destination
sustainability strategies. Furthermore, they should give due consideration that destination
sustainability strategies may be associated with good management of tourism destination
organizations, upgrading of information technology, development of service facilities,
expansion of creative marketing efforts and activities, and enhancing sustainable
management and practices. To promote tourism attraction of Bangkok, tourism shategies
should also include hosting seasonal cultural and folk events, sports and outdoor recreation
facilities and acrivities, offering Meeting Incentives, Conventions, and Exhibitions
(MICE) prcgrams' and supporting tourist services (e.g. hotels, rEstaurants, shopping
@nters, and souve,lrir shops).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

l.l Background

Tourism has become a leading source of foreign exchange earnings for countries
around the globe. The unprecedented growttr of this industry is related to an increase in
cheap intemational flights, an inctease in personal income and leisure time, the excitement
of new and differe'lrt locales, advances in information and communication technology, the
athaction of rest and relaxation time away from home, and the globalization of capitalism.
Hotel and luxury development, as well as aggressive advertisingcampai$s by meurbers of
the tourism industry and host counhies, has also inqeased ar"arerress of numerous travel
possibilities, which has, in turn, created greater demand. According to the World Tourisrr
Organization (WTO), world tourism receipts amounted to US$856 bittion in2m7. Tourist
arrivals reached 903 million and the WTO forecasts this number will reach I billion in
2010 and 1.6 billion in2020. The tourism industry is ofte,n considered a "Golden Goos€",
ranking as one of three major income geirerators in many countries around 1[re World
(Smith, 1999).

Because the tourism industry can benefit each of its destinations, every destination
{tempts to improve its competitive advantage over others. However, Oppermann and
Chon (1997) state that tourism has many facets and appare,ntly g€,n€rates as m-uch criticism
as praise: "tourism as an oconomic development agenf a job ge,nerator, and a white
industry, but also tourism as a black industry and a destrtrctive iorce". Thus, a lack of
planning and unconfiolled dwelopment at destination points has the potential to create
severe problems and unstrstainable tourism in the future. The World Tourism Organization
CYTOI (1998) proposed ssv€,ral keys to succ€ss for sustained growth in communities and
ultimately concluded that strategies for economic growth musi originate and be directed
from within the community to be successful. A commonly cited objective for
understanding com.nunity opinions is that without community supporq it is difficult to
develop sustainable tourism in a community.

In Thailan( tourism has beeir promoted as a major geireratorof national income for
the conntry.ln2007, the tourism industry in Thailand is expected to generate
approximately US$15.9 billion dollars of income, equivalent to about 6.7 o/o of the
connay's GDP (World Toruisur and Travel Council (WITC), 2}OQ.However, despite its
significant conEibution to the oountry's economic developrme,nf Thailand is now su'ffering
fi'om the negative effests ofunconholled tourism (e.g. social, cultural and environnreirtal
degradation), and this has moved the Thai govemm€nt to take concrete steps towards
establishing sustainable tourism development (STD).

In order to protect and sustain a corurtry's tourism indrrstry for the future,
ecological, sultural, and social impacts have to be minimized, *"nit" benefits to
e,lrviroune,ntal conservation and local communities should gror" (ffVfp, 2003). As a
r€sult, the Thai Governnre,lrt is dcvoting more thought to susAinable iourism development.
As can be seen ftom the 8th to the 9th National Economics and Social Development plan,
tourism dcvelopment in Thailand has shifted toward enrphasizing the issues of sustainable
tourism developmen! and the promotion of cooperation Uetrveen the private sestor and
governmeirt agencies. Attention is also being dv€o to the views ana participation of local
authorities and residents in ttre monitoring and managernent of togrism developmenr In
addition' in 2005' the Totrism Authority offirailand GeO established an objective to re-
position and build a foundation for a sustainable and oompetitive toqrism indtstry in
Thailand by dividing it into major attractions and tbree groups of alternative destinations.



Bangkok is one of the major attractive destinations. The city has become the heart of a

foreign tourist experience in the view of large nunrbers of visitors due to its diverse

atfiactions and facilitie.s, as well as being a hub of aviation, and many other factors. In
2007, about 35.9 million visitors haveled to Bangkok, of which 11.63 million were

foreigners and 24.33 million were Thais. As a result, the tourism industry in Bangkok is

expected to generate approximately Batrt 333,41I million in revenue.- 
Wittr intense competition among destinations and in order to achieve sustainable

tourism development (STD), including the city of Bangkok, community support is needed

(Choi and Sirakaya, 2OO5). Crouch and Ritchie (2000) argued that "the most competitive

destination is one that brings about the greatest success, that is, the most well-being for its
residents on a sustainable basis. They go on to warn that, "Competitiveness is illusory
without sustainability".

Thus, understanding the extent to which totuism stakeholders actively interface

wittr tourism developments is crucial for governments, policy makers, and businesses as

one of many tools for enhancing destination competitiveness from the perspective of
sustainability. In other words, it is essential to understand how the needs and desires of the

tourism stakeholder, particularly residents and tourism experts, are met so that their

support is sustained.
The basic assumption of this study is that the support of tourism stakeholders is

necessary for STD. If tourism stakeholders express high sustainability attitudes, terngoiz.e

a high sense of community, and perceive high positive and low negative tourism

development impacts, they will support more tourism attraction development and

destination sustainability strategies. The support of destination attraction and destination
sustainability strategies by tourism stakeholders can boost the possibility of successful

tourism in destinations and could help to improve destination sustainability. Accordingly,
tourism destination communities will receive more economic, social, cultural and

environmental benefits from enhanced sustainable tourism development. Tourists will also

receive more satisfaction from their travel experience if the tourism destination and

attractions are properly developed and promoted.

1.2 Problem Statiment

The free tade agreements and globalization paradigm accelerate competition in all
markets, especially in the tourism industry. Destinations or counties must be able to
compete in a sutainable fashion in ttreir markets. Othenrise they will suffer a decline in
tourists. These destinations could be better prepared for market competition and

sustainability if they became aware of the importance of toruism stakeholders' attitudes

and support for sustainable tourism developme,nt (STD). Not taking into account these

factors could lead tourist destinations to a decline in visits.
As tourism stakeholders have different goals toward sustainable tourisrn" consensus

building becomes a challenging process in STD policymaking. Therefore, this study posts

its research question as "How can to be sustainability in tourism development be achieved

when taking into account key torrrism stakeholders' (tourism experts and residents)

attitudes, perception and support?"

13 Radonale of the study

Touris,m has become one of the main industries identified as having the potential to

assist local communities in developing sfionger economic diversity (Hassan, 2000).

However, for tourism development to be zuccessful, it must be planned and managed

2



responsibly (Long Perdue and Alleq 1990). Gunn (1994) stated that tourism involves all
of a destination city's stakeholders who compete for goods, sm,rices and resources, and at
the same time generating congestion and pollution. The very nature of tourism warrants
involvement of multiple stakeholder groups. With multiple groups, the potential for
conflict always exists. To assist in averting or re.solving these conflicts, a plan or process
must be dweloped. Gunn also suggests that "the success and implementation of a tbtoir.
development plan is often based on the support of citize,ns, entrepreneurs, and community
leaders".

_ a, presenL it may be said that the central idea of tourism development plaming is
the concept of sustainability. "Communitics that use or plan to use touriim as an economic
dwelopme'lrt tool to diversiff their economy must develop policies for STD" (Byrd,
Cdrdenas, and Greenwoo4 2008) Flagestad and Hope (2001) argue that sustaining
competitiveness in a destination implies sustainable tourism development (where not only
ecology of natural surroundings, but also social stucture, culture, and the haitage are ali
included). The pursuit of the sustainable tourism development goal is linked to slategic
planning and development. The concept of STD is broad and infers that tourism is loig-
term, intqgrated, participatory and environmenally, socially, orlturally and economicatty
compatible. Goeldner and Ritchie (2003) grve a good definition the main goal of a tourism
policy from an STD perspective as'bne ttrat provides highnuality visitorixperiences that
can maximize the beirefits to destination stakeholders without comprising thi
environmemtral, social, olgultural integrity of a destination. Thus, i[ could be argued ttrat

ryhiwingthis goal would depend on the extent to which tourism destinations manage to
integrate these major perspectives and diverse stakeholders,'.

Conseque,lrtly, in order to achieve STD, community support is needed (Choi and
Sirakaya" 2005). The Brundtland Commission report indicated that "the law alone camot
e,lrforce the common inte,rest It principally needs community knowledge and support
*!ri.l entails greaterpublic participation" (WCED, 1987). UnaerstanaLg the extent to
which people in a community actively interface with tourism developmeits is cnrcial for
govgmrlc,[ts, policy makers, and businesses. Thus, it is necessary tocomprehend how the
needs and desires of people in a community are mst such that thcir support is sustained.
This is why tourism stakeholders' attitudes in a community continue to be of considerable
interest to researchers, especially in the field of STD, and this is the focls of this study.

However, most sMies on tourism stakeholde,rs, especially residents' attitudesl have
focused on nral areas in developed counhies such as the 0Se lerusoy, Jurowski, ani
uysal, 200};Andereclc, valentine lfuopf and vogt,2005), Eurbpe 6inauerg; Andersson
and Dellaert, 200I), Aushalia (Fredline and Faulkner, 20OO), whitle ri-it* t6aio in grban

llfs are limit€d (L€e, Li and Kirn, 2@7).Furttrer, a good portion of research activities on
STD focuses on the natural eirvironme,nt and protected areas Aespite the fact that most
tourists havel in cities and urban areas (WTO Statistics, lggg,ciiea in Dodds and Joppe,
2003). Hinch (1996) asscrted that initiatives on sustainable tourism contextualized inwban
locations are as important as those that are undertaken in nual areas. Hinch defined
zustainable urban tourism as "the maintenance of the features of the community to
facilitste the preservation of the differeirt dimensions of the urban elrvironmeiri- built,
nah[al, and cultural'. In essencg this implies consideration not only of 'green issges,, but
also the protection ofnon-ecological resources such as historical tariOscaies, ancestral
buildings' and sultual sites. Thcrefore, studying STD in urban rrers g"oo io be a
challenging research issue.

Moreover, alttrough a number of ttre cxisting tourism studies have been performed
by asking only reside,nts rbolt their perception to-ward toruisur develop,ment, it can be
argued ttrat ttrere arp various lwels of support for STD within a oommrurity. p-artiarlarly,



tourism experts' attitudes about the influencing factors of the tourism planning
decision-making process, including sustainability attitudes, sense of community,
perceived positive and negative tourism development impacts, have not been thoroughly
studied, and have become a challenging research topic. It may be said that understanding
tourism stakeholders (residents and tourism experts) and their @ncerns about STD assists
policy makers with their deliberations and future planning. Discovering the attitude,
perception, and support for STD that tourism experts have about a community is
significant for a tourist destination in terms of plaming and marketing itself successfully.
Furthermore, if residents' attitudes, perception and support for STD coincide with tourism
experts concerning what steps the destination has to take, sustainable tourism development
is possible. Therefore, this study proposes to advance a development paradign by
investigating the conflict and congruency relationship in attitudes, perception and support
f-or STD betweeir residents and tourism experts.

After a review of tourism literanrg it can be seen that (nonrittrstanding studies on
community perceptions and attitudes toward tourism development that have been
conducted from varioru perspectives) the dynamic and complex natures of the factors of
destination, especially tourism stakeholders' attitudes, perception, and zupport for
sustainable touisnr dwelopme,nt, including support for tourism attractiveiress development
and support for destination sustainability stategies, have no! as yeq been clearly
addrcssed. ln general, most of the existing tourism research has been conducted by asking
local people in a community about their positive or negative attitudes toward tourism
(Perdue tong, and Allen, 1987; Yoon, Gursoy and Chen,2001; T"yg Sonme4 and
Sriakaya, 20o2,Yoon 2002). As suggested by many studies (Dwyer, Forsyth and Rao,
2000; Mihalid, 2000; Rirchie and Crouch, 2003), Destination sustainability can be
enhanced by the prop€r matches between tourism attactions and the enhancernent policies
of destination sustainability. Thus, understanding tourism experts and residents' attitudes,
perception and nrpport for STD, especially including support for tourism attraction
dwelopme,lrt and support for destination sustainability strategies can be considered
important parts of the planning process for sustainability and important indicators for the
zuccessful development of tourism destinations.

While a nunber of studies have attempted to measwe reside,lrt attitudes toward
tourism using different methodologies such as cluster analysis, analysis of variance
(ANOVA), multiple regressioq factor analysis, or structural equation modeling (SEM),
very few studies have dealt in any depth with understanding tourism experts and residents'
attitudes within an STD framework using SEM. Structual equation modeling (SEM) is a
technique for simultaneously estimating the relationships between obseryed and latent
variables (the measurement model), and the relationships among late,lrt variables (the
structural model). As the use of SEM in resolving complex issues in social scie,nce fields
has soared in popularity over the past decade, the use of SEM in this study to examine
tourism experts and residents' attitudes, perception and their support for STD is a
significant tool for improving research quality.

Bearing in mind the above disctssion, this study examines the similarities or
dissimilarities of relationships between tourism experts' and residents' attitudes,
perceptioq and support for STD. Support for STD in ttris study is much more specifically
defined*oncerning level of acceptabilityof 6pes of tourism attraction and deshnation 

-

sustainabiliff srategies-than it has been in the past. The attitudes of tourism experts and
reside'lrts of Bangkok, the capital city ofThailand and an urban area, wi[ be the focus of
this study.

and
and
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1.4 Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the study areas are as follows:
' To develop hlpothetical models that will show the causal effects ofvarious factors

affecting key urban tourism stakeholders' (tourism experts and residents) support
for sustainable tourism development

- To test and refine the proposed hpothetical model
- To evaluate the direction of these causal effects between key tourism stakeholders'

(tourism experts and residents) efforts towards STD
- To provide policy recommendations to tourism and hospitality policy-makers

1.5 Organizadon of the study

This chapter introduces the intoduction of the study, and the research problems
and questioru; upon which the study is based. The rationale of the study is discussed. The
hlpotheses and research objectives are defined. A description of the model to be tested in
this study is preseirted. Operational tenninologies and concepts for this shrdy are defined,
as well.

The socond chapter reviews the literatue relevant to sustainable tourism
developme,lrt and each of the series ofproposed constructs. The theoretical background and
prwious conceptual and ernpirical research findings are discussed. The third chapter
presents the concepnral framework that is developed for evaluating the relationship
between various factors on tourism stakeholders' perceptions of tourisrn impact and also
shows how these perceptions affect their attitudes in the context of sustainable tourisur
dwelopme,lrt. The fourth chapter presents the research methodology usd in this study to
empirically test the research hlpotheses.

The fifttr chapter d€scrib€s key characteristics of the tourism stakeholders (tourism
exp€rts and resideirts). The assessment and refinem€nt of the measureurent scales which is
uged for testing the hypothetical model in the next chapter are also explained. The sixth
chapter provides a test of hypotheses and a discussion of the results. finatty, the seventh
chapter summarizes the findings and draws the contributions and implications of the sMy.

1.6 Delinidon of Terms

For better readability, this section presents the definitions of key terms used in this
study. More details on the conceptualization as well as explanations of these terms will be
presanted in Chapter 2.

Sustainability attihrde: The degree to which people hold beliefs -a.ttit ao
about the relationship between citizens and sustainable tourism development as judged
explicitly by three sustainability criteria: socio-e,nvironme,ntal impact of tourisrn" long+erm
planning and community participation.

Sense of Community: This plrase refers to a special attachment between people
and their social surroundings. This concept should be included as "person-environment
oongruencc, attachment and social interaction, and social support and social networks with
wderstanding o_f poople's connectedness to the geographicalboundaries of a community"
(Davidson and Cotter, l98O

Tourlrm Attracdon: The various tlpes of tourism products and services that
tourisur destinations provide to tourists:



Destination sustainability strategies: The destination's ability and strategies to

increase tourism expenditure, to increasingly attract visitors while providinq them with

satisfaction and doing so in aprofitable way, as well as enhancing the well-being of the

destination host and fre-serving the natural capital, environmental, social, and cultural

integrity of the destination for future generations.- 
Tourism Development Impacts: These refer to a complex process of interchanges

between touists, host communities, and destinations.

Tourism Stakeholder: any goup or individual who can affect orbe affected by

the tourism industry wittrin a partitular community and who has interests in ttre plaming,

process, delivery and/or outcomes of the tourism industry.

Tourism Expert: refers to any goup or individual who directly worksin the

toruism industy witlin a particular community and who has thorough knowledge of
touism destination shategies and planning, managernent efficiency and tourisq atEactors,

and who also participates in ttre planning proc€ss, delivery, and/or outcomes of the

tourism indusLy. UiuA examples of totrism experts include tourism government officers,

tolrism associations, togrism-ope,ratom, tourist guides, tourism business owners, and

tourism-related teaching professionals.
Sustalnabte tourism development policy: A policy that provides high'quality

visitor experiences ttrat can maximize the benefits to destination stakeholders without

compromiiing the environmental, social, and cultural integrity of a destination.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATT]RE REVIEW

2.1 Introductlon

This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the study of tornism destination
sustainability. First, a review ofrelevant concepts of sustainable tourism developme,nt
(STD), including: conternporary thought on sustainable developme,lrt, sustainable
development and sustainable tourism, principles of STD, STD and the evolution of tourism
planning thought, and STD in urban areas axe provided. The discussion of these concepts
servc as the research background for the research questions and the study objectives. The
next section provides a review of the theory to be employed in this study, i.e., the social
exchange theory. A discussion of the linkage between the theoretical background and the
components of the hpothetical model in this study is then presented. Subsequently, the
relevant field research ttrat pertains to the hpothetical model will be discussed. kr
particular, these sections are devoted to the development of a hlpothetical model for
tourism destination sustainability, and address the basis for the relationships among
constnrcts to be tested in this study.

2.2 Review of Rc-levant Concepts

2.2.1 Coalemporary thought on susteinable development

"The primary goal of srstainable development is to meet the basic needs of society
and exte,nd the opportuniff for ahigherqualityof lifd'(WCED, 1987). To achieve this
goal, the economic systeur must be abte to produce a continuous sour@ of surplw and a
sour@ of technical knowledge. Ttrere must also be a social stnrcture that facilitates the
resolution of oonflicts. As important as the prwious two are for achiwing sustainability,
the environment have to be protected. Sustainable developnent is dynamic, flexible and
adaptable.

It may be argued that the idea of sustainable development has evolved from a
strictly environmental concept to a concept that incorporates the iszue of equity of access
to the natural resouroes. This equity of access cneates human well-being and distributes
costs and be,nefits (social, orltural, e,lrvironmental, and economic).

Crucial to sustainabledevelopme,nt is the inclusion of stakeholders throughout the
proccxts (Carter and Darlow,1997). *Sustainable development will not be successful rurless
stakeholde'rs are allowed to participate in the decision-making process" (Hunt and Haider,
2001). Increased public involvernent can facilitate oquity in resource allocations (WCED,
1987).

ConsequentlS multiple authors and organizations have dsveloped definitions and
desoiptions for sustainable developmeirt. These include generat definitions of sustainable
developmeirt as well as indutryspecific definitions.

Butler (cited in Nelsoru 1993) proposed the definition of sustainable dwelopment
in the contcxt of toruisur as:

"Tourism dweloped and maintained in an area (community, e,lrvironme,nt) in such a
mannetr and at guch a scale that it remains viable ovcr an indefinitc period and does not
degrade or alter the environmeot (hunran and physical) in which it exists to zuch a degree
that it prohibits the succcssfirl dwelopne,lrt and well-being of other activities and
process€s."
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Many other indushi€s, 6 well, such as forestry and agiculture, also developed

definitions wtrictr related to sutainable tourism. For example, in forestry, sustainable

development is defined as "a process of innovation in forest use and managonent that

arises in response to social, economic, ecological, and cultural conditions that exist for a
gven foresiat any point in time" (Jenkins and Smith, 1999). Sustainable agriculture has

been defined as "an integrated system of agricultural production so that economic benefits

are maintained while the e,ovironmental resources (an( water, and genetic) are protected

and the social needs of the community are met" (Liu and Fu, 2000). The variety of
definitions and the usage of sustainable concepts have caused sustainability to develop into

an unclear idea whose definition and methods of conducting measurements lack general

consensus (Murphy, 1998; Phillis and Andriantiatsatroliniaina,2001). Furthering ttris idea,

Robson and Robson (1996) considered sustainability to be an impossible term. They

argued that "true sustainability cannot be obtained because any change in the e,lrvironment

or society will impact funre generations' use of the resourqes" (Robson and Robson ,

1996). Although tourism has the possibilityto become an agent of development, due to the

way it requires resources, it should not be considered as an environme,lrtally harmless

industry as such. Thereforg only with careful planning does it have the potential to operate

and contribute in a sustainable manner.
ln sum, eve,lr though srstainable developme,nt can be considered a relatively

imprecise conc€pt, it has achieved wide use as a policy objective that integrates
e,lrvironrnental and developmental concerns (Alipour, 1996). The current management and

planning stnrcture for sustainability, however, is trial and error, rather than using specific
knowledge and prediction to establish sustainable policy @hillis and

tuidriantiatsaholiniaina, 200 I ).

2.2.2 Sustainable development and sustainable tourism

Sustainable develop,nrent was identified as a global issue by ttre WCED. The
WCED (1987) indicated ttre need for all indusries to develop practices and principles
ba$d on sustainable development ideals. Totrism must be involved if sustainable
development is to be successful.

Wide-ranging and intensive discussion on the sustainable principle has been an area
of great tension between market-led activity and green shategies. The sustainable principle
has been one of the main challeirges of recent times. Totuisnr activity requires the
continuing application of the sustainable principle to ensure the sustainability of tourism
development.

Tourism planners, managers, and scholars have generated ttre te,nninology and
principles of sustainable tourism and sustainable development from varying experiences.
Meanwhile, the World Tourism Organization (WTO), along wittr many researchers
(Manning and Dougherty, 2000; Murphy, 1998; Hassaru 2000) recognized the importance
of sustainable development to the tourism industry and that many of the tourism concepts
that were being discussed in the 1970s and 1980s were related to the idea of sustainable
development. Tourism has the ability to impacf both positively and negatively, multiple
facets of a community. The,refore, to maximize the benefits while minimizing the costs,
tourism mrst be developed in a sustainable manner. Manning and Dougherty (2000)
affirmed that maximizing the benefits while minimizing the oosts is important for
sustainable and competitive tourism.

Understaoding the need to incorporate sustainable concepts into tourism
development many authors have attempted to delineate or describe sustainable tourism
(Swarbrooke,1999; Alipour, 1996; Ganod and Fyall, 1998; Hunter, 1995), but there is not



a generally accepted meaning. The World Tourism Organization (WTO) (1998) developed
the most accepted definition, which stated that "sustainable tourism was development that
met the current needs of the stakeholders, while also protecting the r€sources for use in the
future". The resotrces include those that are social, economical, and environmental.
Anottrer definition for sustainable tourism is: "Sustainable tourism development is aimed
at protecting and enhancing the environment, meeting basic human needs, promoting
cunmt and intergenerational equity and improving the qualityof life of all
people.'(Inskeep, I 991 ).

As ge,nerally defined, STD may be divided into three dimensions: ttre
e,lrvironme,lrtal dimensions (natural and built), the economic dimensions (community and
business), and the social dime,nsions (host and visitor) (Swarbrooke, 1999, as shown in
Figure 2.1)

Figure 2.1 Dimcnsions of SrstainableTourism and Relationship

The concept of sustainable tornism has gone through a multi-staged evolutionary
process. The,re has been a distinct evolution in the way sutainable tourism has been
described (Clarke, 1997). Sustainable tourism was first describ€d as the polar opposite to
mass tourism. Within this approac[ sustainable toruism was seen to have op,posing
characteristics wheir compared to mass toruism. Sustainable tornism operates on a surall
scalg while mass tourisn operates on a large, unsustainable scale (Clarkg 199,7; Hardy
and Beetog 2001; Swatbookg 1999).

The opposing view has changed into a field of tourism t)?€s where torrrism coutd
also change from one concept into another. No longer we,re sustainable tourisur and mass
tonrism viewed as opposing concepts. The curre,nt concept of sustainable toruism has
developed to include the idea that mass totrism could be made more sustainable through
positive actions. This concept was supported by the Center for Environmental Design
Research and Oureach (CEDRO) at the University of Calgary. CEDRO emphasized ttrat
susainable tourism is more than jrst eco-tourisnr, green tourism, or alternative tourism. It
is more than just a business, but part of the social and environme,lrt field.

Sustainability, therefore, is seen as a goal rather than as a definable end-point As a
result, operationalization of the current knowledge became the foors, and codes of practice
and guidelines were inroducod. Furthermorg srrstainable totrism was also viewed as a
goal which is relatod to all types of tourism regardless of scale.

2.23 Princlples of sustalnable tourism development (STD)

As tourisur professionals began to incorporate sustainable development into their
planning of tourism products, marketing programs, and delivering guest s€rvices, multiple
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goals and principles were developed. Like the multiple definitions of sustainable tourism,
the principles are based on ttre views and emphases of individual authors.

LTNESCAP (2000) has also listed l8 principles of sustainable tourism development for
those who wish to be guided by the ethics of sustainable and responsible tourism. The
principles include:

l. Community involvement in development and implementation of tourism activities
2. Stakeholders' input on totrism activities
3. Ensuring quality employment
4. Generating tourism benefits ttrat are equally dishibuted among stakeholders at the

tourism destination
5. Providing intergenerational equity
6. Having long-term vision/trorizon @ncerning tourism activities
7. Harmonization among the needs of visitors, the place, and the community
8. Linking with a broader set of initiatives and economic plans
9. Shong coordination among stakeholders
10. Cooperation among attractions, business, and totrism operators
11. Conducting impact assessments of tourism development proposals
12. Producing practical guidelines that contain indicators and threshold limits for whole

levels of stakeholders
13. Avoiding the haditional growttr-oriented model of toruism planning
14. Setting-up appropriate education and raining programs
15. Providing satisfring quality tourism experiences
16. Reflecting the limits of acceptable use of resources
17. Ensuing the maintenance and enhancem€,lrt of heritage and natural resourc€s
18. Providing sustainable tourism marketing by the provision of high quality tourist

experiences

All the above are seen as difficult to implement at the same time. However, as
presented by LJNESCAP (2000), these principles should be an integral part of tourism
planning and a target of tourisur activities. Furttrermore, STD has also bee,n studied
comprehensively by several other researchers such as Alipour (1990, Garrod and Fyall
(1998), Swarbrooke, (1999), Markwick (2000), Tosun (2001), Vincent and Thompson
(2002), and Sharpley and Telfer (2N2), as shown in Table 2.1, where some principles of
STD which focus on managernent of a community's resources in order to meet economic
well-being preserve resources, insure equity in the dishibution of costs and benefits,
s@ure self-sufficie,ncy, and also satisff ttre needs of the visitors are presented.

'able2. of Sustainable Tourism
Author Principles/ Meanine
Alipour (1996);
Ganod and Fyall
(lee8)
wTo 0998)

All resources, natural, historic and cultural, should benefit the
present community while being preserved for funre generations.

Alipour (1996);
wTo (1998)

Developme,nt should be conducted so that ttre negative impacts
and extemralities to the e,nvironment, community, and visitor are
minimized.

Alipour (1996) Visitor satisfaction should be maintained or enhanced.

Ganod and Fyall,
(1998): Marhrick

Dwelopment initiatives in a commrurity should consider the
interests of all stakeholder proups.
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(2000);
Swarbrooke (1999);
Vincent and
Thompson (2002)

Ganod and Fyall,
(1998); Sharpley
and Telfer (2W2)

Research should be undertaken through all stages of tourism
developmeirt to monitor impacts, solve problems, allow
stakeholders to react to adiust.

Recently, the WTO (1998) described the latest concept of the sustainable
dwelopment of tourism in this way:

'oThe sustainability principle refers to e,nvironm@d, economic, and socio-cultural
aspects of tourisur development and a suitable balance mrst be established between these
ttree dime,nsions to guarantee its long term sustainability''.

Economic sustainability ensres that development is economically efficient and
that rqsources are managed in such a way that ttrey can zupport futtre ge,nerations

Environmental sustainability is concerned with ensuring dwelopment that is compatible
wittr the maintenance of essential ecological proc€sses, biological diversity and resources.
Socio-sriltural zustainability ensures that development increases people's control over ttreir
lives, is oompatible with the culture and values of people atrected by if and maintains and
shengthens community identity. Furthermore, srstainable tourism dwelopment
requires the informed participation of all relevant stakelrolders, as well as shong political
leadership to ensure wide participation and @rul€,llsus building. Sustainable tourism should
also mainain a high level of tourist satisfaction and euure a meaningful experie,nce to the
tourists.

Howwer, Tosun (2001) has criticized impleurenting STD in developing countries
such as Turkey. He argued that the priorities of a national eoonomy, the lack of a
contemporary tourism developme,nt approach, the structure of the public administration
s5rstem, the e,rnergeirce of eirvironme,ntal matters and over-commersializatiorU and the
stnrcttre ofthe international toruism system are offered as'the challenges of STD' in the
context of the developing world. He concluded in his research that, althoug[r the principles
of STD are beneficial, their implementation is an eiromrously difficult task to achieve,
owing to the pncvailing socio-economic and political conditions in the dweloping world.
Anyoperation of STD necessitates hard political and economic choices, and decisions
based upon complex socio-economic and environme,ntal radeoffs. Moreover, he stated
that implementation of any hard decisions may not be possible unless international
organizations €,lrcourage and collaborate with governments of developing counhies to
implernent the principles of STD.

. Liu (2003) has made som€ criticisms of sustainable toruism, as well. He points out
some critical isstres for furttrer research on STD:

l. The main objectives of furttrer research on STD are learning how to manage
totrism dwelopment in an approach that is suitable for all tourism stakeholders.

2. Furttrer research on the application of the principles of sustainable developme,nt
to conventional mass tourism, not only alternative tourism, will be necessary.

3. Researchers from various disciplines should be able to shrdy together to
dwelop and generate additional knowledge of STD

2.2.4 Sustainable tourlsm development and the evoludon of tourism ptannlng thought

Despite the fact that there were different terms used to capture the evolution of
toruism studies and planning approaches, similar thenres emerge as shown in Table 2.2
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Table 2.2The Evolution ofToruism
GeE (1987) Tourism plannine focus
Boosterism Approach Tourism is a fully valuable motion and appears that way

in marketing strategies centered simply on promotional
campaigns.

Economic Approach Tourism used as a tool by governments to achieve
economic reshucturing.

PhysicaUSpatial
aooroach

Managing tourism impacts; risk plans may ignore more
socio/culttual factors.

Community-based
Approach

Recognised need for the social impact perspective;
Better forms of tourism: ecotourism, sustainable
tourism, etc;
Responsive to host commurities

Getz (1987) made it clear that thesb taditions of tourism planning tended to emerge in
parallel rattrer than consecutively and examples of each reurain evident in a variety of
situations throughout the world. In retrospect he consiste,ntly indicated that tourism
planning was, in the past seen as a simplistic proce$ focused simply on encouraging mass
toruism. This simplistic form of tourisur planning however, only began in thel960s when
tourism businesses began to be reoognizod as a significant industry due to its growth
(Burns, 1999). As indicated in GeE'research (1984, a'boosterism' approach to tourism
planning prevailed tbroughout 1960s. This approach employed different promotional
strategies as dominant marketing tools to increase visitation. However, it should be noted
that the so-called marketing ideas were as nmehical in the logic that they focused mainly
on promotion. The focal belief was simply that tourism is good; therefore, "more is betted'.
An "economic approach" to the tourism industry was highly raoked by many countries.
Tourism- related industries became a prevalent mearur to promote economic gains. The
positive impacts of toruism dwelopment were evide,nt in the considerable generation of
ernployme,nt and increase in foreign exchange earnings. Marketing is the primary tool of
this economic approach. As time advanced" marketing techniques became more
complicated. Evidence of positive economic impacts can be seen in the nunrbers of earlier
articles and texts, to a large exten! der/oted to the economic analysis of toruism. Concepts
such as multiplier effect and input-output models were introduced. However, as tourism
developme,nt proceoded duing the 1970s, an uneven allocation of benefits and
acknowledgeme,nt of toruism's negative impacts became more apparent. The coruieque,nces
of unbalanced or disorganized tourism planning and development have brought hard
lessons for several places where social and e,nvironmental impacts were severe. Tourism
scholars started to think about the multitude of negative impacts of mass tourism. The
'physicaUspatial approach', created by GeE (1987), is included in this approach. One of its
main concerns was to emphasize the negative impacts of tourism in relation to the host
community. As a result of this, the boosterism belief has been inoeasingly discredited and
tourism practitioners have gradually undertaken a more cautious approach. There are
several studies pertaining to this school of ttrought. They were directed at defining stages
and models of touism development. These studies addressed the relationships between
tourism development and host communities. The core research of this school of thought
includes:

- Doxey(1975), who proposed an'irredex' whictr is used to assess host-guest
interactions and relationstrips.

- Butler (1980), who offered a model to explain the evolution of tourist areas. Tourist
destinations ar€ seen to evolvc thrcu$ the stages from exploration to eittrer decline
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orrejuvenation. Tte emergence of socid impacts on host communities becomes
more significant when the development reaches the consolidation stage.
In addition to this research, the last two decades have witrressed a burgeoning

number of studies emphasizing on the negative impacts of tourism. The research stated

above.indicated that positive and negative impacts on destination were linked closely to the
growth of tourism. As tourism developme,nt has proceeded, both the positive and negative
impacts became more and more visible.

The evolution of a destination life cycle model (Butler, 1980) provides a significant
conce,ptualization in indicating the dynamism of destination areas that toruism planners
have made use of. However, tourism planning literature is concerned not just with how to
extend the destination's growth stage, but it is also related to the evaluation of tourism
resources in order to identiff desirable rates and acceptable forms of change in the
environme,nL and in local residents'perceptions of tonrism developme,nt.

The recognition of increased negative community impacts and the re-evaluation of
tourism's relationstrip with host commrurities prese,nts considerable challe,nges to the
tourism industry and tourism planners and has led to a shong call for a tourism planning
approach whictr could promote a more rigorous understanding of torrism and what can be
done to predict and alleviate its negative effects. Increased awarene$ grew simultaneously
in response to the ideas of STD.

In the tourism field, community bas€d tourisnr planning a "community based
approach" which was created by Getz (1987), has come to the foreftont receiving
substantial attention and advocecy by scholars (Murphy, 1985; Gunn, 1994; Timoth5
t999). The main principle of this approach is a quest for oommunity input through
residents' active participation in the tourism development proce$. Murphy (1985) argued
that resideirts' input is required because "0re indutry uses the community as a r€sounce,
sells it as a producf an4 in the process, affects the lives of weryone". In other words,
tourism draws extensively tom the commturity's resourt€s. Thereforg tourism must not
exploit resources for its own benefit without considering what return is possible for the
commwdty. It may be argued that the community will benefit more from tourism
development if the commuity members participate fully bottr in making decisions that
affect their welfare and in implernenting these decisions. Therefore, the commtmity based
planning process requires the involvemeirt of local people and decisionmakers at each step
in the process. This produces a significant shift of tourism planning from being centralized
(a top-down approach) to being decentralized (a bottom-up approach).

The physicaUspatial approach seems to enjoy considerable support in a multiplicity
of situations all over the world. As a result, it often shows to be the main tourism plaming
viewpoint" Nevertheless, the principle of STD is more clearly perceptible in Getz's model,
and this perception is acknowledged by Hall (1995). Hall (1995) argud that if the
economig physicaUspatial, and community-based approaches are associated with tourism
planning it may be suggested that many of the key principles of STD will have been met.

225 Sustainable tourism development in urban areas

Tourism in urban areas has groum becaue it is these built-up areas that offer a
wide range of attractions and which tend to be highly rigorors spatially. Shaw and
Williams (1994) argued that the athactions of cities play an important role when
oonsidering a tourisn destination. Uftan areas attract domestic and intqnational toruists
zuch as holidaymakers, as well as brsiness havelers, and meeting conveirtion" and
er.hibition attendees. Howwer, as suggested by Asworth (1992), tourism studies in nrban
areas att often neglected. It is not only that tourism shrdies have neglected the trban
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context, but urban studies have also failed to observe the importanceof tourism activities

to city tfe. Ouring the 1990s, there was an increase in research on urban tourism,

particularly on non-traditional destinations.' 
Starting in North America and spreading to Europe, Aushalia, New Zealand and

Singapore, thJdevelopment of urban tourism has become an essential part foreconomic

aerlfip.er,t (Hinch, iggO). Swarbrooke (1999) stated that *totuism-based urban

regeneration has become a major phenome,non in the past two decades". Most scholars

rpirur to concrur that the rorc of tourism-led local economic development (LED) in urban

arias has been most successful in the case of American cities. Even in these success

stories, however, he also cautioned'that "by implernenting a tourismJed stategy, cities are

**ritting themselves to a long-term program with no guarantee of success". Black

(1987) staied that uban tourismsuffers from long-standingunderestimation and

misunderstanding.
The WTO (1999) pointed out that urban areas face a double challenge. The first of

these is the tourists' expectations and the need to make more attractive in uban areas

whilst the seoond ctrallenge is to guarantee the proper management of the ubp
environment for ttre be,nefit of local residents. A strong cornsrifnent is needed from all

togrism stakeholders to maintain the environment and prevent deterioration.

Urban toqrism can be sgen as a heterogeneous matter. The concentration points for

hgman interaction, which may involve tourists, can be forurd in urban areas. These points

of interaction mayproduce a pattern of tourist interactions that become complex and may

ditr€r greaily from one city to another.
-The 

complexity of-urban tourism, as struGtured by Black (1987), is composed of
five factors. Fin-t, because urban af,eas are huge with dense populations, 'visiting frie'lrds

and relatives' constitutes a major tourist segment in many cities. Second, most cities are

major travel nodes that are related to initiat ac@ss advantage (infrastructure). Third, urban

*"ur t*d to be a locus of economic activity, which is characterized by the concenhation

of manufacturin& trade and finance. Fourttr is the availability of the cotTgrce, indushy,

and senrice sectors. Fifttr is the wide variety of cultural experiences available.

{though there are a number of studies on STD, its application to STD in wban

area is stitt tiuritoa. A good portion of STD research activities focrs on the natural

environnre,n! regardless of the fact that the pajority of tourists travel in cities and urban

areas (WTO statistics, lggg,cited in Dodds and Joppe,2003). Hinch (1996) asserted that

initiatives on sustainable tourism contextualized in urban areas are as important as those

which are undertake'n in rural areas.

As noted earlier, cities or trban areas have complex spatialities that lend

themselves to be tourist attractions over and above their roles as areas, facilities, and

activities enjoyed by reside,lrts. Cities or urban areas have attracted huge nuurbers of
togrists duelosightseeing entertainment, a full range of accommodation, quality

restaurants, nightlife, theahes, concerts, spectator sporting events, historic sites, museums,

galleries, zoos and shopping. Some cities, such as Bangkolq are a part of a tour or a

rtoporro to break up a long tip. Lately, urban areas are starting to show some of the same

probl*rr with tourism ttrat trave bee,lr recognized in other environments. The grourttr of
iorgism in urban areas presents various challenges not only to safeguard of the

e,lrvironment, but also the conse,lvation of heritage, the preservation of the social fabric and

cultural values, and the mainte,nance of ttre desired quality of life for residents. It may be

said that srstainable tourism developme,nt in urban areas must consider both the 'gcen
issues' and non-ecological resourc€s, including the conservation of historical landscapes,

the preservation of heritage buildings, and the swtemance of cultures, traditions and

customs. In this context, tvtowforttr and Mrurt (1998) offered three important dimensions of
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sustainable tourism beyond the ecological. These are economic, social, and cultural
sustainability. Economic sutainability refos to ttre economic gains from tourism that are
sufficient to cover the oosts and inconveniences incurred by development. Social
sustainability refers to the ability of a local community "to absorb inputs, such as extra
people, for short or long pqiods of time, and to continue functioning either without the
creation of social disharmony as a result of these inputs or by adapting its functions and
relationships so that the disharmony can be alleviated or mitigated". Cultural sustainability
concerns the ability of a community to retain or adapt ele,ments of their cultural activities
which distinguish them from other communities.

Ultimately, STD in urban areas is about maintaining the historic continuity of those
areas so that succeeding generations of residents, as well as tourists, can continue to
experience and sample their e,nvironmeirtal, economic, social, and cultural aspects. If the
uniqueness ofplaces is erode4 their appeal to both locals and tourists will be severely
undermined and the tourist industry of a nation or city will lose its sustainability. More
importantly, cities and countries owe it 30 their residents to preserve the unique,lress of their
culhual landscapes, to maintain the everyday way of life of their citizens, and to pr€,sewe
the diversity of their natrual habitats. Whe,lr societies have a sense of self-respect for their
own cultural identity and heritage, the tourist attractiveness of place and people becomes
automatically sustainable and competitive.

2.2.6 Stokeholder theory

The concept of stakeholders has its roots in business and management literature.
The Stanford Research Institute (SRD was the first to formally inhoduce the stakeholder
cono€pt in 1963. The SRI stated (1963) that a stakeholder is any "group without whose
support ttre organization would oease to exist". Stakeholder theory was not prominent in
managernent lit€raturc until 1984 when Freernan wrote Strategic Management: A
Sulceholder Approach. This work developed the current definition of a stakeholder. A
stakeholder is "any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achieverne,nt of
the firm's objectives' (Freemaq 1984). This view was rsvealing in that Freeman was the
first manage,ment writer to so clearly identify the strategic importance of groups and
individu,als beyond not only the firm's stockholders, but also its errployees, orstomers,
oommunities, suppliers, governments, and the general public. The stakeholder concept is
intended to 'broaden manage,nr€,lrt's vision of its roles and responsibilities beyond the
profit maximization functions to include interests and claims of non-stockholding groups"
(Mitchell, Aele and Woo4 1997).

Since Freernan first proposed his stakeholder approach to strategic manageme,lrf it
has been incorporated into business studies @onaldson and Preston, 1995; Clarksor\ 1995;
Sautter and Leisen, 1999).

Donaldson and Preston (1995) reviewed many of the shrdies in management
literattue ooncerning stakeholder theory. They argtrd that stakeholder theory is
descriptive/empirical, normativg and insuumental.

- The descriptivdempirical aspect is used to desctibe how organizations manage
or inte,ract with stakeholders.

' The insEumental aspect is rsed to identiff the connections, or lack of
connections, between stakeholder management and the achiwemeot of
corporate gods.

' The normative aspect is used to prescribe how an organization ought to heat
stakeholders on the basis of some underlying moral and philosophicat principle
with the prcp€r respect and consideration due their own stakes. Based on this
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aspect, all stakeholders need to participate in determining the direction of the

organization in which they have a stake @onaldson and Preston, 1995).

Stakeholder theory is not only an academic exercise. It has relevant applications in

the management of an oiganization. Freernan (198a) indicated that for an organization to

manage it-s stakeholders, it had to identiff the stakeholders and their interests, understand

the piocess needed to manage ttre relationship with the stakeholders, and manage the

ransactions between tfte organization and its stakeholders. Donaldson and Preston (1995)

argued that, in stakeholder management, all stakeholders do not need to be involved

eqirally in the decision-making process. It does require that all interests are identified and

understood.
The definition of stakeholders varies among many authors. Some scholars define

stakeholders broadly while others prefer to use a more narrow definition. Many authors

(Freernan, 1984; CiarlcsorL 1995; Waddoclc, Bodwell, and Graves, 2002) have found it
useful to differentiate stakeholders as either primary or secondary. Clarkson (1995) has

defined primary ones as those who have a "formal, official or conhactual" relationship

with the organization. Specifically, Clarkson asserts that a primary stakeholder "is one

whose continuing participation is critical to the survival of the corporation". Included in

this group are shareholders, eurployees, custom€rs, zuppliers, &d related governrnent

ug*cio.-Clarkson (1995) also defines secondary stakeholders as those who influence or

atrecL or are influenced or affected by, the corporatioq but are not e,lrgaged in transactions

with the corporation and are not esse,ntial for its survival. Included in this group are

communities and non-governme,ntal organizations (NGOs) and activists.
Mitchell et al. (197), holding another perspective, combine the concepts of power,

urgency, atd legitimacy to create a model of stakeholder idemtification to assist in the

analysis of stakeholder salience. They indicate that salie,lrce (as perceived by managers)

will be positively related to the number of ttrese three stakeholder features that managers

perceive the stakeholder to possess. Using their model, the most salient stakeholder would
haue an urgent (time sensitive) claim against the organizatior\ the power to enforce its will
on the organization" and be perceived as legitimate in exercising its powers.

2.2.7 Sttkeholder theory end sustainable tourism development

The use of stakeholder theory is not limited to business and organization-related

literatrue. Stakeholder theory has been applied in planning and tourism management

(Jamal and Getz, 1995; Yuksel, Bramwell and Yuksel,1999; Sautter and Leisen, 1999).

Tourism planners should consider the interests of all stakeholders before
proceeding with STD. Incorporating stakeholder views can add knowledge and insight
which may reduce conflicts in the long term (Ytrksel et al., 1999). Sautter and l.eisen
(1999) found that as agree,ment across stakeholder interests increase4 the likelihood of
collaboration and compromise also rose. If collaboration between stakeholders occurs, the

level of support for STD may increase, as well.
Aside from Sautter and l,eisen (1999), there are now increasing numbers of

researchers and industry professionals advocating the inclusion of stakeholden in the

tonrism ptanning process (Hardy and Beeton, 2001; Markwick, 2000; Sheehan and Ritchie
2005). Two distinct areas of thinking have e,nrerged in the totuism literattre. The first
notion is closely related to the classical idea of staketrolder managemenf i.e., the central

agency considers the interest of the stakeholders and develops policies and practices based

on the stakeholders' power and influence. Those with more power would be given more

consideration than those wittr less (Hunt and Haider, 2001; Tosun,200l).
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The second idea of stakeholder theory that has emerged over the past few years

includes the concept of collaborative thinking (Bramewll and Sharmaru 1999; Yuksel, et
al., 1999). It implies that consideration should be given to each stakeholder goup without
one being glv€n priority over the others (Sautter & Leiseir, 1999). In particular, stakeholder
identification and involvement is the main step towards achieving community partnerships
and collaboration within tourism (Hardy and Beetoq 2001; Sheehan and Ritchie 2005).
Yuksel et al. (1999) statod ttrat while collaborative planning may be time consuming and
diffisult, it can be justified because it can potentially "avoid the costs of resolving conflicts
in the long term, it is more politically legitimate, and it can build on the store of knowledge
and capacities of ttre stakehold6s". Collaboration and parherships are essential to the
development of bonds and networks among diverse stakeholders for their benefit
(Briassoulis, 2002).

Hardy and Beeton (2001) applied stakeholder theory to ide,ntiff stakeholder groups
and understand their perception of sustainable tourisrn. Sheehan and Ritchie (2005), by
applying stakeholder theory, identified a great diversity of various important stakeholders.
They also deteiurined stakeholda management strategies of the tourism destination
managemcnt organization (DMOs). Additionalln Markwick (2000) dernonshated the need
for stakeholder managernent in his discrtssion of golf course developmeirt in Malta. He
stated that conflict arose from different stakeholder groups having different interests in
relation to the costs and benefits of the developme,nt

Jamal and. GeE (1995) argue the *necessity of involving key stakeholders and
refining processes for joint decision-making on destination planning and manageme,nt
issues within a oommrurity-basod domain'. They firther prrovide six key conditions for
facilitating planning oollaboratiou These conditions include stakehold€rs believing that:
they are interdependenf they will benefit from collaboration, decisions will be
impleinented, the key groups (identified as being governme,nt tourism associations,
resident organizations, tourism business, and special interest groupg are involved" the
@nven€r is legitimate in the areas of expertise, r€xx)uroes, and authority, and that the
proc€ss is effective for collaboration.

lher€forc, for success to be actrieved in STD all stakeholder interests must be
identified and understood and key stakeholders must be involved in the planning proc€ss.

23 Revlew of the Theoredcal Framework

23.1 Review of social exchange theory

Social exchange theory derives from economic rational choice theory and the shrdy
of relationships and "exclunge". It argues that individuals svaluate alternative courses of
action so that they get best values at lowest cost from any transaction completed. Molm
(2001) argues ttrat'ttre philosophical roots of social exchange begin with the assurptions
of utilitarian economics, broaden to include the culnual and structural forces emphasized
by classical anthropologists, and eirter sociology after firther input and modification from
behavioral psychology. "

To date, social exchange theory has its orign in several disciplines, incltrding
ma*eting @agozzi, lni), behavioral psyctrology (tlomar1 l99l), anthropolory G,evi-
Shauss, 1969), economics (Ekeb 1974), social psychology (Gouldner, 1960), and
sociology(Blaq 1964).

For examplg it has beeo thought from the utilitarian economists' perspectives that
people can be viewed as rationally seeking to maximize their material be,nefits, or utility,
from hansactions or exclranges with othcrs in a open martet C[\rner, 1980. Additionalln
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social exchange theorists refonnulate this principle by asserting alternative assumptions.

Homans (1991) explained social exchange theory in this way: "Humans do not pursue to

maximize profits, but they always attempt to make some profit in their social transactions

with others".
Levi-stauss (1967), who developed a structural exchange perspective, presents

another point of view concerning social exchange theory. He states that exchange must be

viewed according to its function in integrating the larger social strt'tcture. The exchange is

more than the result of psychological needs and should be interpreted as a reflection of a
pattern of social organization that odsts as an entity.

From the behavioral psychology perspective, "social exchange is based on the

actions of one person providing the rewards or punishments for ttre actions of another

person and vice verca in repeated interactions" (Blau, 1964). Psychological rewards and

punishment are reconciled with economic benefits (utility) and costs @keh, 1974). Thus,
peopte will behave so as to yield the most reward and the least purishment and also will
repeat those behaviors thathave proved rewarding in the past.

Social exchange theory also explains how actors in relationships and networks
obtain valued tangible and intangible resources (e.g. support and service) through
interactions with other actors by exchange with a cost-benefit perspective based on self-
interest (Homan, 1991). Actors contribute to the exchange only when they expect benefits
in return. Thus, contributions are made with a hope of future be,lrefits. In addition, Emerson
(1976), who developed the concepts of power and depe,ndence in exchange, said that
power in exchange relations or networks is based upon the dependence of the actors on one

another for resources of value. While resourc€s can be instrume,ntal involving economic or
social goods and senrices, as well as ptrely syurbolic, as in a brand name or reputation, the
term "actor" refe,ls to a persorq a role-occupant, or a group that acts as a single unit.
Interdependence and specialization create the necessiff for exchange, and all organizations
adopt a wide variety of strategies for coping wittr ttris interdependence (Grembowski,
Cook, Patick and Roussel,2002).

Within the marketing perspective, Kotler and Leyy (1969) and especially Bagoui
(1975) brouglrt social exchange theory to the attention of the marketing discipline, and
have argued that most human dealings (and not just those between for-profit firms and
their customers) can be understood as a form of market exchange. The research from
Bagoai (1975) suggests that "exchange involves a transfer of somehing tangible or
intangiblg actual or syabolic, between two or more social actors". Indeed, in ttre area of
@nsumer behavior, 7alfrnn and Sternthal (1975) argud that exchange is the very
important of consumer behavior.

Although differe,nt pe,rspectives of social exchange have emerged, theorists agree
that social exchange involves a series of interactions that generate obligations (Emerson,
1976). Within social exctrange theory, these interactioff; are usually se€,!r as interdependent
and contingent on the actions of another person (Blau, 1964). The common assumption
that can also be found in various social exchange theoretical thoughts and disciplines is
'btilitarianism" (Iuner, I 986).

As indicated above, social exchange theory's explanatory value has been studied in
strch diverse areas as organizational justice (Cropanzano, Prehar, and Chen" 2002;
Konovsky, 2000), leadership (Lideru Sparrowg and Wa1ae,1997; Settoon, Bennett, and
kdeq 1996), strategic alliances (Muthusamy and White, 2005), health care (Grembowski
et al., 2002), and marketing (Poorg Pitt, and Berthon, 2003), among ottrers.

Within the context of torrism, researchers still lacked theories explaining
relationships between tourism stakeholders' attitudes and tourism impact until Ap (1992)
applied social exchange theory to tonrism. As describd by Ap (1992), social exchange is
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"a general sociological theory concerned with understanding the exchange of resourc€s
between individuals and groups in an interaction situation". Exchanges must o@ur to have
tourism in a community. Hanill and Potts (2003), in their study of Charleston, South
Carolina" argue that social exchange theory involves the trading and sharing of resources
betwee,n individuals and groups. These interactions can occur between individuals, role
occtrpants, or groups acting as single units. Resources can be any item, concrete or
synbolic, and may be material, social, or psychologlcal in nature. Gev, (1994), in a study
of Scotland's Spey Valley, found that residents who formd the exchange beneficial for their
well-being seemed to support tourism developme,nt and had positive reactions to tourists.
Reside,nts who viewed the exchange as problematic opposed tourism development.

Social exchange theory was stated as a theoretical frame work to explain residents'
reactions to tourism development (Ap, 1992; Madrigal, 1994; McGehee and Andereck,
2N4). Those studies focused on how residents assessed the positive and negative of
tourism development and some studies explained residents' support for future tourism
development based on their evaluations of the positives and negatives of toruism
dwelopment impacts (Jurowski, Uysal, and William,1997; Gursey et al., 2002)

For instance, Madrigal (1994) assumed that social exchange theory is an economic
analpis of interaction that focuses on the exchange and mutual dispensation of rewards
and costs between tourism actors. He also pointed out that the rurderlying assumption of
this exchange is a disposition to maximize the rewards sad minimize the costs of resideirts'
experiences. Peidue et d. (1984 aho sated ttrat this theory is a foundation for examining
residents' attitudes toward tourism. They concluded that support for tourism was positively
related in the case of poople who perceived positive impacts from tourism, and negatively
correlated in the case of poople who perceived negative impacts from tourism.

Results from the research of Andereclq et al. (2005), who investigated reside,nts'
perceptions of toruism's impact on oommunities, zuggest residents teoognize many
positive and negative oons€queNrc€s. These findings are also consistent with social
exchange ttreory in that those who viewed tourism as a development priority also perceived
greater benefits from it in their communities than others, and so w€re more likely to have
positive attifides regarding tourism. This.idea was generally supported.

Gursoy, et al. (2N2) attempted to explain how and why residents have different
views of tourisrn by using a principle of social exchange theory. The. principle they
suggested is that residents are willing to be involved in exchanges wittr tourists if they can
receive benefits, rather than incuning unacceptable costs. Based on the empirical findingp,
ttre model ass€rts that 'the state of the local economy', 'penceived be,lrefits', and 'perceived
@sts' contribute,. directly to a commrurity's 'support for toruism', while 'commrurity
@nc€,rn', 'eco-cenEic attitude', and 'utilization of tourism resources' by residents make an
indircct contribution. Thus, support for toruism developme,lrt was. considered as the
rcsidelrts' willingness to enter into a tourism exchange basod on their perceptions of the
beirefits and costs of exchange factors. Moreover, the authors concludod that theoretically,
if residents perceive the disfiibution of be,nefits over costs as positivg they will seek to
maintain the exchange relationship.

Acoording to Yoon et al. (2001), who studied residots' attiMes and support for
tourisn dwelopment by using a structural equation model, local residents are likely to
participate in exctrange (zupport tourisrr developmenQ as long as the perceived benefits of
tourism excced the perceived oosts of touism. Their enrpirical findings support this
statement in that "total impact of tourisn" was positively associated with'1he support for
touris'm dwelopment". Additionally, eirvironmental impact was negatively associated wittl
"ttre zupport of tourism dwelopmenL" As a rezulf if residents received be,lrefits and
rewards from tourisnU they were likely to support tourism developmenL
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Andereck and Vogt (2000) also supported the social exchange theory in that those

residents who perceivqd-tourism positivliy supported most specific tlpes of tourism

development. Adaitionalln Lee and Back (2006), using SEM, attempted to examine the

underlying relationship *ong economic, social and environmental impact, 
-benefits 

and

ropport tir casino awAopment" The results of this study show that the benefit factor was

Ogna to be the most irport ot factor affecting reside,lrts' support level, which was

consiste,nt with ttre social exchange theory.
Neverttreless, McGehee and fuidereck (2004) argue that support for social

exchange theory was mixed. Personal benefit from tourism predicted lottr tlry positive and

negativi effectsof totuism and support for additional tourism did predict tolnsm planning.

fhir ,rgu*ent was consiste,nt with tong et al. (1990). However, the results of ttris study

show th-at personal benefit is not a significant predictor of tourism planning..This finding is

particularly interesting in ttrat it does not alignwith social exchange theory-if residents had

a vested interest in tourism developme,lrf it would seem that they would want to see that it
is developed properly or, alternatively, prefer to see few resfictions on tourism

development.
As togrism stakeholders (torrrism experts and residurts) have been considered

important key players that influence the success or failure of sustainable torrrism

development,-ttriir participation and involveme,nt mut be take,n into accorurt in tourism

planning. Among those different theories that have been applied to investigate touism
rt frnota.o' attitodes toward tourism (zuch as social carrying capacity theory (Allen,

long, Perdue, 1988), social representations theory @earce, Moscardo, and Ross, 1996;

freatine and Faulkner, 2O0O); dependeircy theories (Preister, 1989); growttr machine

theory (Cannan and Hennessy, 1989; Martin, Bonnie, McGuire and AllerU 1998), Mat
Webir's theory of zubstantive and formal rationality (McGeehee and Meares, 1998), social

exchange theory s@ms to offer the appropriate theoretical structtre in that it facilitates a

rational explanation ofboth ttre benefits) and costs impacts of tourism and can apply to test

of relationships between and among the exchange factors and ttreir consequenc€xt. It may

be said that, social exchange theory can logically explain how ttre exchange factors affect

the restrlts or outcomes of the exchange process. The assumptions and principles of the

theory offer an explanation of the proc€ss involved in ttre exchanges between tourism

resources and people. The tourism literature suggests that economic, environmental, and

socio-cultural impacts are probably to affect totrism stakeholders' perceptions and support

of tourism.
Thus, this study will use social exchange theory as the principle for studying the

relationships among the constnrct (sustainability attitudes, sense of community, perceived

positive impact of tourism, perceived negative impact of totrism), and their results,

including support for tourism attraction developmen! and support for destination

sustainability strategies.

23.2 Comnunityts atfitudes and tourism development impact

Any impacts from tourism causing annoyance or ang€r in the host community may

lead to problems for the long-terrr susAinable developme,lrt of the tourism industry.

Murphy (1985) argud ttrat "if tourism is to merit its psandonyrn of being the hospttality

industry, it must look beyond its own doors and ernployees to consider the social and

cultural impacts it is having on the host community at largd'. It has now beoome widely
recognizedttrat planners and enteprencurs must take the view of the host commwrity into

account if the industry wants to pursue the goal of sustainable toruism developme,nt. As

tourists need to feel welcome, a community or destination that fails to provide ge'lruine
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hospitality is at a disadvantage to those that can. As tourists need to feel welcomg a
community or destination that fails to provide genuine hospitality is at a disadvantage to
those that can.

Most tourism impact studies are conducted by measuring a community's attitude
toward tourism and the effects that are perceived by community residents. Jafari (1986)
noted that,'historically, tourism research focused on the positive aspects of tourism
impacts in the 1960s, ttre negative aspects in ttre 1970s, and a more balanced, systematic
approach in the 1980s". Research in the past decade has shifted focus from the impacts
themselves to the shrdy of local people at the community lwel.

In the tourism literatug a number of studies have investigated community's
auitudes and tourism developme,nt (McGehee and fuidereck,2004;Akis, Peristianis, and
Warner, 1996; Che,n,2000; Hernandez, Coheq and Garciq 1996). The results of these
studies have suggested that community zupport for touism development is essential for the
successful operation and competitive,ness of a tourism destination (Juroski et al., 1997;
Yoon et al., 200I). This is because tornisnr relies heavily upon the goodwill of the local
community and understanding local communities' reactions toward touism development
is essential in achieving the goal of favorable host community support

One of the many relationships that researchers have explored (concerning
comrtunity's attiMes and tourism) is community's attitudes and tourism developme,lrt
impacts. Most prwiotu studies foud that comnnrnity's afritudes and pemceptions in terms
ofeoonomig eirvironm@t8l, social and sultural impacts have affected comrnrrnities'
support for tourism development and business (Murphy, Pritctrard, and SmittU 2000;
Gursoy and Rutherford,2004iTeye et al.,zOfl?)

Most of these studies have been conducted basod on social exchange theory and
they have indicated that local commruritics are likely to participate in an exchange with
toruists if they believe that they are likely to gain beirefits without incurring unacceptable
costs. It can said that if residents perceive the positive impacts of towism developme,lrt to
be greater tlun the negative impacts, they are inclined to become involved in the exchange
and" subsequeirtly, endorse future tourism development in their community.

Economic benefits are the most important elenrents sought by community from
tourism development He,nce, whe,n researchers examine community's perceptions of the
effects of loruism, the perceived economic impacts are often asscss€d @yer, Gursoy,
Sturma, and Carter, 2007:' Gursoy & Rutherfond, 2ffi4;Jurowski et a1.,1997; Liu and Var
1986). Several researchers have foctsed on employment opportunities @yer et al., 2Cf,7)
and the rev€llue communities derive from this industry (Davis, Allen, and Cosenza, 1988;
Gursoy d, aL3A0D. An improving standard of living (Ko & Stewart, 2Cfl2; tuidriotis &
Vaugham, 2003), income disEibutions for hosts and governnelrt @erdue, et al., 1987),
development and mainte,lrance of infrasfudure and resources(Ko and Stewar! 2002), tal(
nev€nue (Iankford and Howard, 1994; Dyer et a1.,2007) are given as other examples of the
economic benefits of tourisrr development u.npacts. Howwer, some studies found that
tourism not onlybrings economic growth but also imposes economic burdens upon
destinations in less industrialized cormtries. These may include ttre lack of compemsation
for skilled workers (William and lawson, 2001; JamiesorU Good\ilill, and Edmunds,ZOC/|,
higher cost o_f living and inflated prices for land and housing (Ko and Stewar! Z0ft2Teye,
€t d., 20012; Jamieson d aI., 2004li Sirakay, Teye, and Sonme4 2C/0/Z).

Moreover, otherbenefits and oosts associated with the social, crrltural and
environmental impact of totuism have beelr ideotified" Toruists atrect the people of the
host communities as a result of thcir dir€ct and indirect associations with them. The social
and cultural impacts of tourism are reflected in the ways in which tourism is contributing
to changes in value systems, individrul behavior, familyrelationships, collective life style,
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moral conduct, creative expressions, haditional ceremonies, and commrmity organization.
The social and cultural dimension, however, is not resticted to actual physical interaction;
it is also affected by the modernization and development which tourism brings. While
much research has been conducted on community's perception of social and cultural
impacts of tourism developmen! the results sometimes producod contradictory analysis.

Although economic benefits are ofte,n assumed to largely improve the quality of life of
reside,lrts, social and cultural factors may not always be as positive (Lirr, Sheldon and Var,
1987). Some studies stated that residents tended to perceive the economic impacts of
tourism positivelS but the social and cultural impacts of tourism developmort negatively
(Gursoy and Rutherford, 2004). Increasing crime, prostitution, and threats to families are

examples of the sociaUculnral impacts of tourism (Lee and Baclg 2006; Gursoy and

Rutherford,2004; Ko and Stewart, 2002; Sirakay et al., 2002;Tosun, 2002; Linderberg and

Johnsoq 1997) which may negatively affect a community's way of life (Gursoy and

Rutherford,2N4; Andereck and Vog! 2000). In contast, some studies have found that
toruism improved communily services, development of cultural activities, and cultural
exchange opportunities between tonrists and residents (Dyer, et al., 2007; Kuvan and

Akan, 2004; Sirakap et al., 2002; McCool and Martin,1994), and also improved
community spirit (Lre and Back, 2006), the preservation of culttual ideirtity (Gursoy and
Rutherfor4 2D4;Andereck and Vogt, 2000), the quality of life (Swa$rookg 1999), and
entranced the image of the community and culnre (McGehee and Anderech 2N4\.

The tourisnr research also produced mixed results for a host communit/s
perception of the physical and e,lrvironmental impacts of tornism. Doggart and Doggart
(1996) argued that the tourism industry has the potential to unwittingly undermine itself by
being insensitive to the environme,ntal impacts it is causing. Essentially, the physical and

environmental impacts of tourism on the destination can be traced back to the interactions
between tourists and the phpical e,nvironment. The impacts are often anthropogenic, i.e.,
caused by the relationship between human beings and the environme,nt. Tourists, through
their daily consumption habits, impact the environment as these products and services
require the use of resources. Tourist athactions and facilities like viewing platforms, visitor
centers, and infrastructure need to be developed and maintain{. It could be said that the
eirvironmeiral impacts of tourism are not completely different from what is demanded by
locals at tourist destinations. This is tnre for cases where the standard of living of tourists
and the level of development of destination countries are the same. On the other hand, the
physical and e,nvironmental conditions (ofpublic amenities, as well) at tourism
destinations may not be the same as the conditions of the tourists' home country. Apart
from supporting tourists' activities in tourism destinations, toruism also contributes
additional phpical and environme,ntal bnrdens due to different consumption needs and
lifestyles.

Several recent studies have investigated host community attitudes toward the
physical and environmental impacts of tourism. Some researchers have suggested that host
cornmunities may view tourism as having both positive and negative phpical and
environmental impacts. The haffic congestion is one of the issues that eruerged most often
as the negative impact of tourism (Snaith and Halen 1995; Linderberg and Jobnson,1997;
Williams and lawsons,200l; McGehee and tuiderech 20M; L,ee and Blaclq 2006). Other
studies reported community conc€rn with litter (Andereck et al., 2005; Snaith and Haley,
1995; Willianrs and [awsons, 2001), crowding and congestion (McGehee and Andereclq
2004; Andereck and Vogt, 2000; Lee and Blach 2006; Andereck et al., 2005), creating air
and water pollution (Kuvan and Akan, 2W4), increasing noise levels @yer d d., 2@7;
Lee and Blach 2006; Gursoy and Rutherford,2004\, destruction of natural resourcqr
(Walpole and Goodwin,2001; Lee and Blach 2006; Yoon et a1.,2001), and deterioration
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ofhistorical resourccxr (Ko and Stewar! 2002).In conhas! perceived positive
e,nvironmental impacts of totuisnr included additional park areas @yer et al., 2007),
incentives for the conservation of natural resources (Andereclc, et al., 2005; Andriotis and
Vaughan, 2003), incentives for restoration of historic buildings (Gursoy and Rutherford,
2w4; tuidriotis and Vaughan,2003; Lee and Baclg 20fi6; Andereck and vog! 2000),
recreation opportunities for visitors and residents (Haley, Snaith, and Miller, 2005), and
befrer public senrices (McGehee and tuidereck,2D2; Sirikaya et al., 20f,l2; Ko and
Stewart,2002).

As noted earlier, in previous research, perceptions of impacts or attitudes about the
economic, socio-culttral, and environment aspects of tourism were measured using
multiple item agreement scales. Alttrough the items that e,ruerged from each study were
slightly different, a few commonalties exist as shown in this study.Most studies
discovered one or more positive impact or benefits dimensions and one or more negative
impacts dimensions. The conclusion that can be made from this studyis that people in a
great diversity of communities seern to be positively disposed toward tourism
developme,nt. This does not imply that they do not have concerns about the negative
impacts tourism either can or does have in their communities, alttrougfi the specific
concenrs vary by commrurity.

In sum, the tourism literature zuggests that the local community's pe,rception of
tourism developme,nt impacts is varied. It may be said that impact pcrceptions have bee,n
formd to vary substantially betrreen individual sites. In attempting to isolate ttre
explanatory variables which determine host community attiMes toward the impact of
toruism, The Faulkner and Tideswell (1997) review of the principal literature concludes
that a wide range of potentially salient criteria is evident and that the results of inteirsive
academic effort have been inconclusive at best- ttre prese,lrce of a wide range of opinion
diversity within and between comnrunities has invalidated any possibility of a generally
accepted set of variables which can reliably explain or predict the full sp€ctrum of potential
host commrurity reaction.

Some communities perceive toruism as having both positive and negative impacts;
some are likely to perceive tourism as having negative social, culural or eirvironmental
impacts; and others are inclined to regErd tourisur as having positive impacts on the local
economy, community, or/and eirvironment. As for support for tourisur developme,lrf if
people believe that torrrism creates more be,lrefits than costs for the commrurity, they tend
to have a favorable view of tourism. Conversely, if the people believe that tourism brings
more costs than benefits and caus€s deterioration in the commrurity's quality of life, they
are not likely to support tourism developme,lrl

firereforg an investigation of the perceived impacts of tourisn development is
critical for exaurining a tourism stakeholder's attitude and support of tourism dwelopment
or opposition to tourism dweloprne,nt. We can say that a tourism stakeholder's perceptions
of tourism impacts are one of ttre critical factors wheir implementing further tourism
planning and dwelop,ment.

Consequently, as the succcsn and srstainabilityof any tourisn dwelopmeirt
projects rely on the level to which the developme,lrt is planned and managed with the
suPport of the tourism stakeholders, toruism destination susAinability can be e,nhanced
through the local community, particularly an conc€ms the support oftourism staketrolders
who have received thebenefits of tourisn dwelopment impacts.
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2.3.3 Concept of destination competitiveness in sustainable tourlsm perspective.

The notion of destination competitiveness must be consistent with the notion of
competitiveness in international economics and international business literature. The
concept of competitive,lress has been adapted from economic theory and applied to firms or
companies (Porter, 1990). Despite all the discussions on competitiveness, no clear
definition or model has yet been developed. It has proved to be a very broad and complex
conce,pt, challenging attempts to summarizeitinuniversally applicable terms.
Watreedu,zan and Ryans (1996) regard "the notion of competitiveness as associated with
four major groups of thought a) comparative advantage and/or price competitiveness
perspective, b) a shategy and management perspective, c) a historical and socio-cultural
perspective, and d) development of indicators of national competitiveness".

From a strategy and management perspective, the five-forces model and the
national-diamond model as proposed by Porter (1980, 1990) have been widely argued in
terms of their applicability to a variety of indushies. The former model identifies the basic
sources of competition at the company and product level, while the latter addresses
competition in terms of the determinants of national advantage in partiorlar indusnies or
industry segments. The major idea of bottr models is that a company or industry should
fin{ better ways to compete by continual improve,nrent of the firms; or indusnies' products
and processes wittr the purpose ofmaking competitive advantage.

In the tourism context partiorlarly, it may be argued that while the five-forces
model could be applied at the level ofthe company in tourism indwhies, the national-

liamond model zuggests the firndame,ntal stnrcture of oompetition among national tourism
indushies; that is, the nation as a tourism destination.

Accoldingly, in the tourism contexf the concept ofcompetitiveness has been
applied to differeirt destination settings and tpes as well as expanded into the
sustainability of destinations.

Over the last two decades, since the paradigm of conve,lrtional tourism development
has substantially strifted to a new approach of developing sustainable tourism in
destinations, the notion of competitiveness has expanded to meet the needs of new
eovironmental standards while sustaining an optimal level of socio-economic be,lrefit.
Flagltfrd and Hope (2001) state that "sustainable tourism dwelopment can be defined as
sustaining competitiveness or competitive advantage in a destination where sustainable, in
environment t€trms, refers not only to the ecology of fire natgral sunoundings, but also the
local social structure, culnrg and heritage',.

Destination competitiveness has also been defined as the ability of a destination to
maintain its market position and share and/or to improve upon them through time
(d'Hartserre, 2000). DStinalon competitiveness also refers to a destination's ability to
create and integrate value-added products that sustain its resources while maintaining
market position relative to competitors (Hassaq 2000).

A comprehensive study undertaken by toruism researchers on the subject of
tourism destination competitiveness and sustainability is that of Crouch and Rit"hi" (1999,
2000, and 2003). They suggest that *the most competitive destination is the one that LrUgt
about the greatest sueoess, that is, the most well-being for its residents on a sustainable

!asis". They go frrther to warn that, *Competitiveness 
is illusory without srrstainability''.

To be competitive, a destination's development of tourisrn mrst be sustainablg not just
economicallyor ecologtcally, but socially, culftrally, and politically as well. It can
therefore be argued tlr1! 

-m: 
mo-st competitive destination is fire one ttrat most effectively

creates sustainable well-being for its residents.
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In sum, the competitiveness of destinations in sustainable touism perspectives
involves a multiplicity of industries that conhibute through their value-added activities to
the overall competitive position in the marketplace. At the same time, destinations will
achieve high market grourth and become more competitive due to successful value-added
programs. h the abse,lrce of an environmental commifinent, however, short-term market
success might, in fact, lead to the deterioration of the destination's atfiactiv€,ness.
Sustained market cgmpetilive,ness requires a balance of dwelopme,nt at an acceptable rate
of return to all tourism stakeholders.

Accordingly, this studydefines destination competitiveness in sustainable tourism
perspectives as "...that which makes a tourism destination truly competitive in its abilityto
increase tourism expenditure, to increasingly attract visitors while proriaing therr with
satisffing, memorable experiences, and to do so in a profitable way while enhancing the
well-being of destination residents and preserving the natural capiiat of t6e destination for
future geirerations. . . " (Ritchie and Crouclr, 2003).

2.3.4 Development of destinadon sustalnabitity strategies

The success of tourism destinations in world martets is influenced by their relative
sustainability. While the study of tourism destination competitiveness 6om ihe perspecive
of srstainability and community's attitudes toward toruisn dwelopme,lrt continue to gain
interest among toruism researchers (d'Hauteserrg 2000; Hassan, 2-000, Mihalic 2000J
Ritchie and Crouch" 2003; Duryer and Kim, 2oo3), rarely do researchers study the
relationship benreen the two, especially in the sustainable urban tourism perspective.

Tourism relies on a range of physical, ecological, social, and cultrual resorgces.
Unplanned or poorly managed actions, even in large cities or urban destinations, can
seriously harrr the r€sour@ base and may also damage the sustainability of the destination.
This observation zuggsts that a sEategic approach for the developmeniof uftan toruism
has to be adopted and that an urban policy for tourism dwelopment has to accoqnt for
sustainability concerns. It may be stated that.the growth in togrism in urban destinations
ryeds a plqned dwelopmeirt strategy to achier/e long-teinr destination sgstainability.
Particularly in urban areur, effective local planning and strategies are required to protect
and balance ttre integrity of the three dimensions of the urban environment-the Uuitt, ttre
natural, and the cultural (Hinch, 1996).

Tourism destination susainability strategies mrst meet the neods and wants of all
tourism stakeholderslu"h 

^ 
improved living standards and quality of life of local

community and satisfied the demands of touists and the toprisrr ioaust y. In order to meet
the demands of the local community, tourists, and the tourism indgstry, these strategies
should simultanously aim to continue to attract visitors so that ttre quality of life ofth"
local community is improved and the physical and environmental roo*.e base for tourism

natural, built and cultural components) are safeguarded.
To date in the toruism literature, despite a number of studies aim to provide the

definitions and the modeling of destination competitiveness (Swarebrookg \ggg;Ritchie
and croucfu 2003;Mihalic,2000; Hassaru 200d Formicg 2d00; Go and dor.rr,2000;
Btrhalis, 2000), howwer, sMyoncompetitiveness of a destinadoq partiorlarly in the'
sstainabilityperspective is limitcd. Poon (1993) suggests "fourteyprincipleswhich
destinations must follow if they are to b9 competitiva a) put the *"i-rolm6nt first,b) make '

tourism a leading seclo-rr c) strengttren the distribution clannets in the market place *d, al
build a dynamic scctof'.

Go and Gover (2000) dcscribed integrated quality manag€m€,lrt for togrist
destinations and price-based promotions for achiwing.o.p,etitir*eJin seven European



counties. This study stated that, in order to meet the challenge of competitors and to

increase market sharg maintaining and improving a high quality supply is required to

sustain market position. As a resulf an integrated approach to proble,rn-solving through

relevant fields of knowledge, such as urban and regional planning cultural and heritage

preservation" and economic development is needed for the effective development and

implementation of integrated quality management for tourism destinations.
Mihalic (2000) studied destination competitive,ness that can be related to natural

and man-made tourism components, as well as social and cultural environments, from the

environmsntal perspective. This study asserted that competitive,ness of destination can be

increased by managerial efforts related to environme,ntal impact and environmental quality
management. Furttrermore, destination competitiveness can also be enhanced through
certain environmental marketing activities and shategies. The concept of environment
refers to the physical e,lrvironment and includes natural and man-made components, as well
as social and cultural components (Hinch, 1996; Sworebrooke, 1999; Ritchie and Crouch,
2003). The environme,ntal component was also taken into account in Hassan's model
(2000). Hassan (2000) argues that tourism destinations involve multi-faceted components

of naturaUcultural resources and a multiplicity of businesses so a syst€matic framework or
analytical model for destination planning and developmeirt is nocessary for srstainability.
Hassan's model defined a destination's commitment to the environment as one of the four
deterrrinants of tourism competitiveness and also included comparative advantage,

industry stnrchre, and demand factors. By environmental commiurent, he referred to a
commitrnent to the environme,nt that would influeirce the potential for srsAined market
competitiveness. He argues that sustained rnarket competitive,ness roquires a balance of
growttr orientation and environmental commifnent at an acc€ptable rate of return to all
industry partners (e.g., hospitality, transportation, and entertainment) involved in the
marketing of the destination. Sustaining the longevity of a glven destination in the market
place becomes a finction of turning the destination's comparative advantage into
competitive market position.

According to tourism competitiveness and sustainability researchers Ritchie and

Crouch (2003), 'to be competitivg a destination's tourisru dwelopment must be
sustainable from economic, ecological, social, cultural, and political perspectives'. They
also point out that "a destination's competitiveness is a country's ability to qreate added

value and so increase the national wealth by managing assets and processes, attractiveness,
aggressive,lress and proximity, and thereby integrating these relationships within an

economic and social model that takes into account a destination's natural capital and its
preservation for future generations" (Ritchie and Crouch 2003).

Ritchie and Crouch (2003) have affirmed that the ge,neric competitive,ness models
(e.g. the diamond model) derived by Porter (1998) may be utilized in a tourism context.
Porter (1998) extended his competitiveness conce,pt with a clusterdriven competitive
advantage of a number of indusEies located in the same geographical area This concept is
more useful for planners and policymakers in the tourism industry because ttre experience
of the tourist will be based on the overall impression of the destination visited. As an
examplg a guest may not return to a hotel, eve,n if his stay was excellent, if, for instance,
the restaurant nearby offered poor service. orr the other han4 an efficieirt systern of
personnel ffining can create added value. Porter (1998) stated that "a host of linkages
among clustermembers result in a whole greater than the sum of its parts". In a tpical
cluster, for example, the quality of a visitor's experience depends not only on ttre appeal of
the primary attractiorq but also on the quality and efficiency of comple,rrmtary businesses
such as hotels, restaurants, shopping centers, and hansportation facilities. Because
members of the clrster are mutually dependenq god pcrformance by one can boost the
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succ€ss of ttre ottrers. All businesses involved can more benefit in terms of increased
opportunities and revqlues. Moreover, working together in an integrated system supports
the developme,lrt of economies of scale, which may be critical to competitiveness.

Figure

Porter's diamond models in Figrre 2.2 mtght be useful to understand and enhance
the competitiveness of national tourism industies. Factor conditions (both intrerited and
crcated factors qf production) are the inputs to an industry and include hunran resourccxr,
ptysical r€sounqes, capital rcsourees, and infrastructure. Denrand conditions, particularly
domestic deurand and its internationalization to foreign markets are also considered inputs.
A high level of dernand supports improvement of industry. Related and zupporting
industries that posses their own advantages can stimulate industry (e.g. the leisure and
recreatioq raailing and entertainme,nt indushies share activities that comple,ment the
tourism industry). The next point is stnrcture and rivalry. A climate of competition
stimulates improvernent and discourages stagnation. For exanrpl€, strong price competition
continues to stimulale the deinand for air travel. Futhermorg govenrment policies
concerning the tourism industry and chance events that sudd€nly alter circumstances
intoduoe opporhrnities for some and threats for others. These events are also situations in
whictr planners and poliry-makers in the tourism indrstry may create stategies for
increased destination competitiveiress.

Ritchie and Crouch (2003) refined and preseirtad the concepts and propositions
undalying the destination competitive,ness and srstainability model (see Figlre 2.3) to a
point where it has now reached its curreirt form.

, It errphasizes that a qaternic analysis of the comparative and competitive
advantages or forces conhibuting to destinations is roquired. Along with this 

-model,

comparative advantages represeirt the tourism resources available at ; destinatior\ while
competitive advantages relate to a destination's ability to ue these Eourism resources
effectively over the long tenn. Furthermore, it has five key categories with relatively
complex interrelationships (destination policy, planning and dwelopmeng core resourc€{t

9d aryactors, supporting factors and resotrces, destination manage,rre,lrt and qualifying
determinants). These categories are underpinned by a numberlf destination-related
factors.

I .".*". lY****l{
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2.2 Porter's Diamond Model
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Figure 2.3 Crouch and Ritchie Model

The aforementioned "core r€sources and attractors", include the main fundamentals
of destination appeal. The factors included within this compone,nt of the model are
physiography and climate, culture and history, market ties, mix of activities, special events,
entertainme,nt and tourism superstnrcture. Physiography includes landscape and climate
while market ties include linkages with the reside,nts of tourism-originating regions.
Tourism zuperstnrcture is comprised primarily of accommodation facilities, food services,
transportation, and facilities. Finally, there are major athactions and entertainment which
include gambling theatres, op€ras, and circuses. With the exception of market ties,
therefore, these factors seeur to be consistent with mainstream destination athactive,lress
studies.

According to Crouch and Ritchie (1999), developrng tourisn shategies in harmony
with the social, stiltural, and phpical environment of a destination can provide substantial
competitive advantage. It may be said that for destinations to sustain their competitive.
position, partictrlarly conceming tourism attractiorl they need to develop integrated
activities and products that are usually derived from local crrlturg ecological education and
heritage, and historical orientation to outdoor adventtre sports. These activities and
products will enhance the competitiveness and sustainability of the destinations in
appealing to an erncrglng global tavel segment that tends to be above average in
educatioq eirvironme,ntally awarg experience-oriented, and ready to accept local cutture.

The other componeirts of the model, however, extend the determinants of the
Ritchie and Crouch model by adding a wider range of factors that help lir* the destination
attractors wittt factors more generally originating in studies of other tJ/pes of
competitive'ness. The *supporting factors and resoruces" are factors that provide the
forurdation for building a successful tourism industry and simultaneously include, in
particular, the eleinents of a destination's general infrastnrcture, a range of other
facilitating r€sourc€s and sernices, a level of cooperation and competition between
enteprenanrs, and ttre level of political support to create sustainable tourisnr, with factors
influencing the destination's hospitality and accessibility.

The third factorof the model, "dqstination management", focuses on activities that
can influence the other factors in four ways: l) by implementing the policy and planning
frame worlq 2) by enhurcing the appeal of the core resourc€s and athactors, 3) by
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stengthening the quality and effectiven€ss of the zupporting factors and resources and (a)
by adapting best to the conshaints or opportunities imposed or presented by the qualiffing
and amplifying determinants. Even as the most studied aspect of management focuses on
destination marketing, Ritchie and Crouch suggest ttrat a much wider set of management
activities should be considered to maintain and enhance the sustainable competitiveness of
destination, including organizatioq quality of services, information/research, venture
capital, ctisis management, and the maintenance of totrism r€sources and attractors.

In paticular, marketing of destinations, including product developmenf pricing
strategies, and the selection of targets of tourist numbers have the potential to enhance and
strengthen the competitiveness of destinations. The model also argues ttrat a destination's
competitive'lress and sustainability can be enhanced through the regular monitoring of
visitor satisfaction and the racking of industry performance. Such information by special
research projects is cnrcial in order to ensure destination productivity and effectiveness.

Destination competitiveness and sustainability can also be increased by resource
stewardship, which associates with effectively maintaining and sustaining tourism
rcsourc€s. The stewardship philosophy implies ensuring the effective yet sensitive
deployment of all the r€sourc€s wiftin the destination. According to Crouch and Ritchie
(2000), destination sustainabilityshould be e,mphasized in its role in enhaocing
competitiveness. Hassan (2000) argu€s that sustainabilityhas a larger function than nattral
e,lrvironme,lrtal susainability. Consequently, a destination's developmeirt for tourism must
be sstainable, not just economically and ecological, but socially, cultrually, and politically
also.

Destination manage,mant is also related to crisis manag€m€ot Whe,n crises o@ur,
destinations whictr respond to such q/€,ntualities more effectively or, better still, act to
prwe,lrt or minimize them as far as this is possible, enhance their competitive position.
Proactive crisis manageme,lrt or disaster planning is therefore becoming an additional
challeirge and responsibility for forward-thinking destinations. According to Ritchie
(2004), in the case of crisis and disaster planning and managerne,lrf understanding the
impact of a crisis on internal (brsiness units, staff, managers, and shareholders) and
octernal (other age,lrcies, general public, mdiq and toruists) stakeholders and the
relationship between these stakeholders is critical and these stakeholders need to develop
suitable srategies to resolve any crisis satisfactorily. Additionally, the organization's
firnction within ttre tourism destination should be considered in tenns of its responsibility
to the well-being of all aspects of the destination. The fourttr fact, *qualifying and
amplifying deterrrinants", includes factors that can decrease or e,nlarge destination
competitiveness by filtering the influence of the other tbree groups of factors. Thus, these
deteminants can limit a destination's capability to atract and satisfypotential tourists and
so influe'lrce a destination's competitiveness. This fourth factor includes locatioq safety,
cosl interdependencies, image, and carrying capacity.

A final factor, "destination policy, planning and development", was added and
identified as separate from the earlier model because the researchers felt that the earlier
model did not sufficiently eovercritical policy, planning and dwelopment issues. They
argud that a strategic or policydriven framework for the planning and development olthe
destination with swtainability goals oould help to promotea competitive and sustainable
destination while meeting the quality-of-life aspirations of those who reside in the
destination This factor includes critically important variables, such as syst€m definition,
communityphilosophy, visiog audi! compctitive/collaborative analpii, dwelopment, and
evaluatioq all of which require explicit reoognrtioru @rnmon understanding and support
among tot[isur stakeholders. For examplg destination policy and planning Or tourism
dwelopment should be forurulatod as an integntive slaterr of mectranisms designed to



work in concert so that overall competitiveness and sustainability goals, such as both
demand- and supplyoriented @ncerns, can be achieved.

Furthermore, Dwyer and Kim (2003) in their integrated model of destination
competitiveness (see Figrre 2.4) brought together the main elements of the wider
competitiveness literature (Porter, 1998; Narasimhq 2000), while incorporating factors of
destination competitiveiress as defined by other researchers (Butralis, 2000; Hassan, 2000;
Crouch and Ritchig 2000). fire model contains many of the factors identified by Crouch
and Ritchie in their seminal competitiveness research, but it differs, however, in a number
of aspects. In particular, the integrated model of destination competitiveness explicitly
recognizes dernand conditions as an important determinant of destination competitive,ness.
Tourist awareness of alternative destinations, their perceptions of or satisfaction with
different destinations, and their perceptions of or satisfaction with the extent to which the
destination's product offerings will meet their needs, are critical to tourist flows. A
destination's product must develop in a way that matches developing consumer
preferences if the destination is to e,nhance or even maintain competitiveness. Moreover,
the intqgrated model secms to indicate interactive rather than one-way effects from the
Crouch-Ritchie model.

Figure 2.4 Integrated model of Destination Competitiveness

Formica (2000) defined destination competitive,ness as a fuirction of demand and
supply interaction. The variou combinations and blends of tourism attractionVresources
that include physical disuibution, importance, and value, are significant in determining a
destination's atEactive, ress power and uniqueness. He also proposed that the compone,nts
on the supply side should oollaborate with marketing travel links to meet the desires of the
demand markets.

In conclusior\ more appropriate managernent efforts, policy development and
evaluation, marketing activities, and sustainable managemenican help to maintain, create
and integrate value in tourism attraction and resources so that toruismdestinations can
achieve better competitive positions that, in tunr, may allow destinations to enhance their
competitiveness from the srstainability perspective. However, haring resolved that
differe'nt destinations are affected by a recognized pattenr of developmeir! some tourisrr
researchers argue that 0re principal factors contributing to competitiveness and
'sustainability will vary among destinations, and as suc[ destinations mrst take a more
tailored approach to enhancing and dweloping tourism competitiveness from the
sustainability perspective, rather 0ran adopting a single, universal policy or stategy.

Thus, the principle subject of this study is that a destination's competitiveness from
a sustainable tourism p€rsp€ctive in urban areas can be enhanced through appropriate

SinnimalConditios
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matches between tourism athaction and sustainable tourism sfrategies supported by
tourism stakeholders, especially tourism experts and residents. Tourism mly successfully
position itself and its sustainability in the tourism markef depending on which togrism
athactions develop value for tourists and how well destination resources are managed.

2.3.5 Tourism attraction

The various tlpes of totuism destinations provide an amalgam of tourism products
and sernices. The components of tourism products and se,l:nices are essential foitourism
development and marketing and are commonly referred to as tourism attractions and
resources. Leiper (1990) said that destinations are places where people travel to and where
they stay for a while in order to have certain havel experiences, which depend on the
destinations' atEactionVresources.

In general, these destination attractionVresources have been considered tourism
supply factors that represent the driving forces generating tourist deurand and also primary
sourc€s or determinants_of measuring destination attractive,ress (Hu and Ritchi", tgqSi.
Hu and Ritctrie (1993) also stated that two dominant points have emerged in investigating
the concept of destination athactivene$t: universal destination attribuies and destiritionl
specific athibutes. The first suggests that some attributes have a broad, or universal,
influe'lrce in a tourist's evaluation of a destination. These include climate and natural
sc€nery which s€rve as the primary considerations in defining a destination,s
attractiveness. While the universal attributes are important for unde,rstanding the
atfractiveness of a destinatioq the second focus indicates that other socio-critural
characteristics, which depend on the type of destination and travel experie,lrce the
destination provides to tourists, also play a role.

Ritchie and Zins (1978) listed eight important factors that are considered significant
in the athactiveness of a country:

l. natural beauty and climate, which include the ge,lre,ral topogaphy, proximity to
Iakes, rivers, a seq mountains, islands, hot and min€ral water ipringr, *utof"llr,-tt"
amount of runshine, the temperatute, etc.

2. cttlture and social characteristics, which include language, traditions, history
(t"iio and sites), museutns, architecture, religroq art sculptrne, 

-music, d*r, leisurl
behavior, and festivals

3. spott, recreation, and educational facilities, which include golf courses, tennis
swimming pools, sailing locations, movies, casinos, health tp^]titiog trail;, zoos,

aquariurns, and botanical gardens

- _4- shopping and commercial facilities, which include various souvenir and gift
shops, boutiques, shopping malls, commercial displays, and nighttime recreations

5. infimstnrcttre of the @utry, which includes thJquality and availability of
different means of communication, highways, lodging; health sernices, food se,l:nices, and
level of personal and material safety

6. cost of living whioh involves the value received for the money spent on major
services, food,lodging and hansportation within the country

7. afiitudes toward tourists, which involve ttre wanmth of reception by reside,nts and
a lack of hostility towards tourism activities.

8. Accessibility of the @rmEy, which includes the phpical distance to the cogntry;
the time involved in reaching the country; and practicit lrrrri."r due to customs and
seruity inspection.

According to Tang and Rochananond (1990), who studied about the attractiveness
of Thailutd as a tourist destination compared to-ottrer selected ooun6ies, eight major
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atfributes to identiff the important factors affecting tourism were used. These attibutes

include natual beauty and ciimate, culture and social characteristics, sport, recreation and

education facilities, shopping infrashrctuie, cost of living, attitudes towards toruist,

accessibility of the country. The study indicated that the most important factor affecting

toqrist attractive, ress is 'Natural Beauty and climate'. 'Accessibility of the counEry' is

found to be relatively not a v€ry important in the choice of tourist destination.

Sirakayq Mct ellan, and Uysal (1996) suggested that push and pull factors as

fundamental factors ttrat influeirce tourism destination choices. Push factors enable

potential tourists to develop attitudes toward Eaveling in general; on the other hand, Pull

iactors refer to man-made Lttractions, natural attractions, and socio-cultural attractions of
destination. Tabte 2.3 summarized the factors that tend to attract visitors to a destination.

Destination ChoicesTable 2.3 Factrors Travel
Physical Attractions Man-Made Tourist

Attractions
- lnfrastructure
- Superstnrchre (facilities
forsports and outdoor
activities, casinos, hotels and

resorts, shopping facilities)

Natural Tourist Athactions
- Scenic attractions (beautiful
s@n€ry, wilderness, landscape

t1pe, opporhurities, trailing
hiking)
- Historical sights
- Beaches
- Climate (sun" snow)

Social-Psychological
Attactions

Social Cultural Attractions
- Attitudes of the host
commrmity(warm,
hospitable)
- Cultural activities (theaters,

museums)
- Nightlife and entertainment

Psyclrological Attractions
- Historical interest
- Fanrily and friends
- Novelty of the destination
- Tourist conveiriences
- Accessibility
- Suitability
- Good food
- Good accomnrodation
- Hotel room density
- Quietress of the place
- Common [anguage

Exogenous factors - Political and social
environments
- Epidemics
- Natural disaster
-Teirorism

Total Travel Costs Trmsport Costs
- Cost of frip
- Time spent traveling
- Actual geographical
distance

Holiday Costs
- Exchange rate
- Reasonable prices (relative
level of consurn€r prices)
- Good value formoney (index of
corurumcr prices)

AvailableTime - Amount of uavel time
- Amount of vacation time

Sonrce: Adapted from Sirakap, Mclellan, and Uysal, 1996.
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In addition, Buhalis (2000) offered lists of six major components of tourism
attactions and resources that most of the tourism literahre commonly includes in
assessing and evaluating the eleme,nts of tourism destinations. These are:

l. Attractions: natural, man-made, artificial, purpose-built, heritage, special events
2. Accessibility: an e,lrtire transportation sptern, comprised of routes, terminals and
vehicles
3. Amqdties: ac@mmodations, catering facilities, retailing other touist senrices
4. Available packages: prearranged packages by inte,rnrediaries and principals
5. Activities: all activities available at the destination and what @nsumers will do
during their visit
6. fuicillary seryices: services used by tourists such as banking
telecommunications, newsagents, hospitals

' Mihalid (2000), who considered the environmental quality of destination
competitive factors, stated that destination athactiv€ness includes eleven athactions and
rcxnu0€s: natural features, climatg crrltural and social characteristics, general
infrastructtug basic services, tourism superstnrcture, access and ransportation facilities,
attitudes towards lourists, cosUprice levels, economy, society, and uniqueiress. These
destination attractions comprise e,nvironmental quality, which is an integral part of the
quality of the nattral attrastions. Thus, it was argued that maintaining i t igt level of
ovaall elrvironmental quality is important for the srstainabitity of most tpes of tourist
degtinations.

23.6 Tourlsm attracfions h urban are$r

As indicated earlier, tourism in ruban areas is an externely diverse phe,lromenon
(Shaw and Williams,1994). This diversity can be seen from (a) the very he'terogeneous
nattre ofnrban areas theinselves distinguished by theirsizg locatioq function"-and age
and O) the sheer variety of facilities offered. From the perspective of athaction and -
facilities to supply the needs of tourism, Shaw and Wiftams (lgg4)placed grban areas into
four categories: a tourist city, a shopping city, a culture city, or an fiiitoric city. Urban
tourism can also be viewed from the dimension of urban e,nvironment as a leistre product.

Burtenshaw, Bateman, and Ashworth (1991) identi$ three main categories of
urban spac€ that also functiOn as toruist attractions:

l. historic districts whose physical atfiactions are thernatically promoted,
2. cultural and social quarters which compose of crrlttual and-entertainment

services such as murcums, historic sites, palace
3. linear facilities such as specialized shopping centers, river embankrre,nts, as

well as nails and routes through selected sections of the city.
JanserrVerbeke (1986) statd that ttre urban tourism product ijaiviaea into three

tlpes of ele,lneots. The first orprimary element includes u.ti"ityplaces such as cultural,
sports or entertainmelrt facilities, and leisure settings consisting of a variety of physical and
socio'cultural characteristics. Sooondary elernents provide ttre sernice diminsidn and
include acoommodation, food and bevaage, and shopping mall. The third layer of the
uban tourim product is ancillary, consisting of infrasmrcture-like elements related to
traosportation and tourist information. Theyalso argued that, while the bogndaries between
these thrry categories can be d€batG{ the tluee general goupingp of eleine,nts are all
rcquird for a city or urban area to fiurction effectively as a tourism destination.

Acoording to the model demonshating ttre lir*age between tuban tourism and
urban forms produced by Jansen-V€rbcke study in 1986; it can be seen that Bangkok has
many common elements with the idea of an urban touism attraction and products. This
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conclusion is based on the spatial concentation of a variety of facilities, together with
characteristic environmental features. By adapting the linkagebetween uban tourism and

leisure, the dernonstration ofurban tourism athaction in Bangkok is shown in Figure 2.5

Figure 2.5 Tourism Athactions in Utban Tornisn

As noted earlier, a number of studies have.attempted to evaluate and classiff
destination attractions/resources as tourism products (Mihalic, 2000; Hu and Ritchie,
1993). Particularly, MihaliE (2000) suggested that destination attractionVresources should
be acknowledged as important sourc€xr of comparative aod competitive advantage factors
in destination competitiveness. These are the essential compone,nts of the competitive'ness
of a tourism destination and are critical attributes for sustaining tourisnr destinations
(Ritchie and Crouctr, 2003; Hassan, 2000).

The destination attactionVresoruces such as nattuaUcrrltural components, heritagd
historical resourees, supporting facilitieVservices, infrastnrcture, hospitality,
sportVrecreation activities, transportation/accessibility, and cost should all be considered
as not only basic to understanding tourism planning but also esse,ntial for successful
tonrism developme,lrt @earce, 1997). Furthermore, maintaining and developing the quality
of these tourism resour@s is essential to the sustainability of tourism destinations (Ritchie
and Crouch 2003;Go and Govers,2000).

Many tourism destinations contain natural or man-made features to attract visitors.
In partiorlar, each destination could have a different advantage in its tourism
athactions/resources. The measurement of toruism stakeholders' attiMes, perce,ption and

support for tourism attractions development is useful for each destination to create suitable
tourism planning and strategies to e,nhance destination sustainability, and this is the focus
of ttre prese,nt sMy.

Primary Elements
Physical setfrng
- Historical pattern
- Monument
- Park, gre€n spaces
- Canals, harbour
- Aquarium
SociaUcultural characteristic
- Liveliness of the place
- l-anguage,

local customs, folklore
- Wayoflife

Activity
- Cultural Facilities
- Sport facilities
- Entertainment

facilities
- Event and festivities
- Exhibition,

craftworks

Condition Elements
- Accessibility, parking facilities

- Tourist infrastructures (inforrration bureau, guide)
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2.3.7 Sistainability attitudes

Since the publication of the Brundtland Report (WCED, 1987), discussed earlier,
there seems to have been a marked shift toward a new social paradigm of "sustainable
development". There is evidence that societal attitudes toward ttre environment in Westem
counhies have shifted from conventional economic growttr or a dominant social paradigm
(DSP) and "anthropocentriC'attitudes to more environmentally benign or a new
environmental paradigm (NEP) and "eco-ce,nhiC'attitudes. The former attitude supports
development that would transform or exploit natural and cultural habitats via rurlimited
growth, while the latter favors protection and regulation. In other words, eco-centric values
proPose that mankind must live in harmony with nature, while anthropocentric values
reflect the view that nature exists primarily to serve the needs of humans.

D-uring the last two decades within the context of tourism,'the paradigm of
conve,lrtional tourism developmemt has substantially shifted to a new way of developing a
destination-sustainable tourism (Hrmter, 1995). Sustainable tourisur wasborn out oidesire
forabetter future and concern about conventional tourism developme,lrt. Itprovides anew
way of developing a destination that supports hamronized methods of developmelrt,
including ecological responsibility, social compatibility, cultural appropriateness, political
fairness, technologcal supporq aod finally economical viability for the host 

"or*rrnity.To date in the tourism literaturc, there has been discussion ofhow citizen support
for tourism dwelopment could vary, depe,lrding on their attitudes toward e,nvironmental
con@rns. Gursoy etal. (2W2) shrdied residents' attitudes in terms of their environmental
@ncern about eco-centic values and their impacts and support for lourism developme,lrl
They concluded that resid€Nrts' eco-ce,lrtric attitudes have a direct impact on the zuiport of
tourism develop,nreol demonstrating a significant positive relationship wittr suppori for its
development. Howwer, the results indicated that there is an inverse relationship betweeir
eco-cenhic attitudes and ttre perceived costs and benefits of tourism.

However, Kilboume, Bechnann, kwis, and VanDam (2001) argud that while
NEP or "eco-ce,nEiC', measured by an environmental attitudes scalg cannot be viewed as a
socially deminant paradigm. They also stated that the NEP was not as zuccessful as the
{gminant paradigm althougb" as Drurlap and Van Liere argue( it has replaced the DSp.
Choi (2003) also argues that neither the dominant social paradigm (DSP) nor the new
environmental paradigm (NEP) is all-inchsive in that they do nbt cover all dimensions of
sustainable growth. Therefore, the onesize-fits-all paradigm (the DSP or the NEp) are ill-
suited to solve the complex probleurs humans confront in this new century.
Thus, it seerns ttrat by adapting the newlyproposed sustainabilityparadigin destinations
can address critical missing facets of long-term sustainable dwelopmeni

Choi (2003), who developed and validated the meastuement properties of a
multiple-iterr attitudinal scale of comrnunity's attitudes toward sustainabte tourism
developme'nt (SUS-ATT), forurd and extended cunpnt discussions of commnnity attitude
studies by including the three major components of sustainable tourism: e,nvironme,lrtal
sustainability, long-term planning, and commtnity participation. All of these componeirts
evidenged ttgng relationships with residents' attitudes ard their support for futgre to,rism.

Therefore, people's attitudes concerning sustainable tourisd in their commrurities
may influence their support for toruism dwelopmenl Unavoidably, diffe,rent attitudes
among tourisrr stakeholders are likely to exist so that better infomration about and a
clearer unde,rstanding of their sustainability attitudes are required for the long-term su."ess
and sustainability of toruism destinations. Thus, this study adoptea Ue muttifite-item
attihrdinal scale (SUS-ATI), dweloped by Choi (2003), as a measurement tool to study
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how tourism stakeholders'(tourism experts and reside,lrts) attitudes toward sustainability
affect thern and their zupport for tourism development.

2.3.8 Sense of community

Research interests in community attachments were identified in a number of
disciplines, including natural resour@ management (Warzecha and Lime, 2001), sociology
(Grieder and Garkovich, 1994), environmental psychology (Hidalgo and Hernandez,
2001), anthropology (Gupta and Ferguson, 1997), geography (Relph, lggT\, and leisure
and recreation (Kyle, Graefe, Manning and Bacon,2004). People's perceptions, attitudes,
and behaviors toward their surroudings fie commonly disctssed in terms of research
issues and topics in studies of place attachment. Additionally, several models and
conceptual franreworks of people-place relationships have been developed.

Particularly, place attachment has been conceived as a "...extent and pattern of
social participation and integration into community life, and sentiment or affect toward the
community...' (McCool and Martin" 1994), and represents "an affective positive bond
betweeir apenpn and aplace" (Hidalgo and Hernande4 2OOl).

Since the meaning of place can be complex, referring as it does to its size, shape,
and level, place attachme,lrt can also be multifacete( aod the nattral physical landscapes,
social life, orlture, cornmunity, and history of places can be involved in building
attachment to places (Iklteirborn, 1997).

Generally, it may said that a pe,rson's attachsre,nt to a place may be built by
expressing the sense of belonging and c€rtain purpose that gives meaning to his life. firii
implies that people have not only a deep and complex attachsrent to a place that is
expressed through emotional and behavioral actions, but also have functional attachment to
them. Place attachment usually composcxr of two dime,lrsions: place depende,lrce, which
refers to the level to which individuals perceive thernselves as functionally associated with
places or groups, and place identity, which represents a poople's symbolic/emotional
relationship with their natural surrounding including environmeirt and places.

Traditionally, research on this ooncept of attachment to a place, particularly in
community psychology, has yielded varying results. A review of community psychoiogy
literature reveals that the concept of comrnunity attachme,lrt still lacls a conceptud
fourdation or a scholarly correurus (Choi, 2OO3).

Whereas in tourism literature, a number of studies have applied the concept of
attachment to tourism (Gursoy and Rutherfor&2(fu4; Harill and Potts, 2OO3,Yoon it ul.,
2001; vesey & Dimanche 2000; Jurowski et al, 1997; Mccool & Martin, 1994). In
general, it is known that people's attachmeirt to a community is expressed in terms of
community feeling; Iengttr of reside,ncy, and place of birth. These attachmeirts may affect
their perceptions concerning tourism development. The maDner in which commgnity
attachment functions in tourism developme,nt studies is presented in Table 2.4

Table 2.4 Numberof Iterns or Variable Used inor Attachment
CommuniB Attachment scale Study
Level of tourism dwelopment McCool and Martin (1994)

L€ngth of residence or place of birth McCool and Martin (199a); Harill and
Potts (2003): Vescy and Dimanche (2000)

Commrurity involveine,nt Harill and Potts (2003); Vesey and
Dimanche (2000)

2 iteur scale Shamai (t991)
3 item scale Deccio and Balosln (o0021
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4 item scale Gursoy et al. (2002)
7 item scale Jruowski et al. (1997)
l0 item scale Yoon (20021

Source: adapted from Choi (2003)

_ Although community attachme,nt has been a popular concept to explore, research
from various studies shows little in the way of reliabiy consisteirt results. One reason that
the association of community attachmelrt with key impact variables has not been consistent
may be the use of less theoretically tested scale items (Choi, 2OO3). For example, Um and
Crompton (1987), using lengttr of residence and birthplace to study residents'-community
attachment, found that, except for the environmental dimension, the more attached
residents were to a community in toms of length of residence and birthplace, the less
positively they perceived tourism development in their community

Conversely, McCool and Martin (1994) stated ttrat community attachment has a
favorable relationship with positive attitudes about tourisn and an gnfavorable relationship
yttr negative viewsbf tourism. Jurowski (1998) also reported that residents with stronger
feelings for their community were more zupportive ol torrisnr dwelopment and more
optimistic about the impacts of tourism on the quality of life in tLeir commgnity.
Additionally, Gursoy and Rutherford Qfi0/|) stated that attactred reside,nts are likely io
evaluate the eoonomic and social impacts of tourisur positively, whictr suggests that ihey
are more conoern€d about positive economic and social benefits. mey founa a positivl
rylationship between residents' attachment and support for tourisrn development as well.
Concerning the relationship between place auachment and residents' support for tourism,
Gursoy et al. Q0f/2) reported ttrat no relationship was found between Ure iwo.

Comparatively, the findings of Hanill and Potts (2003) and Vesey and Dimanche
(2000) are notable because the authors used virtually tt; same survey instnrment
(Lankford and Howard's 1993 TLAS scale) in similar r.ttings (the historic dishicts of
Charleston and Nery Orlggp, respectively). In a study of New Orleans' French euarter,
Vesey and Dimanche (2000) found that cornmrmity attachmeirt was related to positive
perceptions towand tourism developmeirt. The authons suggested that reside,lrts who have
lived in t{eir neighlortood for a tong time and are involved with the neighborhood were
positive about tourism bocause of its economic be,lrefits and conEibud'ons to historic
preserrration. In conhas! Hanill and Potts (2003) forurd that in a stgdy of Charleston,s
historic disEic! reside,nts- had negative attitudes toward tourism development, indicating
that some residents perceived thernselves as losing their collective inviunents, primaril!
real estate, throughproperty taxes and other tores tsea to fund tourism developme,lrL

{s prior studies indicate that the relationship between community attachment and
support for tourism is inconclusive and varies widely in the researclr, Davidson and Cotter
(1986) suggest that sense of community (sOc) iJ a zuitable concept to measqre place
attachment Environmen$ psVchotogf studi€s have exte,nsively einpi'oyed the concept of
sqNe of community to define the affective tie linking individual to pi"o. The work of
Mannarini, Tartaglia, F{i, and Greganti (2006) confi-rms that "the serute of commrurity
seems to be a more exhaustive indicator of the ties between people and the ub;
environment they live in".

To date, no known study has examined ilre concept of SOC within the context of
sustainable tourism dwelopmeirt studies in ufian rr"u. Lik" the concept of cornm.nity
attachnrent, the concept of SOC was identified in various definitions in diverse disciplines.
For instance, Unger and lVandesman (1985) dcfine SOC as a *feeling of me,mbership and
belongllgness and shared socio-emotional ties". Among thesg mist researchers have
agreed tlut the concept of SOC contains meaning of a special attachme,nt betweeir people



and their social surroundings. Based on this definition, Davidson and Cotter (1986)
developed a Scale of Sense of Community (SSC) to consider several concepts, including
person-environment congruence, alienation" quality of life, attachment and social
interaction, ild social support and social networks in an attempt to describe people's
connectedness to the geographical boundaries of a commrurity.

Additionally, McMillan and Chavis (1986) offer the following definition of
community: "a feeling that members have of belonging a feeling that mernbers matter to
one anothsr and to the group, and a shared faith that members' needs will be met through
their commifine,lrt to be together." They offered a clearer and more articulate ttreoretical
model of SOC. They further delineated its content in terms of affective, cognitive and
behavioral components. When people have a sense that they belong to an identified
community, they anticipate receiving resources from that commuity. People then
reciprocate by responding in kind when the community requires something of their
resources. In other words, people care for, and are cared for by, those with whom they feel
theybelong.

In a study done by Choi (2003), it was found ttrat the sensie of community can
explain previous studies' findingp (using a sqre of comururity scale) that highly attached
residents to a commrurity in nral area are more likely to support tourism dwelopment than
those who are less attached.

In conclusion, peoples' attachment to community is appareirtly an important
concept in identifying their relationship with natural and environmemtal locations, People
may have different attitudes and behaviors loward their community depending upon the
degree or value of their attachment. As the suoc€ss of sustainable tourism dwelopment is
highly affected by tourism stakeholders' rrpporq information about their relationships and
attachment to commrurity are an important sounce of determining sustainable tourisur
development. Thus, this study applied the concept of SOC in studying key tourism
stakeholden' (tourism experts and reside,nts) support of sustainable touissr development.

2.4 Summary

In summary, this chapter provides background the literature on
sustainable.tourism developme,nt that is relevant to this study. The concept of sustainable
tourism development is broad and refers to tourism that is long-termed, integrated,
participatory, and environme,ntally, socially, culturally, and economically compatible.
Achieving STD requires ttre support of numerous and diverse parties involved in the
tourism industry. These include a wide rang€ of interest groups from public sector agencies
to community goups in destinations such as tourism exp€rts and residents.

Among the differe,nt theories that have been applied to investigate community
attitudes toward towism, the social exchange theory seems to be the most appropriate in
that it facilitates a rational explanation ofbottr the positive and negative impacts of tourism
and can apply a test of relatioruhips between and among the exchange factors and their
consequ€nces. The assumptions and principles of the theory help to explain the processes
involved in the exchanges between tourisnr r€{nurces and people in a community.

Since tourism experts and residents are considered key players that influeoce the
success or failure of sustainable tonrism development, their attinrdes, perceptions,
participation and also involveme,nt mtst be considerpd in tourism planning. Consequently,
tttis study will ernploy the social exchange theory as the principle theory for studying the
relationships between the constnrct (sustainability attitudes, sense of community, perceived
positive impact of tourism, ild perceived negative impact of tourism), and its results,
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including support for tourism atbaction developmenf and support for destination
sustainability stategies.

This review provides ttre basic understanding of the research concepts. Based on
this review, further elaboration will be made in the next chapter to developthe hlpottretical
model and to propolrc hlpotheses for intensive empirical analyses.
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CHAPTER Itr
DEVELOPING A TOT]RISM DESTINATION SUSTAINABILITY

MODEL

3.1 Introduction

Chapter I intoduces the background and purpose of the research problem and the

purpose of ttris study. Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature that lays the

grotrndwork for the study. In this chapter, based on the literature review in Chapter 2, a

hlpothesized model is presented in Figure 3.1. It describes the overview of ttris study

which includes the basic concepts of interest and their directional relationships.

3.2 Proposed Hypothetical Model

Within the considerable body of work related to tourism impacts and community

attitudes toward totrisnr, attempts to model community's attitudes toward tourism have

beerU to date, accompanied by an increasing sophistication of the research tools available

to investigate the zubject in depth and reveal new relationships. A comprehensive account

of totsism impact shrdies is provided by Weaver and Iawton (2001) who classified

community attitudes covered in the literature into two broad arealL which can be

summarized as inEinsic and extrinsic factors. Likewise, Andriotis and Vaughan (2003)

also present a broad @verage of literature on methodological approaches to measuring

community attitudes. Within the extensive quantitative research on community attitudes,

Andriotis and Vaughan (2003) argud that quantitative methods can be distinguished

according to the statistical techniques they use: bivariate techniques which investigate the

influence of single factors and multivariate techniques which investigate the influence of
two or more factors. A review of literature in this study shows that the bivariate technique

(single factors) is usually examined through the extrinsic dime,nsions. These refer to

variables affecting community's reactions at the macro level which have, therefore, a

degree of homogelreity in community, and the'inrinsic dime,nsions which suggest that the

co*muoity is h&erogeneous an( conseque,ntly, peoples' perceptions may vary according

to their characteristics. Table 3.1 summarizes the extrinsic and intrinsic dichotonty as

identified and tested by various studies.

Table 3.1 The Extrinsic and Inninsic Dichotomy of Community's Attitudes toward

Toruism
Factor Studies

Exrinsic
- Geogrpatric setting
- Stage of the host

destination's
development

- TWe of tourists
- Seasonality patterns of

activitv

Liu" Sheldon, and Var (1987)
Doxey (1975); Johnsog Snepenger, and Akis (199a); Lon&
Perdue, Allen (1990); Madrigal (1994)

Yooq Che,n, and Gursoy (1999); Butralis (2000)
Butler (1980); Ntchie (1988), Sheldon and Var (1984)

Intrinsic
Distance that
resident live from
tourist z)nes
Economic and/or

Jurowski and Gursoy (20Oa); Harill and Potts (2003);

Williams and lawson (2001); Madrigal (199a); Snaith and

Haley (1999)
McGehee and tuidereck (2004); Ko and Stewart (2002);
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employment
depandency on the
tourism

Length ofreside,lrcy

Level of knowledge
about tourism and
local economy

Ecocentric AttiMe

Community
Attachment

Community
satisfaction

Planning

Teye,Sonm a,, and Sirakaya (2002); I-@
(1990); Korca (1998); Um and Crompton (1982); Gursoy,
Jurowski, and Uysal Qil0z);Deccio and Baloglu (2002);
Haralambopoulos and Pizam (1996)

McGehee and Andereck (2009;Yoon, Chen, and Gursoy
(1999); Snaith and Haley (1999); Lankford e990; Liu and
Var (1986); Sheldon and Var (1984)

Lankford (1994),Davis, Allen and Cosenza (1988)

Jruowski,Uysal, and Williams (lgg7);b,*oy, Jurowski,
and Uysal, 2002,Yoon (2002,

Gurson Jurowski, and Uysal (2ffiZ),yoon eD2);Deccio
and Baloglu Q002); Davis, AllerU and Coseoza (l 9gg);
McCool and Martin (199a); Lankford and Howard (1993);
Um and Crompton (1987)

Ko and Stewart QA02)

Ion& Pe,rdue, and Allen (1990); McGehee and Andereck
(2004)

Socioeconomic factors
- Gender

- Age

- Education

- Income

McGehee and Andereck (2004); Teygsonm ez andsirakaya

QCtflZ>; Chen (2000); Harill and potts (2003); hoegbu and
Chen (2001)

McGehee and Andereck (2OU);Che,n (2000); Tomljenovic
and Faulkner (2000)

McGehee and Andereck (2}fr$;Teye,Sonmez,and Sirakaya
QN2);Hsu (1998); hoegbu and Chen (2001)

McGehee and Andereck (200a); Teye,Sonm ez,andsirakaya
(2W2); Haralambopoulos and pizarn (1996)

Sources: adapted fro-

C.owersgly, ttre {ti!d-q of poople in community have also been investigated rsing
multivariate techniques (multiple factoi; approaches ttrrg *tit tnr sioedf.rt",
approaches, examine more than one variabll simultaneorsly. Multiple fictor shrdies
recognize that ttre attitudes- ofpeople in oommuniry are ,ui" up of positi;;;d negative
pe'rceptions ofthe economiq social, and environnrental impticationi oftouism
developmenl In the tourisut literature, to date there are rrrio* dhoid;io o.-in"
community attitudes using multiple factors: factor analpis, cluster analysis, rr,a HSngL.
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Table 3.2 Community's Attitudes Studies That Have Utilized Multivariate Tr

Multivariate
Technique Used

Studi€s

Factor analysis

Cluster
fuialysis

LISREL

Anderech and Vogt (2000); Faulkner and Tideswell (1997); Hsu

(2000); lankford and Howard (199a); Liu, Sheldon, and Var (1987);

Korca (1998); Madrigal (199a); McCool and Martin (199a); Perdue,

Inn& and Allen (1990); Yoon, Chen and Gursoy (1999); Chen

(2000); Tomljenovic and Faulkner (2000); Tosun (2002); Kuvan and

Akan (2005); Haley, Snaittu Miller (2005); Sirakayq Teye, and

Sonmez (2002); Andereck, Valentine, hopq and Vogt (2005)

Davis, Allen, and Cosenza (1988); Ryan and Montogomery(1994);
Fredline and Faulkner (2000); Williams and Iawson (2001);

Andriotis and Vaughan (2003)

Lee and Back (2006); Dyer, Gursoy, Sharmq Carter (2007); Gursoy,

Jnrowski, aod Upal (2002);Ko and Stewart (2W2); Gursoy and

Rutherford (200a); Yoou Gursoy, and Cheq (2001)

Andriotis and Vaughan (2003) argued that among 28 studies in tourism that used

multivariate statistics between factor analysis and cluster analysis in their research, the

majority (71.4o/o,or 20 studies) have used factor analpis. Table 3.2 presents recent

attituainat totrism studies ilrat have utilized factor anallnis, cluster analysis, or LISREL.

While a number of conceptual models aod theories have beeo advanced to explain

the relationship betrveen communities' attitudes and perceptions toward tourism

development and its impacts, to date, there has yet to be a study that measures the similar

and dissimilar relationships among torrism experts and reside,ots' attitudes toward

sustainability, sense of comnnurity and its tourism impact, and their rupP9fr for tourisnt

developmenl Thus, based on the social exchange theory as discussed in the prwious

chapter, the hpothetical model, as shown in Figure 3.1, proposes tha! suppo{ for STD is

related by toqriim experts' and reside,nts' attitudes and perceived positive and negative

impact oito*it . It iuggesb that these perceptions are influenced by the tourism experts'

and residents' attitudesioward tourism srstainability and their sense of commrurif .The

proposed hpothetical model examines the stnrctural relationship among six constructs,

bnsisting oi6ro exog€,nous constructs: a) sustainability attitudes (SUSATT), b) se,lrse of
*r1nunity (SOC); ana O* eirdoge,lrous constructs: c) perceived positive impact of
tourism (TDP[), <l-) perceived negative impact of tourism CIDNI), e) tourism stakeholders'

support for tourism-attraction development (STAD), and 0 totuism stakeholders' support

for destination zustainability srategies (SDSS).
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Support fo
Dcstinatioo

Sutrinability
Stmtcgics
(sDss)

Figure 3.1 Proposed Hpothetical Model

33 Research Hypotheses

33.1 Comnuntty percepfion rnd support for tourlsm development

Sevcral rcsearchcm have examined the relationship betrneen tourism stakeholder's
attitudes, particularly resideirts, toward tourism's impact and other effects attributable to
touism in the context of the social exchange theory in rural areas (Andereck et. al., 2005;
Gtusoy et al., 2002; Mc€ehee and Andereck,2oM,Fredline and Faulkner,2000; Ap,
1992; Perdug et al., 1987). However, very few studies have looked at the relationship
between how tourism stakeholders (residents and tourism experts) pe,rceive tourism impact
and how this perceived impact relate to their support for specific tJrp* of tourisur athaction
in urban areas in developing Asian oountries.

As applied to oommunity' attitudes toward tourisrn, social exchange theory
zuggests that people are likely to support toruism development as long as they believe that
the expected beoefits exceed the costs. Fruttrermorg the wayby whic[ p€opl; evaluate the
positive and negative effects of tourism is influe,lrcod by a nuurber of factors and they can
be categorized as falling under @onomic, social, cultural, and environmental factors(Ko
and Stewart 2@2; Yooq et a1.,2001).

Using socid exchange theory, Perdue et al. (198Q, in a study of 16 nral Colorado
communities and Ko and Stewart QN2),in a study of Cheju Islan4 found a positive
relationship betrreen perceived positive impact of tourism and zupport for additional
touism dev,elopment and negative relationship betweem perceivedhegative impact of
toruism and support for additional tourism dwelopmeirt. Cursoy et a['s study in five
counties snrrounding Virginia (2N2) reported that community'i perceived positive
tourism impact has contributed to thcir support for natural a"a cutturat torrriim
dwelopment Howwer, these studics only asked respondents to indicate whether they
would support or oppose tourism attraction. The levil of acceptability of specific tpes of
tourism attraction likely to be supported by resident has r€c€ived timitea riodio.

Ftom the above disorssion, ttre question of whether or not perceived toqrisur
impacts afrects the lngl oftourisrr experts' and reside,nts' sopport for specific tpes of
tourism attraction within ruban areas in developing Asian oounties is still an op€,!l
question-that has ya to be fullyexanrined. To address this questioq trro hlpotheses are
proposed.

I
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Hypothesis 1: The positive impact of tourism is positivelyrelated to zupport for specific
tourism athaction develop,rrent.
Elpothesis 2: The negative impact of tourism is inverselyrelated to support for specific
tourism atEaction developme,nt.

Pearce (1989) argud ilrat shortsighted and inappropriate tourism planning and

strategies often leads to the degndation of the natural, cultural and environmental
resources of the community. Attitudes toward strategicplanning in toruism were tested in a
few studie.s. McGehee and fuidereck (200a) noted that support for additional tourism has a

shong positive association with support for tourism planning. Yoon (2002) also indicated
that if stakeholders prefer developing a tourist attraction, they were more likely to support
destination competitiveness strategies. Thus, a third hlpothesis is added.

Hypothesis 3: Support for tourisrr attraction development is positively related to support
for destination sustainability shategies.

Further, two other factors that were forurd to affect the way tourism is perceived
and the mann€ni in which tourism stakeholde,rs react to tourism dwelopme'nt were also
included in the model: and they are, sustainability attitudes and sense of communiff, and

these are discussed below.

33.2 Community atdhrdes and sustainabitity in toudsm

Sustainable tourism is rooted in sustainable developme,nt in the s€nse that if tourism
is to conhibute to sustainable developme,nt, it must be economically viable,
e,lrvironme,lrtally sensitive and socio-culturally appropriate. Two schools of thought were
developed along the lines of sustainable tourism - the functional approach and the political
economy approach. Nasser (2003) concluded that both approaches are useful in
understanding the true nature of sustainable tourism. The functional approach e,rnphasizes

on the considerable economic importance of the industryto all participants.It also focuses
on ways by which efficiency may be improved and how ttre industry's adverse effects may
be minimized thnough good management and appropriate policy measures. The political-
economy approach looks at the need for the industry in taking more responsibility in the
long-term mainte,nance of resotuces by allowing government and local communities to
hold higherstakes in toruism development.

Sustainable totrism has been widely viewed as a vehicle by which the negative
impacts of tourism can be addressed and by which long-term viability can be achieved. It is
praised by Branrwell and Iane (1993) as "being a positive scheme that will reduce the
tension and friction ensuing from the evident complex interactions among the tourism
industry, tourists, the environme,nt and the host communities".

If local needs are to be met, sustainable tourism requires the participation of local
commurities. Conversely, Iocal communities that are poorly inforrred, marginalized or
alieirated from decision making are likely to respond with inlrospitable attitudes toward
current and future tourism developmeots (Butcher, 1997). Visitors neod to feel welcomed
at a destination. Destinations that fail to provide this ge,ouine hospitality are at a
disadvantage 3o those that do. Hospitality represe,nts the social capial associated with a
destination and while it is relatively intangible, it plap a significant role in the
sustainability of tourism initiatives.

Researches on comparing between tourism experts' and reside,nts' sustainability
attitudes in urban areas af,e not only limited but also reveal inconsiste,nt results,
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highlighting the need for firther research. Of ttre limited existe,nt data, they vary not only
in theirdefinition of sustainabilitybut they also put forward different rooits on
stakeholders' attitudes and their prefere,nces regarding the presenration and utilization of
tourism resour@s. In view of ttre above, the following three additional hlpottreses are
proposed.

Illaothesis 4: Attitudes toward sustainability are positively related to the positive impact
of totuisru.
Eypothesis 5: Attitudes toward sustainability are inversely related to the negative impact
of tourism.
Eypothesis 6: Attitudes toward sustainability are positively related to tourism
stakeholders' support for tourisrn attraction developmort.

33.3 Community attitudes and sense of community

As stated in Chapter 2,ooly a few studies have dealt with community attachme,lrt in
relation to attitudes toward tourism development (Mc€oot and Martin,l994;Gursoy et al.,
2002). As most of these sfirdies show no consistent relationship, Choi (2003) zuggestea
thgt the definition of community attactrme,nt may not be suitabie for scnrtiny ana iosteaA
what is appropriate is to emphasize ttre 's€nse of commruriy and how it iniluences
lo}"sm impacts. McMillan (1996) defined the sense of commurity as "a spirit of
belonging together, a feeling that there is an authority structure ttrat can Ue trustea, and an
awarqress that nade and mutual benefit arise by being together, and a spirit that comcxr
from sharodexperie,nces that are pr€served as art". Schweicer (1996) emphasized that
people who have a shong s€nse of community reflect more stable feelings of safety and
secuity, actively participate in oommunity affairs, and are more likely ti votg volunteer
9d otrer sulport. B9T* community support for tourism is likely to be expressed
throug! welooming betraviors towards visitors, people in cornmrurity who have a stnonger
s€nse of cornmunity seern to have a more positive perception of the impacts of tourisn;
and will therefore provide more sutr port to tourism. Thqabove discgssion leads to the
following hlpotheses:

lVlotUesll 7t Ih. s€nse of community is positively related to the perceived positive
impac'ts of tourism.
Elpothesis 8: The sense of comnrturity is inversely related to theperceived negative
impacts of tourism.

3.4 Summary

In this .huptT, a proposed hpothetical model based on the conceptual framework
of six constructs has been elaborated. It specified the relationship ana Arection among six
constnrcts, consistingof trro exogenols constructs: a) sustainability attitudes (SUSAID,
b) sense of community (SOC) and foru endoge,lrous constucts,-c) paceived positive
impact of tourisur CIDP-D, d) perceived negative impact of tourism CfpNO, e) tourismtt -t*"19*' support for tonrism attaction dwelbpment (srADi, *d D toruismstakglpldg' sul4nrt for detination sustainability srategie'(spsdj. il"d on these
oonside'ratio-N'- dght hlpotheses have boeir propo;d. rhJnext chapter will present the
meftodological design for the empirical test oithese hypotheses.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METTIODOLOGY

4.l lntroduction

The hpotheses developed in the previous thaptgr were based on a theoretical

deduction prooor. rtris ct apto shows thl research methodology used in this study to

"-piri*ffi 
test the rorrr.h hlpotheses. The first section describes how six constructs

comprisinithe proposed trpotiesas model are operationalized and measnred. It then

proo.d, t6 aocriUi ttre resiarch design and how the data were collected. The last section

of this chapter wiff pioviae a discussiJn of the Sfiuctural Equation Modeling (SEMFttre

main statistical appioach applied in this study to test the constructs, the proposed

hypottretical model, and ttre hypotheses.

4.2 Measurement of Consfuct

It is conte,nded in the literature that every tourism impact study is unique involving
..idiosyncrati" p.",rtir.ities" related to its case, .ating it diffcult to derive'\rorldwide

validity''cro"rrt zwz),.Thus, the researcher is encouraged to make n€cessary adjustments

to pr*io,igy gsed -afrra" and questions, and attempt to fot ulut" questions not found in

,*irtiog literature, * *ffra forbV the partiorlar case studied. Thus, lists of questions were

developed in this'rt aito ,*""* theiesponde,nts' attitudes toward tor[ism in gene'ral,

*A tfriir perception oi, u"a support for sustainable toprism dwelopment of an urban

aestination in tiris particular uto fir" questions were {gveloped based on a-rwiew of
literature and relevant theories, prwious ernpirical studies aod results. The final ite'ms used

were then screened Ui to*ir*professors and practition€nl and experts. [n particular'

information was sought concerning (1) exogenous and (2) endogenous constructs:

4.2.1 Exogenous constructs

As shown in Table 4.1, two constnrcts were measured using a five-point Lik€rt-

6pe scale questionnaire where I represents "strongly Disagfee" up to 5 connoting '

"StronglyAgree".
The first conshrct refe,lred to sustainability attitude. It was composed of eigltee'n

questions which were further divided into threp second-order constructs: nine items for

socio-environment, five items related to long-ternr planning and {our items concerning

communityparticipation. These survey quotiont were extracted from studies doneby

Choi and Sirakaya (2005).
The second .o*t r.t pertains to the se,lrse of community.It co-rnprised of Welve

questions which were take,n from the sense of community index developed by Perkins'

Ftoriru Rich, Wandersman and Chavis (1990).

4.2.2 Etdlogenous constructs

Endogenogs oonstnrcts were tested using four constnrcts as discussed earlier under

Conce,ptual M"d"l" Ar rt on* in Table 4.1, afive-point Lik€rt scale was utilized for all

items of *dog*o* constructs (5 = shongly ag;eror higtrly support; l= stronglY disagree

or not at all suppoo. fn p"r*lrcO i.p."ti of-tourism by residents were measred by

nine items Or'pocei"ua pisitive and ei'$rt iteins fornegative impacts. These impact items
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were exfracted from empirical studies of Yoon et al. (2001); Andereck and Vogt (2000);
Ko and Stewart Q002) and McGehee and tuidereck (20M).

Queries on support for tourism attaction constrtrct were take,n from studies of
Yoon (2002); Andereck and Vo$ (2000), Jansen-verbeke (1986), and Buhalis (2000). Nine
items were rsed in this shrdy (see Table 2). fu the other hand, the items on SDSS were
selected from previous studies ofYoon (2W2); Ritchie and Crouch (2003), Dwyer and
Kim (2003), and Heath (2003). The final items used in this constuct were then screened
by tourism experts. Through this process a total of 33 items were identified.

Table 4.1 Observed Variables
Tourism Development Posiffve Imorcts fTDPfIr
l. Creates jobs and attacts invesfrnemt CIDPII)2. Improves standard of living CIDPI2)
3. Gives economic benefit to local residents (TDPI3)
4. Encourages a variety of cultural activities (TDPI4)
5. Promotes more cultural exchanges between tourists and residents CIDPIS)6. Preserves the cultual identity of the destination CIDPI6)7. tnproves the image of the destination CIDPIA
8. Improves thepart and recreation areas (TDPI8)
9. stimulates inceirtives for the restoration of ancestral buildings CIDPI9)

Tourlsm Development Neeadve Imoac6 fTDNDT
l. Increases cost ofliving CIDNII)
2. Increases rate of crime (IDNI2)
3. Encouragesprostitution CIDNI3)
4. Disrupts naditional and local culhrcs C[DNI4)5. stimulates increased traffic congestioq noise, and poltution (IDNIS)
6. L€ads to overcrowding in destination CIDNI6)7. Deshoys nature and the e,lrvironment CIDNIT)8. Influeirces entry of nqgative practices in the reside,nts' way of life CIDMS)

Sustainabllitv Attitude (SUSATT)'
- Socio-Environment (SS E)

l. Tourisn development must enhance the preservation of the environmenl
2. The diversity of nature must be valued and protec.ted.
3. Community environme,lrt must be protected and improved for ttre cure,lrt and for

fuhre generations.
4. Proper torrism development requires that natural habits be protected at all times.
5. Tourisn must be developed in harmony with ttre natural and sultural eirvironment.
6. Totuisrn development mrst promote positive environmental ethics among all merrbers

of the oomrrunity.
7. Totuism dwelopers should be shengthening efforts for euvironureirtal consenration.
8. Toruisru must improve the eirvironme,nt for firture gene,rations
9. Regulatory e'lrvironmental standards are necded to reduce the negative impacts of

tourism developmenl
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Table 4.1 Observed Variables

- hng Term Planning (SLTP)
l. I believe tourism developme,lrt requires well-coordinated planning.

2. When planning for tourism, we cannot be shortsighted, but needs to take a long term

view of its impacts.
3. I believe that successful management of tourism requires advanced planning.

4. Torrism development plans should be continuously improved.

5. The tourism industry must plan and develop manuals for operation for use in the

future.

- Communiry Participation (SCP)
l. Tourism decisions must be made by all in the community regardless of a person's

background.
2. Community residents should have the opportunity to be involved in tourism decision-

making.
3. It is acceptable to exclude cornmunityreside,nts from tourism development decision in

some sitrrations.
4. Everyone in the community must be involved in the proc€ss€xt related to tourism

development for sustainable tourism dwelopment.

Sense of Communiw (SOC)'
l. I think my destination is a good place for me to live. (SOCI)
2. People on this destination do not share the same values. (SOC2)

3. My neiglbors and I want the same things (environme,nt) from the destination (SOC3)

4. I can recognize most of the people who live on my destination. (SOC41

5. I feel at home on this destination. (SOC5)

6. Very few ofmy neighbors know me. (SOC6)

7. I care about what my neighbors think of my actions. (SOC7)

8. I have no influence over what this destination is like. (SOC8)

9. If there is a problem on this destination, people who live here can solve it. (SOC9)

10. It is very important for me to live on this particular destination. (SOCI0)
I l. People on this destination ge,nerally don't get along with each other. (SOCI l)
12. I ocpect to live on this destination for a long time. (SOCI2)

l. Nature-based tourism attraction (STADI)
2. Cultural orhistorical-based athaction (STAD2)
3. Attractions designed for large nunbers of tourists (STAD3)
4. Cultural and folk events and activities (STAD4)
5. Sports and outdoor recreation facilities, activities and events (STAD5)
6. Meetings, incentives, conventions, and exhibitions (STAD6)
7. Hotels and resorts (STAD7)
8. Resanrants, food and beverages (STAD8)
9. Shopping centers, retail and Souvenirs shop (STAD9)
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Table 4.I Observed Variab

Support for Destination Sustainabilitv Strateeies) b

l. Develop a stong destination image
2. Select appropriate target markets (tourist groups)
3. Overcome seasonality (peak and off-season) in tourists .visits.

4. Increase tourists' length of stay
5. lncrease tourists' expendittue per penlon per day
6. Improve roads, hansportation, infrastructure and access facilities
7. Establish standards for tourism se,lvices and facilities
8. Develop safety programs for tourists
9. Develop education and raining programs for tourism industry personnel
10. set up standards for efficie,nt operation of tourism government age,ncies
I l. Set up a departnent dealing with tourist complaints
12. Establish the cost of providing differe,nt levels of quality for various tlpes of tourists
l3..Activate local government and agencies' roles as facilitators for tourism developme,lrt
14. Develop crisis and disaster strategies to limit the severity of rapid change
15. Respond quickly to demands of the media and public whe,n destinations are affected

by emergency situations
16. Provide workshop on crisis and disastermanage,nre,nt for tourism stakeholders
17. Establish crisisand disaster management units which include represe,ntatives from all

tourism stakeholders
18. Promote a cluster of tourism businesses that are strongly tinked together
19. Expand carrying capacities of tourism sites by recognizing tourism needs.
20. Exploit natural resources se,nsible
21. Explore environme,lrtal considerations in marketing and in tourism strategies
22. Disseminate appropriate knowledge to tourism stakeholders' on sustainable tourism
23. Introduce urgent m€asures to conhol environment qnality through the use of various

kinds of tares
24. Improve and provide tourism information for tourists (e.g. brochurg handbooh map)
25. Establish information on destination's products and services.
26. Establish information on tourism stakeholders'perception and satisfaction.
27. Establish information systems on competing counEies and alliances
28. Establish comprehensive information systems on tourism industry to serve tourism

stakeholders.
29. Develop attra4ivg clear, fast and easy ways to navigate related websites
30. Establish websites providing comprehensive information that allow tourism

stalceholders to upload their individual packages
31. Undertake promotion of public relation campaigns that will help tourism stakeholders

rcaliz.e how important know-how of E- tourism is
32. Promote and link websites with popular search engines and tourism websites.
33. Dwelop software infrastructure for E-tourism thatwill improve database

b A fivc-point ukcrt ecale was uscd measrure with assigncd vatues ranging from I =
'hot at all support' to 5 = *highly support

A five-point Hkertsca
'Stnongly Disagrcc" to 5 = *Stnoogly Agrec"
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4.3 Research Design

43.1 Survey design

An initial measurerne,nt scale and survey questionnaire was derived from literature
review and was reviewed by a panel of tourism professors and practitioners. The purpose
of this procedure was to determine if there was a necessity for revision of the survey
design, layouf and wording and if it was n@essary to clariff any anrbiguous measurement
items. Participants were asked to comment on the format of questionnaire- wording,
phrases, and the order of questions, and to identiff biases and ambiguities.

In a later stagg the revised questionnaire was hanslated into the Thai language
using translation and back-hanslation to ensure consistency in meaning. The hanslated
version was pilot-tested to ensure Orat it conveyed the same meaning and would Jrot distort
the correct understanding of the interded survey instrunrenl The Thai version was then
pre-tested wittt l0 tourism experts and residents. ffis measlure was to check the wording,
shrchue and configuration of the questionnaire. Once the final measure,nrent scales and
design of the survey questionnaire were confimred through these steps, the final survey
questionnaires were delivered to the randomly selected tourism experts and resideirts along
with the sampling procedures.

Consequently, the surveyquestionnaires were composed of two main parts. In the
first par! the questionnaires asked respondents about their attitudes and perceptions, and
support for sustainable tourism development. The second part consisted of questions that
included respondents'personal information such as geodcr, age, marital status, educational
level. In addition, respondents were further queried as to whettrer they had always lived in
the area or moved in later, the length of their reside,lrce, their cnrploymqrt (in tourism or
not), and their birthplace.

43.2 Sample size

This study ernployed Structual Equation Modeling (SEM) to test the proposed
hpothetical model and hypotheses. Since the number of observations is a criticat issue for
any statistical ,nalysis and its assumption tests, the sample size should be addressed.

In ge,lreral, there is no correct sample size in aoy study, though larger saurples are
always preferable. However, it has been suggested in SEM that it is acceptable if a
minimum ratio of at least 5 responde,nts for each estimated parameter can be achievod
(Hatcher, 1994).It is also more appropriate if a ratio of l0 respondents per parameter is
obtained (Hatr, fuiderson, Tathanr, and Blach 1998). However, there are a number of
factors that impact the sample size requireinents, including model misspecification and
estimation procedure GIau, et al., 1998). Thns, it is recommended that for a macimunr
likelihood estimation (MLE), as the most common estimation procedure, a saurple size of
200 is suitable.

More specifically, since the acceptable level of the final model in SEM is evaluated
based on the fit indices, determination of sample size follows previous studyresults and
suggestions. Several studies have re,ported that there is an association betweeir sample size
and the model fit indices, including the incremental fit indices and the absolute fit indic.es
(Bollen, 1989). As a result, ttre model and number of fit indices such as GFI, AGFI and
CFI are relatively and consiste,ntly steady across the MLE method at a sample size of 250
or larger when the latent constructs are independent.

Ttrerefore, in order to attain ttre objectives of this research using SEM, and if a
usable sample size of 300 or larger is obtaind the solution for the final sttrctrual model
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wi! be acceptable. Thus, the target usable sample size in each group (tourism experts and
reside,nts) for this research was at least 300.

4.3.3 Sampllng and data collection

The sample for this study was divided into two groups: tourism experts and
residents. Conceming tgurism experts, the major sour@ for the sampling finme is the
Tourism Authority ofThailand (TAT), which has, for over 30 years;been a primary source
of information on Thai tourism associations and professional societies.

As exp€rts in the tourism industry in each sub-group could potentially include a
large number of representatives (e.g., government tourism officers, tourism associations,
tourism'related teaching professionals, and tourism business owners and operators), andas
these groups could be segregated into several mutually exclusive sub-populatioor, ti,ri,
study applied a disproportionate shatified random sampling. This metiroi ** chosen to
€,lNure that key tourism experts w€re r€,presented in the study.

Concerning tourism experts, the sample was drawn from a statified base of key
tourism indusry experts (government tourism officers, tourism scholars, and tourism
practitionas). These totrism experts were selected because they are the main groups or
primary stakeholders of the tourism industry in Thailand who directly work in the iourism
industry, have ttrorough knowledgc of destination shategies, manageme,nt efficiency and
towism atEastors, and who are often involved in destination planning and developme,nt

Althorrgh these groups share the same basic objectives of iaelrtifying and .tt ."ting
tourism destinations and maximizing tourism reve,nues to destinatio^, tleir-oeeds were
considered separately within the shategy because of their different roles within the tourism
proc€ss. The involv"T€ot of tourism government officers is crtrcial because they are
responsible for planning and implerrenting policies, e,nforcing regulations, and monitoring
development to e,lrhance the STD of destination. Tourisrn s"trotars, additionallyt dta
responsible for teaching researching, and offering advice concerning effectiv;and
appropriate tourism shategies to tourism planners and relevant persons in the towism
industry. Tourism business ownerc and operators, meanwhile, establish tourisrn sfrategies
ttnl lill help them achieve business obiectiverincluding profit maximizatiorl satisfaitory
cash flow, athaction of new customers, and new product-<tlvelopmenL

Justification forutilizing tourism experts, as opposed to iourists, has strong support
within ttre destinationstrategies literature. Gomezelj anA UinaUc (2008iargue that
"although tourists are well placed to evaluate the norrral compone,nb oia destination,s
attractiveness, they are less able to evaluate those factors ttratinfluence competitive
productiorq such as {estina{9n shategies and managemeirt factors". It was n""orary to
survey individuals wh9 could respond to questions on tourisrn management. Crouctr (2007)
asserts that the collective experience, knowledge, and insights of tourism destination
managers' researchers, and othe,rs who have spent time addressing the challenge of what
makes a destination competitive and sustainable can provid" u *Iful starting foin, for an
analysis such as this. Enright and Newton (200a) also araw attention to the 6'ct that it is
usual for destination factors to be waluated by tourism experts and practitione6. Their
sttrdy suggests that the latter groups' views do constitute 

""c,oat" 
meastues of the

attqgto-rs and competitiveness, as well. Furtherurorg Gearing Swart and Var (1924), in
partioilar, argue the case fol usrl8 respondeirts who are widely experienced indealing wittt
tourists rather than the tourists the,mseives. They zuggest that sucbexperts, given their
experience, would be able to speak for the tourists, aoa tnat each expe,lt opiiioo would be
represe,lrtative of a large group of toruists.
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A target nurnber of completed questionnaires were e.stablished by drawing

independent iamples from each tourism expert group (See Table 4.2).Eachgroup was

ramiteO indepenhently to enstre that it was represented in the study. Details of data

collected from each tourism expert group are shown in Table 4.2. Respondents, at least l8
years of age, wetre approached to participate in the survey.- 

In Thailand, personal connections are considered a key mechanism for gaining

inside infonnation concerning organizations (Rotchankitumnuai and Speece, 2003). The

questionnaires were dishibuted using two methods. The first was distribution of
questionnaires by contacting the directors of government tourism officers from such

organizations as the Tourism Authority of Thailand C[AT), the Ministry of Tourism and

Sports, the deans of tourism-related faculties, and other professionals, including those at

Chulalongkom University, Matridol University, Bangkok University and Assumption

University. These individuals were willing to help the researcher distribute questionnaires

to the targeted respondents. As the second method involved only tourism practitioners, the

researcher obtained a name list of tourism business owners and operators and permission

from an appropriate authority to distribute questionnaires directly to those responde,lrts who

attended monttrlyTourism Association meetings from Dece,nrber,2005 to May, 2006-

These professional gatherings include organizations such as the Association of Thai Travel

Agents (ATTA), tUCfnai Travel Agents Associations CTTAA), and the Association of
Domestic Travel (ADT). A convenience sampling metlrod was applied because it was

impossible to contrrol respondents in these open sites. A self-administered questionnaire

was dis6ibuted and delivdred to respondents before the beginning of monthly meetings by
ttre suney team, which was composed of one researcher and trvo research assistants. The
purpose of the survey was immediately explained, i.e., it was being conducted by a PhD

itudent from the Aqian Institute of Technology. They were zubsequently asked about their
willingness to respond. The questionnaire was left with those who agreed to respond and

picked up by thc survey team at the eird of the monthly meetings.
A total of 416 questionnaires (41.6o/oresponse ratQ was returned and coded for

data analpis. Baied on our proc€ssr, in which we spoke directly to some potential

respondents to encourage them to qnswer, it was discovered that the main reason for no
response frour some potential respondents was that they did not have time to fill out the
questionnaire. Also, ttreir habits are to talMisteru rather than to read/Wite (i.e. they are

much more comfortable with verbal communication).

Concerning residenB, the sample was stratified based on 12 districts in Bangkok.

These saurpled districts were selected because they provided geographically specific data

forvarious ecological, cultural and socio-economic areas in Bangkok. The chosen

locations are shown in Table 4.3. The survey tearn was composed of one researcher and

one research assistant A self-administered questionnaire was distributed door-todoor
using a geographic sampling procedure. firis method has resnrlted in better response rates

ttran other methods in past studies (fuidereck and Nickerson, 1997). A target number of
completed questionnaires were proportionately allocated based on the relative size of each

population among the l2 disticts (see Table 4.3). Streets in each of the dishicts were

Table 4.2 Details of Data Collected from Tourism
Group of responde,nts (% response rates) N Distributed (7o)

Goverrun€nt officials and councils ( al.3) 300 (30)

Colleges and Universities (4Q r00 (10)

Toruisur practitioners (40.8) 600 (60)
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randomly selected rrsing city maps. Residelrts at least l8 years old were approached to
participate in the survcy. If the resident agreed to participate, a questionnaire was left at the
home and picked up by the snrvey team later that day. From the 1,000 questionnaires
distributed, 432 responses (43.2 o/o response ratQ were collected and coded for data
aoalysis. Data collection took place over a S-month penod covering Decernber, 2005 to
April,2006.

Table 4.3 Details of from

4.4 Strdsticol Method for the Hlpotheses Tesfi Structural Equation Modellng (SEfvD

The main statistical method wed in this snrdy is Structtual Equation Modeling
(SEM). The properties of the six research constructs were tested rrsing the SEM in LISREL
8.54 package software. LISREL is a computerprograrn for covariance structtre analysis. It
is a multivariate techniEre which combines (confirmatory) factor analysis modeling from
psychomefiic theory and structural equations modeling associated with eoonometics.

SEM is designed to waluate how well a proposed conceptual model that contains
obseryod indicators and hlpothetical constructs can explain or fit the collected data
(Bolleru 1989; Hair et al., 1998). It also provides the aUitity to measue or speciff the
structural relationships among sets of unobserved QatelrQ variables @pne, 2O0l). Iateirt
yariablS are hlpolhetical consructs that cannot be directly ineasured. They can only be
determined to exist as combinations of other measurable variables. Examples of litelrt
constnrcts are attitudes and perceptions of value or quality. Obviously, the hypotbetical
model in this study was designed to measure structural relationships among the unobsenred
0ateoO corutnrcts that are set up on the basis of relevant theories and prior einpirical
resealctr and results. Thus, the SEM procedrue is an appropriate solution-for testing the
proposed hpothetical model and hlpotheses for this study.

_ Acgording to Chin (1998), the SEM-bas€d analysis has substantial advantages over
first-geoeration statistical techniques for multivariate data analysis because of thJgreater
flexibility that a researcher has for the interplay betrvee,lr theory and data. Spesiicatty,
SEM providcs thc researcher with the flexibility to: l) model rehftonships a-ong multipii
predictor and criterion variables, 2) constuct unobservable late,nt variables, anal) model
qront in measuremqrt assumptions against e,rnpirical data (i.e. oonfiruratory analysis).
Partioilarlyr the application of Confirmatory Factor tuialysis (Cra) makes SfjU iaeat for
refi ning and testing construct validity.

4.3 Data Collected Residents
Name of
Disrict
(% response
rates)

N
Distributied
(%o)

Name of
Distict
(% response
rates)

N
Dishibutied
(%)

Name of
Disnict
( % response
rates)

N
Distributied
(%)

Jatujak (49.2) t20 (t2) Minburi (43.3) e0 (e) Bangkok Yai
(4s)

60 (6)

Pravad
(4t.67)

120 (t2) Talingchan
(4r.1)

e0 (e) Pranakom
(40)

60 (6)

BangkokNoi
(45)

100 (r0) Ratchtavee
(37.8)

e0 (e) Pathumwan
(38.3)

60 (6)

Dusit (48.9) e0 (e) I(annayao
(46.7)

60 (6) Sampantawon
(36.7)

60 (6)



In the application of sEM, there are two distinct components:.the measurement

model and the structtral equation model. Anderson and Gerbing (1988) and SEM

researchers advocate trre..two-step" approach. In the first step, ttrg rgearclrer validates the

measr[ement model-througfr Cie. 
-By 

using C-F|,. u priol hlpotheses regarding

relationship, *onj-a-u"tieen otserved itemJ and their underlying latent constnrcts are

evaluated. In this ,,* ,f," researcher also tests for constnrct validity by testing constntct

unidimensionality, reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity' According to

tuiderson and Cerbing-tig88l, *.i' **t "i 
in the m@surement model should be

evaluated and re-specified separatety uefore testing the overall measurement and structural

equation model.
once the overall measurernent model is validated, the rescarcher conducts the

second step, which i, otirrting the strucn[al model' It is the hlpothetical model that

describes relationships among 
-latent 

constnrcts and observed variables that are not

indicators of lateirt coruilnrcts. Co**oJy' this model is known as the component of a

gehaal model that relates the constnrcts to-ottrer constnrcts by providing path coefficients

(parameter values) for each of the *t;; hl,p"ftTo: Specifically, each estimated path

coefficient can be tested for its ropotiu"'statistical rignin*rr"" to- ttr: hlryotheses'

relationship by t-value (Hair et al., rgg'gl. In g€n€ral, if an estimated t-value is greater than

1.96, the parameta indicates u ttutiJtiof-significance for test at the '05 level of

significance.
This study followed the methods and procedures described above for data analysis'

The results of thii analpis will be presented in the next chapter'

4.4.lMeritsandllmitationsofstructuralequadonModel(sBIvt)

The stnrctural equation models (also referred to as LISREL models) have become

v€ry popula, in tne social science n"iar, opoi4rv -, g-svcholosl, education' sociologT,

and marketing. Sefrn nas been used .J*tiiJV itilt9 USe, bui appears to be used less

frequently amongroortn o.tt"*tt t . rrt" r* level of interest in sEM is probably due

to factors such as a lack of instnrctio" i" sgru, few quality examples of SEM.applications,

issues of concern and,sage difficurty, ;d;d*tanding comparisons with other statistical

methodologies.
Howwer, over the past decade, the use of ln-rvr 

to examine complex questions in

education and the social sciences ttusi"et substantial growttr in-populariq'n'it increase

can be athibuted to a nunber of ,htG; irrauaing a greater flLxibility in represeirting

relationships among theoretical **t"rJtr, an abilitf to posit latent constnrcts presumed to

be ,ndolying *.iil of observed .-i6iuariabies, ihe eu". in evaluating the general

compatibility or *goodness of fit" 
"f ilt 

p"sedqodj fiom the data being examined' and

the stength of relationships among constru;ts (Quintana and Maxwell' 1999)'

SEMintegratesthebestofttoa'--"lpo,includingmultipleregression
(directional relationships between ".t 

iri pr.ai"t* variables and a dependent variable)'

path analpi, (tot 
__io, 

theoretical relationships among inde'pendent 
. 
and dependent

variables and the direct and indirect "rrrtr 
oi inaepenaent variables on de,pendent ones),

and factor analysis (determining *ti.t, ,otiables have common variance-covariance

tt ao.tetistics with a latent variable of construct)

Althougb sEM ; be nsed [k;-facto, *apir_,tnere is still an important differe'nce

benreen thein. In factor analysis, ttre observed ,.tituto can load on any and all factors

(constructs). tt"-iurUo of fu"to,, it **t ained' When using SEM' confirmatory factor

analpis is used *a tn" observed ,ttituro are loaded onto partiortar constructs' The

loadings are te" or f*J .t particular values. Moreover, SEM may be preferable to



conventional statistical methods, for example, where a multiple regression is required to
test for seve,ral de,pendent variables from the same set of independent ones, particularly if it
is possible forone dependent variable to simultaneouslycaurc another.

The SEM is also a powerful method for effectively dealing with multicolinearity
(when two or more variables are highly correlated) which is one of the benefits of SEM
over multiple regression and factor analysis.

One weak point of SEM is that all aspects of SEM modeling must be directed by
theory, which is critical for model development and modification. A clear misuse of SEM
can occur whe,lr data are simply fitted to a suitable SEM and theory is then expanded from
the analytic result. Moreover, SEM also requires a huge number of study samples, possibly
increasing a researcher's expe,nses and times.

45 Summary

This chapter addresses the design for quantitative research in this study. It dessribes
the measurement scales of six oonstructs under study. All scales are of the five point
Lik€d scale. Data collection was done with a structured questionnaire. It was designed to
inquire abouttonrism experts' and residents' attitudes, perceptions, and zupport for
sustainable tourism developmenl The chapter e,nds by inhoducing Structural Equation
Modeling (SEIO, the main statistical approach used in this study to assess and refine the
measurem€mt scales and to test the hypotheses under study.
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CHAPTER V
ASSESSMENT AND REFINEMENT OF TIIE MEASTJREMENT

SCALES

5.1 Introducdon

This chapter is comprised of ten sections. It describes key characteristigg of toruism

experts and residents from bangkok, Thailand. The next sections (5.3, 5.4, and 5.6) present

the assessment and refinement of tne measurement scales. Ttris procedure begins by

applyrng exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for each conshrct and then implementing

rrti.Litity analyses for each construct. In section 5.5 and 5.7, all constnrcts were

considered in aSoint factor analysis to conduct a preliminary test of the convergent and

discriminant nuiiditier. Reliability for the six constructs was conducted again after refitring

the scales. tn ttre following sections (5.8 througlr 5.13), the measremen! model-constnrct

validation was canied out-using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).The Linear Stnrctrral

Equation (LISREL) program w:as used to test uni-dimemsionality, converggnt validity' and

discriminant validily of all constnrcts. The chapter e,nds by zummarizing the process and

results of the scale iefinernent which is used for testing the hlpothetical model in the next

chapter.

5.2 Sample Characteristics

5.2.1 Tourism experts characteristics

As shown in Table 5.1, the sample includes 416 responde,nts represe,lrting tourism

experts in Bangkok. In this group, 57.2o/o of the responde,nts were female and 89.9 o/ohd

at ieast + years of university education. trn terms of age, 26.70/o were rurder 30, 33.9% were

betwesn j t ana 40,27 .6 Yo werebetween 4l and 50,9.9o/o were between 5 I and 60, and

l.gYowercover 60. Concerning employmenf S2.Zo/owere tourism operators or tourist

guides while 47.8o/owere govcrnment and corurcil officials, college orruriversity
employees or in the others business zuch as hotel, airling athactions.

characteristicsTable 5.1 Tourism
Gender Frequenw Percent

Male 178 42.8

Feinale 238 57.2

Aee Frequency Percent
Less than 30 ill 26.7

3l-40 l4l 33.9

4r-50 il5 27.6

5l-60 4t 9.9

More than 60 8 1.9

Educadon Frequency Percent
Primarv school 2 0.5

Secondary school 4 I
Technical or Vocational ll 2.6

Diploma or certificate 25 6
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5.2.2 Resident characterisfrcs

kr Table 5.2, the results of desoiptive analysis for socio-demographic information
ofresideots indicated that among ttre analped samples (N= 432), 42.4o/o of the

were male atfr7l.4o/oof the goup as a whole had at least 4 years of university
education. In terms of agg 36.1o/owere between 2l and 30,34,3yo were between 3l and
40, while 14.60/o fell between the ages of4l and 50. orrly 9% of the residents were
between 5l and 60. A feature of interest is the reside,nts' employme,nt. Private businesses
not dircctly related to troruisrn acoorurted for 64.40/o of total errployrrenf while the
rernainder (35.6W included gov€mme,nt and council officials, college or university
employeeg and other jobs.

Table 5.2 Resident characteristics

Universitv sraduate 260 62.5
Post rraduate l14 27.4

Born ln Banskok Frequency Percent
Yes 240 57.7
No t76 42.3

Orgenizodon for whom their
work

(directly related to tourism)

Frequency Percent

Governme,nt officials & Corurcils 124 29.8
Colleges &Universities 47 I1.3

Tour operatorVTourist guides 217 52.2
Others tourism business such as

hotel. airline. attractions
28 6.7

Gender Frequency Percent
Male 183 ' 42.4

Female 249 57.6

Ase Frequencv Percent
Up to 20 t7 3.9

2t-30 156 36.1
3l-40 148 34.3
4l-50 63 14.6
51.60 39 9

More than 60 9 2.1

Educadon Frequency Percent
Primary school 2 0.5

Seoondarv school 4t 9.5
Technical or Vocational 2t 4.9
Diplomaor certificate 42 9.7
University graduate 268 62

Post gaduate 58 t3.4
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Born in Bangkok f,'reouencv Percent
67.4Yes 291

l4l 32.6No
Percent

Organization for whom their
work

(lndircotlv releted to tourism)

Frequency

Governnent offi cialql!--lQorurclll 52 t2

Coileges & Universities 47 10.9

Private business 278 64.4
t2.7Others 55

5.3 Assessment and Refinement of the Scales

In this research, the analytical proc€ss was caried out in several st€ps. To assess

the unidimensionality of the constnrcts, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was first

employed. For extraiting factors in EFA, there are two basic methods: common factor

;.lloit ana principA-co'mfonent factol analpil. Common-factor analysis explores the

latent dimensions r;;;iJ in Ur" original "rti4tA 
tohil" principlecomponent factor

analysis focuses on item reduction (Coriway and Huffctrtt, 2003). In tlril step, the main

oti*itir" of using BFn ir t" ia*tiry the latent dimensions re,presented.in 99 original

variables for each constuct in the.oaa. Thus, common factor analysis with principle ods

factoring promax rot"tion and eigenvalue >l was chose'lr to apply t9.*"h of tbe six

constructs rurder investigation. For a constnrct to be eurpirically ruridimensional, the EFA

must result in only one iactor extraction. Moreover, all of its scale ite,ms must load

,ignin*rrUy on tlr" factor extracted. In this research, items with low factor loading (<.50)

wire deeured unqualified and deleted (Hair et' al', 1998)'

Secon4 gven the constructs' unidimensionality, Reliability Analysis (Cronbach's

alpha) o,* uppiifo ;;."y set of indicators for each constnrct. Reliability, a frrndame'ntal

issue in arry measrrre;lr,eNrt;cale, is the degree of corsiste,ncy betweeir multipl.g

,no"*"**t, of a variaute. It is usually measured by internal consistency reliability that

indicates the homogeneity of iteurs comprising a measurement scale. Ttre meaning of
intemal consistenciis th; extent to whiih its items are inter-correlated. Thus, higfu inter-

item correlations ttrat the items of a scale have a strong rel*ionship to the

late,lrt constnrct and are possibly measuring the same thing' Usually, the r{ernal

consistency of a measuriment scate is assised by using Cronbach's coefficieirt alpha and

calculatini the Cronbach's alpha along with the item-to+otd correlation for each itent

examinod in the o.rJt retiaUitity of t[e measurement scale. It is generally recomme'lrded

that if a measureme,nt scale for each consruct having alpha over .70 is acceptable, as an

inteural consisteircy scale, furttrer analysis is possible (Iair et al., 1998). Moreove'r, items

with low item-totaf conetation coefficients wsre used for assessment.values lower than .50

were deleted e'ntirelY.
Third, after}sessing the factor analysis of each constnrct, the items included

within a factor in..SUSATT'constnrct and *SDSS" @nstruct were calculated to extract

the summated tcaro. e summated scale is method of combining several variables that

measure the same;;..p4 h" a single variable in an atteurptto increasg-the reliability of
the measnrement (Hair et al., 1998). Summated scdes for each factor of both constntcts

were their utilized as obse,ned variables to measre the two latent constructs for ft[ttrer

analysis. The rcmaining fogr consfucts CIDPI, TDNI, SOC, and STAD) consisted of itEms

that were measrred directly in subseque'nt analysis'
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Fourttr, a preliminary assessme,rrt of convergeirt and discriminant validities was

made. Convergent validity is a form of constnrct validity, which refers to the degree to
which multiple attempts to measure the same concept are in agreement (Campbell and

Fiske, 1959). It deals wittr the question "do the items intended to measure a single latent

construct statistically convergd'(Garver and Meirtzer, 1999). Operationally, converge'nt

validity is assessed by the extent to which the latent construct correlates to ite,lns designed

to measure that same latent construct. On ttre other hand, discriminant validity is also a

form of constnrct validity, but it represe,nts the extent to which measures of different
concepts are distinct (Campbell and Fiske, 1959). Discriminant validity is assessed by the

extent to which the items representing a latent constnrct discriminate that constnrct from
other items representing other latent constructs (Garva and Mentza, 1999).

For a preliminary assessment of convergent and disctiminant validity, a joint factor
analpis was performed on all iterrs of the constrtrct together. kr this analysis, principal
a,xis factoring and eigenvalue 2 I were used. These selections allow each item to load
freely on any factor and the resultirig factors are allowed to correlate with each other. The
result was the,lr used to assess the convergent and discriminant validity of the six
underlying constructs. Ite,ms with significant loading < .50 on any factor or those having
zubstantial loadings on more than one factor were deleted from furttrer analysis. Iastly,
Cronbach alphas for the refined scales were calculated.

Aftcr these steps and setting the criteria, SPSS software was ued to separately
amlyz.ethe datdbet of 416 participants in the tourisn expert goup afi432 participants in
the resident goup.

53.1 Assessment and refinement of the scales in tourlsm erper6

TDPI was originally measred by nine ite,ms. Factor analpis of these ite,ms

resulted in one factorbeing extracted. However, the item "TDPII" was not qualified
because of its low coefficieirt (.364) and "TDPIS" was deleted becaue its item-total
correlation is .473,which was less than the threshold (.50). With the refined scale for the 7
re,maining items, the results indicated all loading coefficieirts ranged from .504 to .738.
The reliability analysis of the sev€n items resulted in a Cronbach alpha of .820 and an
item-total correlation range fiom.524 to .646. This refined scale is thus acceptable. The
result for this scale assessment is prese,nted in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Scale Assessme,rrt Results-TDPI
Oisinal Scale Refine Scale

Factor loading Iterr-total
correlation

Factor loading Iteur-total
correlation

TDPI
TDPI I sil 32t Deleted Deleted
TDPI 2 .623 .576 .575 .524
TDPI 3 .s68 .s30 .504 .558

TDPI 4 .66s .6U .608 .547
TDPI 5 .522 .473 Deleted Deleted
TDPI 6 .682 .s96 .738 .646
TDPI 7 .687 .618 .725 .646
TDPI 8 .622 .548 .667 .593

TDPI 9 .570 .516 .597 .541
Variance
extractod:

Variance
extacted:
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As shown in Table 5.4, TDNI is measured by eight items. The results show that the

itern ."TDNII" is disqualified due to its low loading (.481). This item was therefore

deleted. with the renled scale comprising 7 ronaining items, ttre results of factor loadings

show that all iterns load higho thanthe thneshold of .50 (.673 to .805). Togetho, they

explain 55.S9o/oof total ,ui-rc with an eiganvalue of 3.89. Reliability testing shows a

crinbach alpha of .896. Item-total correlations range from .637 to .765. The results in

Table 5.4 indicate that the refined scale comprisingthe 7 remaining items is suitable for

further study.

Table 5.4 Scale Assessmelrl Bcsults-TDNI

Table 5.5 Scale Assessment Results-,s9c

SOC was originally measured by 12 items (see Table 5.5). Factor p{ryit of these

ite,lns resulted in one-factor octracted. However, the itein "SOC2, 3,4,6,7,8,9,1 l" was

deleted because of its low coefEcient. A closer examination of the questionnaire indicates

that these iterns may be confising in the Thai version or possibly are ttr9 gnly four items

rernaining that are appropriate foi exploring within ttre Thai context and furttrer study may

be approfriate. Ttre re,maining four items were factor-analped again and_ttril resrrlted in

on" fu"t* extracted with loading coefficie,nts rangng from .553 to .734. Reliability

analysis of the four ite,lns has resulted in a Cronbach alpha of .737 and an itern'total

*iif.tion range from .517 to .752.The refined scale is thus acceptable and is presented in

Table 5.5.

Orisinal Scale Refine Scale

Factor loading Item-total
correlation

Factor loading Item-total
correlation

TDNI
TDNI I .481 .457 Deleted Dcleted

TDNI 2 .778 .739 .758 .7t7

TDM 3 .7t5 .673 .708 .669

TDNI 4 .681 .445 .673 .637

TDM 5 .802 .747 .805 .752

TDNI 6 .717 .668 .724 .677

TDNI 7 .803 .7M .820 .765

TDNI 8 .7t2 .663 .7t9 .672

Variance
extracted:
5l.5lo/o

Variance
extracted:
55.59o/o

Eigenvalue:
4.12

Bigorvalue:
3.89

Alpha:.892 Alpha:896

Oisinal Scale Refine Scale

Factorloading Item-total
correlation

Fac'tor loading Item-total
correlation
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soc
soc r .635 .547 .626 .518
soc 2 .309 ,260 Deleted Deleted
soc 3 ,292 .189 Deleted Deleted
soc 4 363 ,234 Deleted Deleted
soc 5 .665 .577 .657 .752
soc 6 .048 .075 Delaed Deleted
soc 7 .071 .057 Deleted Deleted
soc 8 .005 ,077 Deleted Deleted
soc 9 .477 322 Deleted Deleted
soc l0 .564 .530 .553 .5t7
soc lr .t9l .220 Deleted Deleted
soc 12 .622 .562 .734 .672

Variance
extracted:
51.5t%

Variance
extracted:
51.73o/o

Eige,nvalue:
4.12

Eige,nvalue:
t.67

Alpha:.536 Npha: .137

The results of STAD are shown in Table 5.6. STAD was originally measred by
nine ite,ms. Factor analysis resulted in ttre items "STAD 1,2,3,4'being deleted because
their factor loading and itern-total correlations were less than the ttueshold (.50). With the
refined scale for the 5 rernaining items, the results indicated all loading coefficielrts rangcd
from .517 to .854. They explain 52.93%of total variance with an eigenvalue of 2.65.
Reliability testing shows a Cronbach alpha of .838 and ite,m-total correlations range from
.502 to .74t. Therefore, the refined scale can be used for firttrer analysis.

Table 5.6 Scale Assessmelrt RcsulB-STAD
Orisitral Scale Refine Scale

Fas'tor loading Item-total
correlation

Factor loading Itein-total
correlation

STAI)
STAD I 323 304 Deleted Deleted
STAD 2 .4il .437 Deleted Delaed
STAD 3 374 344 Deleted Deleted
STAD 4 .598 .470 Deleted Delcted
STAD 5 .620 .577 .5t7 .502
STAD 6 .673 .602 .637 .603
STAD 7 .765 .il3 .854 .74t
STAD 8 .772 .647 .848 .73t
STAD 9 .7t4 .624 .724 .&9

Variance
oGacted:
4l.Mo/o

Variance
extracted:
52.93o/o

Eige,nvalue:
3.33

Eigenvalue:
2.65

Alpha:.818 Alpha:.838
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In Table 5.7, the sustainability attitude was originally measured by eighteen iterns.

Factor analysis of these items resulted in three factors extracted: nine items from socio-

environment (SSE), five items from long-term planning (SLTP), and four items from

commgnityparticifation (SCp). However, one iton *SSEI'from socio-environment factor

and trvo itims,'.SCpl *d SCp4'from community participation factor, did not qualiff

because of their low item-total conelatioq which was less than the ttueshold (.50).

With ttre refined scale for ttre eight items from the socio-environment factor, five

iterns from long-term planning and two items from commtrnity particlnatioUthe results

indicate aU loading *im.i*tr ranged from.503 to .880. They explail .26.110/o,20.040/o,
andl3.76o/oof total variance with an eigenvalue of 3.92,3.0, and 2.06 (socio'environment,

long-term planning and community participation, respectively). Reliability lesjing shows a

Crolnbach alpha of.g+r, while item-iotat correlations range from .501 to .718 in the socio-

environmeni factor, a Cionbach alpha of .799 and itern-total correlations ranging from .539

to .648 in the long-te1rr planning factor, and a Cronbach alpha of .860 and itern+otal

correlations in the range of .5tO-to .SgO in the communityparticipation factor. The refined

scale is therefore acceptable and it is presented in Table 5'7'

Table 5.7 Scale Assessment Results-SUSATT

Orisinal Scale Refine Scale

Item-total
correlation

Factor
loadine

Factor
loadine

Factor
loadine

Ite,nr-total
correlation

SUSATT ssE SLTP scP
SSE I 348 Deleted Deleted

ssE 2 .519 .750 .501

SSE 3 .575 .747 .580

SSE 4 .636 .703 .66s

SSE 5 .686 .728 .7M

ssE 6 .697 .661 .718

SSE 7 .638 .6r6 .65r

ssE 8 .532 .545 .s29

ssE 9 .533 .503 .50
SLTP I .625 .523 .647

SLTP 2 .s35 .795 .547

SLTP 3 .525 .793 .539

SLTP 4 .666 .617 .698

SLTP 5 .575 .670 .600

SCP I .177 Deleted Deleted

scP 2 .510 .880 .s80

scP 3 .535 .86s .510

SCP 4 342 Deletod Deleted

Variaoce
extracted:
26.llo/o

Variance
exhacted:
20.04o/o

Variance
extracted:
13.760/o

Variance
extracted:
59.91o/o

Eige,nvalue
3.92

Eigenvalue
3.00

Eigenvalue
2.M

Alpha:
.875

Alpha:
.843

Alpha:
.799

Alpha:
.860
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Finally, after assessing the factor analysis, eight items from the socio-eirvironment
factor, five iteurs from the long-term planning factor, and two items from the community
pa*icipation factor were calculated to exhact the summated scales. Summated scales in
each factor of this construct were then utilized as observed variables to measure the
"SUSATT" consEuct in subseque,nt analysis.

5.3.2 Factor analysis of support for destination sustainability strategies (SDSS) of
tourism experts

For the SDSS constnrct, the 33 identified iterns first needed to be sheamlined. An
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with varimax rotation was perforrred for the purposes of
reducing the number of variables from the observed iterns in the measiurement scale.
Eige,nvalues greater than I were used for factor inclusion. In order to ensure that each
factor identified by EFA had only one dimension and each attribute loaded only on one
factor, attributes that had a factor loading of lower than 0.40 and attributes loading on more
than one factor with a loading score equal to or greater than 0.40 on each factor were
eliminated from the analysis ftIattie, l9S5). EFA procedure may help to decrease
multicolinearity or error variance oorrelation among indicators in the CFA of the
measurerne,nt model (Hair et al., 1998).

Table 5.8 Factor Loading of Support for Destination Sustainability Strategiqs of Tourism
Experts

Item Dcocrlpfion

Factor 1: Decdnadon Manosement Orssnlzadons and Prrcffcer fi)MOPll
l. Providc worlchop on crisis aod disast€r mnnagement for Sourism stakeholders
2. Establish crisis and disaster mrnagern€nt units which include rcpresc,lr0atives from all 0ourism
stakehold€r8
3. Sct rp a dcpartmart dealing with Sourist complaints
4. Develop crisis and disastcr strategies o limit tbe sevcrity of rapid change
5. Respond quickly to demands of thc mcdia and public when dcstinations arc affectod by emergency

sitratioas
6. Establistt the cost of providing diffcrent levels of qrulity for varioru types of tourists
7. Activatc local govcrnment and agcocies' roles as facilitators for tourism dcvelopmenl

Factor
Loadingb

.731

.712

.654

.650

.637

.59r

.547

.516
8. Promorc a clust€r of tourism that are strongly linked

= 14.82o/o Alpha = 0.905

Factor 2: Informadon Technolosv Provlslon and Develooment (mPD)r
l. Establish websites providing comprchensive information that allow tourism stakeholders to upload
their indivi&al packagcs
2. Undcrtake prcmotion of public relation campaigns that will help tourism stakeholdcrs realize how
inportaot know-how of E- tourism is
3. Promotc and link wcbsitcs witb popular scarch engines and toruism websitcs
4 Dcvclop softrarc infrastructurc for Btourism that will improvo databascs
5. Devclop attractive, clcar, fast and casy ways to navigatc rclated websircs

.794

.765

.728

.692

.6s7

.501
6. countries and alliancos
Variaqq, E.elainod = 13.42o/o Alpha = 0.877

Fector 3: Stenderdlzadon of Servlce Ftclllfiec Develooment (SSED)'
l. Dsr/clo,p eafctyprograms for tourists
2. Dovclop c&rcation aod training programs for tourism indu,sry pcrsonnel
3. Establish staadade for toruism scrviccs and facilities
4. Sct rry stedards for cfficient opcration of touism governme,lrt agencies
5. Improvc rcads, transporation, infragtruqturo and acccss facilitics

.74t

.714

.700

.675

.657
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= 13.160/o

Factor 4: Suctainable Manaeement and Proctices (Sl\4P)

l" Introduc€ urgant ncasurcs to conrot 
"nuironmcnt 

quality througb the use of various kinds of taxes

2.Explorc environmcntal considcrations in marketing and in tourism strategics

3.Improve and provide tourism information for tourists (e.g. brochure, handboolr maP)

.68s

.578

.559

.5174. ies of tourism sites

Factor 5: Markedns Elfortc and Actlvities (MFAlt
l. lncrease tourists' lcngth ofstay
2. Overcome seasonality (peak and off-season) in tourists 'visiB

.776

.748

.658

.5773. lncrease tourisB' expenditure per person pcr day

4. Dcvelop a

ttote: a Indicators cxtractcd from the summated scales.

b Total vrriancc explained by Touism expcr$ = 49.59 % ; Ikiser-Mcyer'Olkin IOVIO) = 0.942 ;

Bartlctt's tcst of sphericity = lss6.lz3, df = 435,p =0'000

The results of EFA in Table 5.8 show the five factors which were derived from27

SDSS items, explaining 49.59 % of the variance. To test the appropriateness of the factor

analysis, two mlasuresw€re wed. First, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was 0.942, which

fell urittrin the acceptable range. Secondln the Bartlett's test of sphericity was7,556.723,

significant atp = 0.000, which showed a significant corr€lation among tlrc vali{les. Table

3 shows the factor loading of each item, variance explaind and coefficient alphas of each

factor. All of the factor loadings were over.50 and had an eigenvalue > 1.0. The first factor

explained 14.82 perceirt of the variance wittr an dpha of .905. This factor was t€nned

"Destination Muragement Organizations and Practices (DMOP)'on th€ basis of the

interpretation of the overall item context. The item having the highest loading was

"provide workshop on crisis and disaster managerne,lrt for tourism stakeholders", followed

Uy ttre itern *establish crisis and disaster managerre,lrt units which include represe,ntatives

from all tourism stakeholders."
The second factor explained l3.4zperc€nt of the variance with an alpha of .877.

This factor was termed "information Technology Provision and Development (ffPD),'
since all of the variables loading on this factor were related to information technologT,

such as "establish website and develop software infrastnrcttire for E-tourism". The third

factor, with an alpha of .875, explained 13.16 percent of the variance. This factor was

termed *Standardization of Service Facilities Development (SSFD)." The item having the

highest loading was "develop safety prognms for tourists", followed by ttre item "develop
education and raining programs for tourism industry personnel", while the lowest loading

item was "improve roads, transportatioq infrastructure, and access facilities."
The fourttr factor explained 10.86 percent of the variance with an alpha of .747.

Based on an examination of each item loade4 this factor was considered as "Srstainable
Management and Practices (SMP)'. The retained ite,ms were associated in temns of how to
develop and manage sustainable touism in destinations.

The fifttr and last factor explained 9.72pere;entof the variance with an alpha of
.758. This factor was term€d "Marketing Efforts and Activities (MFA)," since all of the

items loading on this factor were related to marketing strategies and actions such as

"in6ease torrists' length of stay, over@me seasonality (peak and off-season) in torrrist

visits", "inc,rease tourist expenditure per p€rson ptr &y'', and "develop a shong destination

image'.
Subsequently, the identified iterrs within a factor werc calculated to extract the

suurmated scales. The summated scales in each factor were then utilized as obse,rved
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variables to measure the SDSS constnrct for the preliminary assessment of converge,lrt and
discriminant validities.

53.3 The prelimintry ossessment of convergent and discrlminant validlties of
tourism experts

After the assessment of unidimensionality and reliability of each construct, 3l out of
46 items were qualified for furttrer analysis. These items were then put into a conrmon
factor analysis with principal axis factoring extraction and an eigenvalue of I as a criterion
(Conway & Huffcutt,2003). This approach allows each item to be able to load freelyon
any factor. The results in Table 5.9 show that six factors were exhacted. To test the
appropriate,ness of the factor analysis, two measures were used. First the Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin (KIUO) was .863, which fell within the acceptable range. Secon4 the Bartlett's test
of sphericifl was 658.2, significant atp=0.000, whictr showed a significant correlation
among the variables (Hair d al., 1998). For all 3l iterrs there were no high ite,m loads on
more than one factor, while each ite,m load was substantially on a single factor. This result
supports a preliminaryjustification of the discriminant and convergent validity of the
scales of six constnrcts. The fnal validation of ttrese scales would be firther analped by
using Confirmatory Fac'tor Analysis with LISREL program.

Table 5.9 Results: Joint Factor ofTourism
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TDPI 7 .7t5

TDPI 8 .675

TDPI 4 .624

TDPI 9 .594

TDPI 2 .576

TDPI 3 .500

soc
socl2 .728

socs .663

socl .640

socl0 .5s8

Cronbach alpha .859 .838 .896 .702 .820 .737

Eisenvalues 4.43t 4.347 4.038 3.765 3.57 1.862

The common factor analysis also resulted in the factor correlation matrix in Table

5.10. Consequently, TDPI aod SUSATT have significant correlation with other factors.

None of the remaining factors has non-significant correlation with any other factors. The

results indicate initial support for the hlpothesized relationships presented in Chapter 3.

This zupports the data for firttrer verification, analysis, and testing of the hlpothetical
models.

53.4 Assessment and refinement of the scales in residents

The consfuct TDPI is measured by nine items. The results show that only two
items C'TDPI l'and "TDPI9") loaded coefficie,nt and itern+otal correlation lower than the

ttueshold of .50. The remaining seve,lr items were factor analped again and resulted in one

factor exhacted with loading coefficients rangng from .543 to .680. The reliability
anatpis of the seven items resulted in a Cronbach alpha of .816 and an itern-total
correlation rangc from .502 to .667. This refined scale is thus acceptable. The summary

results are in Table 5.1I

Table 5. 0 Factor Correlation Matrix of Tourism
SUSATT soc TDPI TDM STAD SDSS

SUSATT 1.00

soc 0.02 1.00

TDPI 0.20 0.17 1.00

TDNI 0.10 -0.06 -0.18 1.00

STAD 0.38 0.13 0.24 0.02 1.00

SDSS 0.55 0.05 0.29 0.02 0.s9 1.00

Table 5.1I Scale Assessment Results-TDPI
Orisinal Scale Refine Scale

Factor loading Item-total
correlation

Factor loading Ite,rn-total
correlation

TDPI
TDPI I 354 315 Deleted Deleted

TDPI 2 .67t .6r0 .659 .537

TDPI3 .562 .514 .543 .502
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TDPI 4 .s72 .515 .594 .525
TDPI 5 .s61 .5t2 .564 .503
TDPI 6 .737 .654 .740 .667
TDPI 7 .679 .606 .680 .606
TDPI 8 .601 .532 .596 .539
TDPI 9 .522 .469 Deleted Deleted

Variance
exhacted:
3s.24%

Variance
extracted:
47.95%

Eigenvalue:
3.t7

Eigenvalue:
2.77

Alpha:.823 Alpha:.816

The construct TDNI is measured by eight ite,ms. The results in Table 5.12 show that
all loading coefficie,nts rangc from .536 to .820. Item-totals ranged from .509 to .774,
which is well above threshold value (.50). The Cronbach alpha of .902 is acceptable.

Table 5.12 Scale Assessment Results-TDNI

The SOC was originally measured by twelve items. Factor analysis of these ite,rns
resulted in one factor exhacted. However, the ite,nr "soc2, 3,6,7,g, g, to, and I l,'was
deleted because of its low coefficie,lrt or low ite,m-total correlation. A close-investigation of
the questionnaire shows that these items may be confirsing in the Thai version or frssibly
are the only four iteurs remaining that are appropriatc for exploring withirr the Thai context
and firtherstudy mal be appropriate. Ttre remaining four items were factor-analped
another time and resulted in one factor being extractod with loading coefficients i*gog
ftom .612 to .776. A reliability analpis of the four ite,ms has resulted in a Cronbacnlfna
of .786. The reftred scale is thus acceptable and is shown in Table 5.13.

Orisinal Scale Refine Scale
Factor loading Ite,m-total

correlation
Factor loading Itein-total

correlation
TDNI

Kbep original scale

TDNI I .s36 .509
TDM 2 .808 .763
TDNI 3 .788 .746
TDNI4 .660 .627
TDM 5 .8r9 .774
TDNI 6 .687 .445
TDNI 7 .820 .772
TDNI 8 .722 .681

Variance
exhacted:
54.159/o
Eige,lrvalue:
4.33
Alpha:.902
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Orieinal Scale Refine Scale

Factor loading Itern+otal
correlation

Factor loading Item-total
correlation

soc
soc 1 .73t .502 .7U .592

soc 2 ,270 .193 Deleted Deleted

soc 3 ,26E .188 Deleted Deleted

soc 4 .724 .526 .776 .651

soc s .666 .500 .702 .610

soc 6 .074 .116 Deleted Deleted

soc 7 .048 .018 Deleted Deleted

soc 8 .|il .230 DEleted Deleted

soc 9 .430 .29t Deleted Deleted

soc l0 .518 .432 D€l€ted Deleted

soc 1l .043 .104 Deleted Deleted

soc 12 .648 .s03 .612 .540

Variance
extacted:
2l.3lo/o

Variance
extacted: 49.14o/o

Eigenvalue:
2.55

Eige,nvaluez 1.97

Aloha:.611 Alpha:.786

Table 5.13 Scale Assessment Results'SOC

The STAD was originally measured by nine items. Factor analpisresulted in the

iterns..STAD 1,2,3" beinE deleted because th"ir factot loading was less thllthe threshold

t.SOl. With the irfi"rd scali for the 6 reinaining items, th9 rysult indicates all loading

*.ma*tr ranged from .500 to .804. They explainaS.0gY_oof total variance with an

eigenvalue otzTt.Reliability testing shows a-Cronbach alpha of .822. fire refined scale is

therefore acceptable and is shown inTable 5.14.

Table 5.14 Scale Assessmeirt Results-STAD

Orisinal Scale Refine Scale

Factor loading Item-total
correlation

Factor loading Item-total
correlation

STAI)
STAD I .225 265 Deleted Deleted

STAD 2 .u5 .2il Deleted Deleted

STAD 3 .266 .48 Deleted Deleted

STAD 4 .s66 .s29 .528 .509

STAD 5 .517 .500 .500 .498

STAD 6 .684 .556 .697 .642

STAD 7 ,733 .589 .74 .635

STAD 8 .79t .637 .804 .695

STAD 9 .677 .534 .700 .6t6
Variance
extacted:
31.75o/o

Variancc
extracted:
48.Wo

Eig€,lrvalue: Eigenvalue:
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2.86 2.71

Alpha:.760 Aloha:.822

As with the group of toruism experts, sustainability attitude in residents was
originally measured by eightee,n items. Factor analysis of ttrese items resulted in three
factors extracted: nine itenrs from socio-environment five items from long-term planning,
and four items from commrurity participation. However, similar to the tourism expert
results, one item,'SSEI'from the socio-e,nvironment factor, and two items, "SCPI and 4'
from the communityparticipation factor, were not qualified because their low item-total
correlations w€re less than the tbreshold (.50).

With the refined scale for the eight iteurs from the socio-environme,nt factor, five
iteius fiom long-term plaoning and two items from comrnrurity participation, the results
indicate all loading coefficients ranged from .502 to .902. They explain 2l.glyo,23.lgyo,
and 12.860/o of total variance with an eigenvalue of 3.48, 3.29, and 1.93 for the factors
socio-e,nvironnre,nt long-term planning and communityparticipatiog respectively.
Reliability testing shows a socio-e,nvironment Cronbach alpha of .843 and item-total
correlations range from .503 to .659, a Cronbach alpha of .?99 and item-total correlations
rangng from .517 to .660 for the long term planning factor, and a Cronbach alpha of .860
and item+otal correlations rangng from .519 to .742 for the community participation
factor. The refined scale is therefore acceptable and is shown in Table 5.15

Table 5.15 Scale Assessme,nt Results-SUSATT
Orisinal Scale Refine Scale

Iterr-total
correlation

Factror

loadinc
Ite,m-total
correlation

SUSATT ssE SLTP scP
SSE I 300 Delaed Deleed
ssE 2 .576 .769 .545
ssE 3 .582 .t63 .56s
ssE4 .il3 .698 .658
ssE 5 .518 .6s6 .542
ssE 6 .657 .&3 .653
ssE 7 .633 .502 .659
ssE 8 .581 .774 .503
SSE 9 .579 .8s0 .596
SLTP I .620 .6t7 .660
SLTP 2 .503 .629 .517
SLTP 3 .557 .7t7 .574
SLTP 4 .575 .700 .598
SLTP 5 .s05 .746 .523
scP l .220 Deleted Deleed
scP 2 .554 .902 .519
scP 3 .577 .888 .742
scP 4 356 Deleted Deleted

Variance
extracted:
2l.9to/o

Variance
extractod:
23.19o/o

Variance
exhacted:
12.860/o

Variancc
extracted:
57.9?o/o

Eigeirvalue
3.48

Eigeilalue
3.29

Eigenvalue
1.93
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Alpha:
.871

Alpha:
.843

Alpha:
.799

Alpha:
.860

After assessing the factor analysis, eight items from the socio-environment factor,

five iterns from long term planning, and two iterns from community participation were

calculated to exEact the summated scales. Strmmated scales in each factor of this conshuct
were then utilized as observed variables to measure the *SUSATT" @nstruct of the
residents goup in a following study.

5.3.5 Factor analysis of support for destination sustainability strategies (SDSS) of
residents

Similar to the procedure and criteria for evaluating the tourism experts, an

exploratory factor analpis (EFA) was performed on 33 iterrs relating to SDSS. The
eigenvalues greater than I were used for factor inclusion. Table 5.16 shows the factor
loading of each itern, variance explained, and coef;Ecie,ot alphas of each factor. The results
of EFA in the resident goup point to five factors whictr were derived from 27 SDSS items,

explaining 56.56 % of the variance. To test the appropriate,ness of the factor analysis, two
m@sures were used. The first, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO), was 0.930, which fell
within the acceptable range. Secondly, ttre Bartlett's test of sphericity was 5,472.387,
significant atp= 0.000, which showed a significant correlation among the variables (Hair,
et al., 1998).

Table 5.16 Factor Loading of Support for Destination Sustainability Shategies of Residents
Item Deccripdon Factor

Loadingb

Factor 1: Dertination Menasement Ot?anlzstionc and Prtcticcs fi)MOP)'
L Establish crisis and disasrcr managemcnt units urhich include rcpresenatives from all tourism .773

stakcholders
2. Provide workshop on crisis and disaster management for touism stalceholdcrs
3. Dcvclop crisis ad disastcr srarcgies to limit the severity of rapid change
4. Rcspond quickly 3o dcmands of the mcdia aod public whcn dcstinations are afrocted by

emergcrrcy situations
5. Sct up a dcparhcnt dcaling with tourist complaints
6. Promote a cluster of tourism brsinesses that'are strongly linked together
7. Establish the cost of providing difrcrcnt lcvcls of quality for various typcs of toruists
8. Activatc local governmeot and ageocies' roles as facilitators for tourism developmenl

.74

.599

.592

.517

.502

.475
.45

= 14.14
f,'actor 2: Informrdon Technolow Provlslon and Develooment flI?D)
l. Devclop softr*rare infrastructurc for E-tourism that will improvc databases

2. Establish wcbsites providing comprchcnsive information that allow ourism stakeholders to
upload thcir individrul packagcs
3. Undcrtakc promotion ofpublic relatioo campaigns that will help tourism stakeholders r€alize
how imporant know-how of E- tourism is
4. Promote and link websites with popular search engines and toruism websitcs
5. Devclop attractive, clcar, frst and easy wa,r8 to navigatc relatcd websites
6. Establish comprehcnsivc inforoation s)rstems on tourism industy to selve touism stakeholders
7. Esbblish information s]rstoms oo corycting countries and alliances

.?49

.738

.722

.657

.ilt

.586

.s3l
Variancc Explaincd = 14.51o/o

Factor3: Stendrdlzedon of Servlce Fedllds Develooment (SSFD)

l. Dcvclop safcty programs for tourist
2. Establish standards for oruism scrviccs and facilitics
3. Improvc roads, transportatioq infrashrcurc and access facilities
4. Set up 8tand8lds for cfficicnt opcratiqqq[lgUrism governneot agcncics

.657

.656

.635

.551
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l.Inuoducc urgent mcasuts to conhol cnvironmcnt quality through the usc of various kinds of
tar6.

2. Explore cnvironmental consideratiolrs in marketing and in tourism straEgics
3. Dissemioatc appropriate knowledgc to toruism sakeholders' on sustainablc toruism
4. Expand carrvinc capacitics of tourisrr sitcs by rccocnizing tourism necds.

.685

.678

.504

.502
Variancc E:rolaincd = 9.@ o/o Aloha = 0.74

a

l. lncrease tourists' cxpendinre per p€r8on per day
2. Increase tourists' lcngth of stay
3. Sclcct appropristc target marteg (tourist groups)

.761

.636

.555

Variancc E:rplaincd = 6.M o/o Alpha = 0.71

Note: a Indicators cxtractod from the summated *ales.
b Toal variance cxplained by Recidcnts= 56.560/o; Iftisor-Meyer-Olkin KMO) = 0.930 ;

Bartlcfi's teet of spbcribity = 5 t72.387, df = 378,p -0.000

The first factor explained 14.51 perceirt of the variance with an alpha of .865. This
factor was t€rmod "Infomration Technology Provision and Developrment ([?D)," since all
of the variables loading on this factor were relatcd to information technolory, such as

"dwelop soft\ilare infrastructure for etourism', *establish websites providing
compreh€nsive information', aod *establish compreheosive information systems".

The second factor explained 14.14 perc€nt of the variance with an alpha of .853.
This factorwas t€mred "Destination Manag€rn€nt Organizations and Practices

@MOP)".The item having the highest loading was "€stablish crisis and disaster
managem€,llt units which include representatives from all tourisnr stakeholdos", while the
lowest loading item was "activate local government and agency roles as facilitators for
tourisrn dwelopmenL" Basically, all items in this comtruct w€re a$ociated with
destination management organizations' role in tenns of how to dwelop and market tourism
destinations.

The third factor explained 12.76 perce,nt of the variance with an alpha of .814. This
factor was teirned "Standardization of Senrice Facilities Dwelopneirt (SSFD)." The itein
having the highest loading similar to results with tourism experts, was "develop safety
programs for tourists", followed by the it€m "establish standards for tourism services and
facilities". The lowest loading ite,ln was "develop education and rainingprogranrs for
tourism industry personnel."

The fourttr factor explained 9.09 percent of the variance with an alpha of .74. This
factor was teirnod "sustainable Management and Practices (SMP)'because all of the items
loading on this factor were related to sustainable tourism manageure,nf such as, "inhoduce
urgent measures to confrol environment quality'', "explore environmental considerations in
tourism stategies", "disseminate appropriate knowledge to tourism stakeholders on
sustainable tourism", and "expand carrying capacities of toruism sites".

The fifttr and last factor explained 6.06 percent of the variance with an alpha of .71.
This factor was termed "Marketing Efforts and Activities (MFA)." The included items
wetre "inc,r€ase tourist expenditures p€r penion per day'', "increase tourists' length of stay'',
and *selec{ appropriate targ€t markets (toruist groups)".

Subsoquc,ntly, the identified iteins within each factor were calculated to cxhact the
summated scales. Aftenvand, summated scales in the factors were utilized as observed
variables to measurp the SDSS oonstruct of the resident goup in subsoqueirt analysis.
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5.3.6 The preliminary assessment of convergent and discr{minant validides of
residents

After the assessment of the unidimensiondity and reliability of each construct, 33
of 46 ite,rrs qualified for further analysis. These items were the,n put into a conrmon factor
analysis with principal ods factoring exhaction and an eigenvalue of I as a criterion
(Conway and Huffsutt, 2003).The results in Table 5.17 show that six factors were
extractod. To test the appropriateness of the factor analpis, two measures were used. First,
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was .863, which fell within the acceptable range. Second,
the Bartlett's test of sphericity was 6582, significant atp=0.000, which showed a
significant correlation among the variables (Hair et al., 1998). Of the 33 iterns, none loaded
highly on more than one factor and each itern loaded substantially on one single factor.
This result supports a preliminary jrstification of the discriminant and converge,nt validity
of the scales of six constnrcts. The final validation of these scales would be further
examined by using Confirmatory Factor Analysis with the LISREL program.

Table 5.17 Results ofJoint Factor of Residents
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soc5 .728
socr .7t0
socl2 .607
soc4 .751
SUSATT
ssE .9t2
SLTP .7t0
scP .634
Cronbach alpha .850 .902 .816 .822 .786 .725
Eigenvalues 4.7t6 4.835 4.t02 4.17t 2.236 3.124

Common factor analysis also resulted in the factor conelation matrix in Table 5.18.
Coruequently, TDPI and STAD have significant correlation wittr the other factors. Also,'
none of the rernaining fac'tors has a non-significant conelation with any other fac'tor. firis
data supports further verification, analysis, and testing of thc hpottrctical models.

5.4 Measurement Model-Conflrmatory Factor Anatysls (CFA)

After the assessme,nt nsing Cronbach alpha and EFA, this step begins the
application of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) by LISREL 8.54 sofuvare for the
validation of the key properties of measures including unidimeirsionality, whictr is defined
as the existe,nce ofone latent rait underlyrng the data" Linear Structural Relationship
(LISREL) program is a comprehe,nsive model-fitting program that can analpe the full
ratrge of standard stnrctural equation models. With the gaphical feature interface, it allows
models to be specified by drawing thern on the screen. After the drawing is complete, the
program automatically interprets the specified model and begins the analysis. Similar to
other programs (Anos, EQS), it provides various fit indices.

To support unidimensionality, consEuct validity, including convergent validity (fte
degree to which two measures of the same conc€pt are conelated) and discriminant
validity (the degree to which two concepnrally similar concepts are distinct), is also used to
erraluate the sructural equation modeling process.

CFA is an analysis that specifies the posited relation of the observed variables to
the causal late,nt constnrcts. In CFA, ttre unidime,nsionality of a latent consfruct is judged
by the overall fit of the model including of the latent constnrct and its measuremeirt ite,rns.

Convergent validity is assessed by obsewing the factor ooefficient of each item of a
constnrct gven its unidimensionality. This tlpe of validity can be assessed in the
mcasurqrcnt model by estimating t-t€sts of factor loadings, as well as the conesponding
signfficance (Anderson and Gerbing 1988). When all fac'tor toadings for the indicators in
the same construct are statistically significant in the CFA it may be said that evidence of
the zupporting converge,nt validity of the construct is prese,nl

Table 5.18 Factor Correlation Matrix ofResideots
SUSATT soc TDPI TDM STAD SDSS

SUSATT 1.00

soc 4.02 1.00
TDPI o.t7 0.08 1.00
TDM 0.04 -0.10 -0.29 1.00
STAD 0.3r 0.19 0.33 -0.14 1.00
sDss 0.56 0.06 0.40 0.04 0.48 1.00
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Across-consruct discriminant validity is applied in this studybecause all

investigated constnrcts are conceptuallydefined as unidimensional. Discriminant validity

is defined as a measure of the indlcators of dissimilar comtructs that ttreoretically and

rrpiri."rrv should not be related to each other (Hair et al., 1998). With the cFA, items

from one fu"t* should neithq load nor converge too closely with iterrs from another

factor. Different latent variables that correlate too highly may be measuring the same

constnrct rather than different constructs. Discriminant validity is achieved w-hen the model

including all constructs receives a satisfactory level of fit and the correlation between any

truo latent constructs is less ttran unity (<.85) (Kline, 1998)'

In the validation process each construct is subject to the CFA to evaluate its

unidimensionality and converge,lrt validity. For unidimensionality in this |T"rjh, items

with a t-value lower tfian *1.92 at the .0tsignificant level, low factor loading (<.50), low

squared multiple correlation (<.30), and high standarderro-r (> .70) were-d9ryd
*qrain.a *d a.lrtrd (Hairet al., t998; Bollen, 1989; Anderson and Gerbing, 1988).

iu69q*ntly, ttre full overall measurem€,nt model including six constttcts togettrer was

subjeci to ttre CFA to evaluate actoss-constnrct discriminant validity'

To estimate parameters in CFA, the commonly used method is Mocimum

Likelihood -ML (nnderson and Gerbing 1988). ML estimation is ttre default method in

1n*y model-fitting progru111r. This method has several important properties, such as being

asymptomaticattyunUiased, efficie,lrt, consiste,nt, and scale free @ollerl J9-q9)'
In addition, according to ttre LISREL prograq the modification indices (MI) also

show how the fitrress of the.oaa could be improved through re-spocification of the

model, such as deleting or adding parameters, and adjusting error-correlated indicators.

According to Yoon QN2),
"ii ad3lstingthe erior-conelated indicators (error covariances), there are three

options that can be-followed to improve the model fit l) one of the correlated indicators

** Ur deleted, 2) the estimation oln o enor-correlated indicatorc can be performed by

estimating the error covariances, and 3) the zummate scales from two error-correlated

indicators can be used to recreate the covariance matrices. However, the specification of
correlated €rrors or the deleting or adding of parameters for the purpose of improving the

model fit should be done based on a ttreoretical or empirical justification"

5.4.1 Goodness of fit

When the LISREL progam is calculated, three tlpes ofmodel fit measures are

demonstrated: absolute fit measgres, incrernental fit measures, aod parsimonious fit
measur€s. Among the absolute model fit measures commonly used to evaluate the model

are the chi-squares test (p), the goodness-of-fit index (GFD, and the ryol mgl square

error approximation fntrisiel Ttre first indicator of goodness-of-fit is the chi-square

value. ii ir int rprrtua ur . trsi of significance of the differe,nce in fit between the tested

model and a just-ide,otified version of iq a low yp, ought to be desired. However, two

problems rnh* using the chi-square statistic as a fit index should be considered (Kline,

le98):
Although the chi-square's lower bound is alwap zero, theoreti."lly, it has no upper

bound.lts values, thus, are not interpretable in a standard way.

- The chi-sqqare statistic is very scnsitive to sample size. A large sampl.e_size e 200)

produces a chi-sqgare statistic that is almost always sigificant (p< 0.05), even

ihough ditr€renc; between observed and model-implied coriariancc are slight.

To overcome these strortcomings, this study compleme,lrts the chi-square measure with

other goodness-of-fit measres-which are more standardized and less sensitive to sample
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size. To select a sa of fit indices, this study follows the goodnoss-of-fit measures for the
s&uctural model recornme,nded by Hair et al. (1998). Three types of goodness-of-fit
measurcs are taken into account, including absolute model fit measures, incterrental fit
measures, and parsimonious fit measures Clable 5.19).

As another absolute fit index, the goodness-of-fit index (GFD represeirts the overall
degree of fit, indicating a non-statistical measure rangng in value from zero (poor fiQ to
1.0 (p€rfect fit). Thus, a higher score indicates a better fit. The root mean squarc error
approximation (RMSEA) represents a close approximation of fit relative to the degrees of
freedom that could be expected if ttre model is estimated from the population, not just fr,om
the saurple drawn for the estimate. The acceptable values of RMSEA are lower than .05
(Hairet. al., 1998).

From the second class of measures provided by LISREL, the increureirtal fit can be
evaluated in order to compare the propos'ed model to other baseline models. The adjusted
goodness-of-fit index (AGFD, as an extension of the GFI, is adjusted by the ratio of
degrees of freedom for the proposed model to ttre degrees of freedom for thb null model.
The norned fit index (NFD, which rangcs from zero (poor fit) to 1.0 (perfect fit), is dso
used for a relative comparison of the proposed model to the null, or indepe,ndent, model. It
is recommended in both measuftxr that larger values indicate higher levels of fit.

The third class ofmeasures, the parsimoniors fit, includes normed chi-square (chi-
squarddF). It is suggested that a good fitting model will obtain a value lower to or equal to
5.0. Thus, suraller values indicate higher levels of goodness-of-fit.

5.5 Testing Unidimensionaltty and Convergent Validity for Each Construct (fourism
Experts)

This section presents fte results of application of the LISREL program to the data
set of tourism experts. kr the validation proc€ss, eactr construct is subject to the CFA to
erraluate its unidimensionality and converge,nt validity. The test of unidimensionality and
converge,lrt validity of all constnrcts resulted in three scales that were fully qrralified and
three others which needed rcfinerre,nL

The qualified scales include the SUSATT, the SOC, and the SDSS. The entire
construct was qualified becaue the model fit indices and the t-test result of each item in
wery construct achiev€d a satisfactory result The results of model fit indices and

Table 5. I 9 Goodness-of-Fit
Measures Acceptable fit

Absolute model flt measures:
Chi-square statistic Non sienificance
Goodness of fit index - GFI Higho values indicate better fit,

however, Recommended level >.90
Root mean square €rror approximation-RMSEA Acceptable values <.05

Incremental model IIt measures:
Nonnormed fit index - NNFI Recomme,nded level > .90
Adjusted goodness-of -fi t index (AGF[) Higher values indicate better fit"

however, Recommended level > .90
Comparative fit index (CFf) Higho values indicatebetter fit, no

established thresholds
Parsimonious fit measure:
Normed chi-squarp (chi-square/dF) ss.0
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Tshle 5 20 Scales with All Items (Totuism

Item coefficients Model fit indices

SUSATT
SSE 0.89

-The 

model is sattuated, the fit is perfect

SLTP 0.75

SCP 0.58

soc
soc I 0.63 Chi-square =4.49 dF=2 P=0.105

soc 5 0.6s CH = 0.99 AGFI=0.97 CFI =0.99

socl0 0.s6 RMSEA = 0.05 NNFI =0.98

soc 12 0.73 Normea chi-square (Chi'SqU4I9/dD-= 2.245-

sDss
DMOP 0.89 Chi-square =7.14 dF:4 p4J1
ITPD 0.70 GFI = 0.99 AGFI=0.97 CFI = 1

SSFD 0.t6 RMSEA = 0.044 NNFI =0.99

SMP 0.78 NomreaCni-square(@
MFA 0.54

coefficients are prese,lrted in Table 5.20. Consequently, all items of these scales were

acceptable and kept for further analysis.

As noted earlier in section 5.10, for unidimensionality, items in this research with t'
values lower Oran *1.96 at the .05 significance level, low factor loading (<.50), low

squared muttiple correlation (<.30), and high standard error (> .70), were deemed

unqualifi ed and deleted.
Concerning the TDPI, some items indicated by model fit indic€s such as the

RMSEA (.lD.O5lwere disqualified. The modification index from ttre CFA restrlt (see

Table S.Zi; inAcatea that thl error temn of item "TDPI3' was disqualified because the

coefficientvalue and squared multiple correlations are lower than the ttueshold. Moreover
*TDPI3'and s'DPI9'also had high covariance with the other items. These two iterrs

were deleted from the model and, consequently, the model fit indic€s improved.

The TDNI scale has been refinedin the vime way. Tte model fit indices of the

TDNI had an RMSEA (.17>.05) and an AGFI (.78<.90). Ttre modification index indicates

that the enor terms of three ite,lns'"TDNI3', "TDNI6', and "TDNIS" have higlt

covariances with other items. Theywere thus deleted from this scale. With ttre refined

scale comprised of the 4 re,rraining items, this model achieved a satisfactory level of the

goodness-of-fit model.
The scale of the STAD was also refined in the same way. The goodness'of-fit

indices showed ao RMSEA (.16>.05), an AGFI (.84<.90), and a normed chi-square of
I l.26>5. fui examination of MI rerraled that in this model of the STAD, the enor term of
..STAD5" highly covaried wittr the other error terms. Moreover, ttris item also had factor

loading valu& which were too short. It was subsequently deleted from the model. As a

result, the model fit indices improved significantly.
The results of the refined scales and model fit indices of these constnrcts are

presented inTable 5.21. The model fit indices of these three constructs has been improved

significantly.

Table 5.21 Scales Refined With Better ModelEt @qesgqqqllq
It€Nns Coefficients Model fit indic€s

TDPI
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TDPI 2 .60 Chi-square = 91.46 dF= 14 r .00
TDPI 3 .48 GFI = .94 AGFI =.88 CFI = .94
TDPI4 .60 RMSEA = .12 NNFI = .92
TDPI 6 .76 Norured chi-square (Ctti-squarddF) = 6.53

TDPI 7 .75
TDPI 8 .67

TDPI 9 .59

Reflned scale
TDPI 2 .61 Chi-square= 8.04 dF= 5 p=.15
TDPI 4 .60 GFI =.99 AGFI =.98 CFI = 1.00

TDPI 6 .79 RMSEA = .03 NNFI = .99
TDPI 7 .77 Normed chi-square (Chi-squarq/dF) = l.6l
TDPI 8 '.il
TDNI
TDNI 2 .75 Chi-square = 183.15 dF= 14 F .00
TDNI 3 .70 GFI =.89 AGFI = .78 CFI = .94
TDNI 4 .67 RMSEA = .17 NNFI = .91

TDNI 5 .80 Normed chi-square (Chi-squaddF) = 13.07

TDNI 6 .74
TDNI 7 .82

TDNI 8 .73

ReIIned scde
TDNI 2 .74 Clri-square =4.36 dF= 2 F.ll
TDNI 4 .68 GFI = .99 AGFI = .97 CFI = 1.0

TDNI 5 .84 RMSEA = .05 NNFI =.99
TDNI 7 .74 Normed chi-souare (Chi-squarddF) = 2.18

STAI)
STAD 5 .# Chi-square = 58.80 dF= 5 p= .00
STAD 6 .60 GFI =.95 AGFI =.84 CFI =.95
STAD 7 .88 RMSEA =.16 NNFI =.91
STAD 8 .88 Normed chi-square (Chi-squarddF) = I1.76
STAD 9 .72

Refined scrle
STAD 6 .61 Chi-squarc = 4.45 dF-- 2 F .l I
STAD 7 .87 GFI =.99 AGFI =.97 CFI = 1.0

STAD 8 .89 RMSEA =.05 NNFI:.99
STAD 9 .71 Normed chi-square (Chi-squarddF) = 2.17

At this point in the research, the scales of six constrtrcts were refined. Referring
back to the criteriadescribed in theprevious section, it oould be concluded that after
refining trll scales in each consEuct achieved unidime,nsionality because their re-specified
models lud satisfactorylevels of overall fit (Garverand Me,lrtzer, 1999). Moreover, an
cxamination of the t-value of factor loading of each of the 25 items in relation to its target
oonstruct showed that they were statisdcally significant (t-value greater ttran 21.96). This is
evid€nce of the snrpporting conv€rgcNrt validity of all 6 constructs. Now, the 25 remaining
it€fiis measring the six constructs we,re ready to be tested for the discriminant validity of
the scales presented in the following sections.
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5.6 Testing Discriminant Validity in Tourism Experts

Discriminart validity is verified in this section by exanrining the correlations

between any two construct$which are free to correlate with one another provided that the

model receives a satisfactory level of fit. Discriminate validity is achieved when all

correlations are <.85 (Kline, 1998).

Thus, the full measgrement model (the sattrated model) consists of six constructs

linked to one another by double-headed arrows. It has l5 pairs of correlations to be

estimated. The LISREi results (see Table 5.22) show the following fit indices: a chi-

square -40.28,ad1=260,a3il=.gz,an AGFI=.9g, a CFI=.98, an RMSEA=.04, an NNFI

oi.g7,and a normed chi-square=I.69. As explained in Section 5.9,asignificant chi-square

value obtained when the sample size is larga than 200 is not a critical violation. Other fit
indices are satisfactory. Thesl figrres indicate that the full measurement model has

achieved a satisfactory fit to the data. Consequently, the final measurement model is

comprised of 25 measrement items for 6 conshrcts.

The application of the CFA to the model zubsequently resulted in an estimate of the

standardized correlation between l5 pairs of constructs fomring the 6 constnrcts under

investigation. The figures inTable 5.23 show that all correlations are less than.85. Thus,

the scales for all6 constnrcts have achieved discriminant validity.

Table 5.22 Overrrll Measurernent Model Fit Indices Cof4qlq
Goodness-of-fi t measues Results

Absolute fit measures:

Increurental fi t measures :

Parsimonious fit measure:

Chi-square -440.28;dF = 260; GFI =.92;
RMSEA =.O4

AGFI = .90i CFI = .98; NNFI .97

normed chi-square = 1.69.

Table 5.23 Standardized Correlations betwee'n E4ch tqqstruct
Standardizod correl ation between Estimate

SUSATT
SUSATT
SUSATT
SUSATT
SUSATT
soc
soc
soc
soc
TDPI
TDPI
TDPI
TDNI
TDNI
STAD

TDPI
TDNI
STAD
sDss
soc
TDPI
TDNI
STAD
sDss
TDNI
STAD
SDSS
STAD
SDSS
SDSS

.19

.r0

.36

.74

.02

.16
-.07
.10
.02
-.16
.23
.27
.02
.04
.60
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In addition, as seen in Table 5.24,treestimated standardizod coefficient of the
factor loadings on their posited underlying conshrct yielded statistically significant results
at the level of .05. Each observed item exceeded the recommended level of a t-value
(+1.96). The twenty-five items of standardized factor loading ranged from .47-.84.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall measurement scale achieved convergent
validity of the constnrcts.

5.7 Testing Unidimensionallty and Convergent Validtty for Each Concfuct
@esidents)

This section presents the results of ttre application of the LISREL progftm to the
data set of resideirts. The test of unidimensionality and convergent validity of all constnrcts
resulted in ttree scales that were fully qualified and tluee other scales in need of
refineme,nt.

As with the tourism experts, a similarprocedure was followed and similarresulB
were obtainod. The scalcs of the SUSATT, the SOC, and the SDSS we,re qualified becarse
the model fit indices and t-test r€sults of each item in every constnrct achievod a
satisfactory result. All items in each constnrct were statistically significant (t-value Z 1.9O.
The results of model fit indices and coefficients are prese,nted in Table 5.25. As a result, all
items of these scales were acceptable and kept for firther analysis.

i
!.

Table 5.24. Stanrdardized loadine and t-values
Standardized loadins t-values

TDPD .51 10.25
TDP14 .60 t2.40
TDP16 .78 t7.14
TDPIT .78 t7.02
TDPIS .64 13.42
TDNI2 .74 16.45
TDN14 .68 14.74
TDM5 .84 19.52
TDNIT .77 t7.30
socr .& t2.3t
socs ;& .& 12.41
socr0 .56 10.63
soct2 .73 14.28
STAD6 .60 t2.76
STADT .88 21.55
STAD8 .88 21.8s
STAD9 .7t t6.14
SSE .82 18.09
scP .47 9.23
SLTP .81 t7.75
DMOP .84 20.45
tIPD .69 r5.30
SSFD .80 r8.88
SMP .79 t8.47
IVIFA .62 13.37
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'n^Ll- ( 1( Qnolao rrrith All Items
Mrxlel fit indicesItem Coefficients

SUSATT The model is saturatecl. the nt ls perlect

SSE .94

SLTP .70

SCP .62

soc
soc I 0.72 chlsouare =3.03 dF= 2 o=0.22

soc 4 0.78 GFI = 0.qq AGFI = 0.93 CFI =U.gU

soc 5 0.69 RMSEA = O-O34 NNFI =U.Y)

soc 12 0.60 Normed chi-s

sDss
ehi-souare =7.40 dF= 4 r-l0.12DMOP 0.77

NPD 0.78 GFI=0.99 AGFI=O.97 Cfl= l.u
SSFD 0.76 RMSEA = 0.044 NNFI {.99
SMP 0.79 Normed chi-square (Chi-squar€/dr) = t'6)

MFA 0.58

The scale for the TDPI disqualified items which were indicated by theRMSEA='l I

and the AGFI = 0.89. The examination of the MI revealed that, in this model for the TDPI,

the error teiur of *TDpIil. highty co-varied with the error term of other items. This item

was deleted from the model. Moreover, according to the results of the MI, the enor terms

of*TDpI4" had exremelyhigh *-n i-.o witn tte Grror temrs of *TDPIS". [ooking at

ttre items TDPI4 ('encourages a variety of cultural activities ) and TDPI5 (lromotes more

cultual exchanges benneen tourirtr *d residents'), it is noted that ttrey were conce'paually

and einpirically-associated with tourism's cultural impact (Yoon, 2001) Thus, for this

study, ttre summated scales between TDPI4 and TDPI5 were calculated and used to re-

,p."ify the model of the CFA. This procedure is be,lreficial in that the original items are not

iiirr.a so that inforrration related io ttrese iteurs could be interpreted fgr practical

irrporo (YoorU 2p2).However, as noted in section 5.10, the re-specificafon of the

correlated error for the pgrpose of improving the model fit should be done based on a

theoretical or rrpiri*tiGfi*tion. 
-subscquently, 

the model fit indices improved'

As shown in fuif. 5.26, the scale offte TDM was refined in the same way. The

model fit indices of theTDNI had an RMSEA=.16, a GFI=.87, and an AGFI='77'
.,TDNII. was a disqgalified item because it had a high standard error and low squared

multiple correlationi tn1. rn modification index also indicoted that error terms of the two

items, "TDNIC' and'bNI8', had high co'varia"oT Ilt other items' Thus, they were

deleted from this r*tr. Moreover, the-error terms of '"TDNI2" had remarkably high

covariances with the error t€rns of "IDNI3".
Looking at items TDNI2 (increases rate of crime) and TDNI3 (encourages

prostitution), ni" car, see that ttre iwo items are conceptually and empilcally-associated

with tourism social impacts. The summated scales between TDPI4 and TDPI5 were then

calculated and the items recreated for estimating the refined scale'

The refined scale comprising the 4 remaining items and ttre re'specified model

resulted in a ctri-square of 5.0) wiUiZ degpes of freodom that is not significant at a level

of .05. All other tiinaioes also showed t[at ttre dara fit the model with the GFI=.99, the

AGFI=.g7, and thc RMSFA=.04g. Consequently, this model achieved a satisfactory level

of goodnessof-fi t model.
The STAD scale presented (see Table 5.26) disqualified items which were

indicated by a RMSEA (:19>.05), an AGFI (.77<.90),and a normed chi-square
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(16.01>5.0), which is greaterthan the threshold (5.0).Based on an examination of the MI
to improve the fitress of the modcl, it was noted that the error t€mn of "STAD9" was
highly correlated with the enor term of other items. Subseque,lrtly, STADS was eliminated.
Additionally, the error te,ms betweeir "STAD4" and "STADS", and "STAD7'and
"STAD8" were highly correlated wi0r each other. After examining items STAD4 ('cultural
and folk eve'lrts and activities ) and STAD5 ("sports and outdoor recreation facilities,
activities and events"), it was concluded that these two iterns could be combined into one,
so that the statemeirt would read "cultural, folk, sports and outdoor recreation facilities,
activities, and events". Accordingly, the summated scales between these ite,ms were
calculated in order to create a new item to utilize in the refined scale. In addition, since
Qver1v correlated error covariance must be justified and substantially interpreted, the
conelated error between *STAD7'(hotels and resorts) and *STAD8" (restaurants, food
and beverages), could be justified on the basis of studies done by Yoon (2002).Those
studies indicated that the respondents supported both *hotel and resort", &d "rcstaruan!
food, and beverages" as tourisrn attactions, and these indicators successfullymeasured the
constnrct of supporting tourism athaction developme,lrh Consequeirtly, covariance betwee,lr
these two items was deemed acceptable.

Afterthis refinement, the model fit indices improved. Overall, the model is
satisfactory and fits the data well, having a chi-square value of 1.78 with 2 degrees of
freedom (F.18) and otherappropriate goodness-of-fit indices (a GFI = 1.00, an
AGFI=.98, and an RMSEA=.O4).

Table 5.261he Scales Refined With BetterModel Fit Indices
Iterns Coefficients Model fit indices
TI'PI
TDPI 2 .64 Chi-square = 87.90 dF= 14 r.00
TDPI3 .53 GFI =.94 AGFI =.89 CFI =.95
TDPI4 .63 RMSEA=.llNNFI=.93
TDPI 5 .61 Normed chi-squarc (Chi-square/dFl = 6.27
TDPI6 .75
TDPI 7 .69
TDPI8 .61

Refined scale
TDPI 2 .60 Chi-square= 8.34 dF= 5 F .12
TDPI 4 5 .61 GFI = .99 AGFI =.98 CFI = 1.0
TDPI6 .?9 RMSEA = .Q{ NNFI = .99
TDPI 7 .7t Normed chi-square (Chi-squarddF) = 1.66
TDPI S .u

TDNI
TDNI I .54
TDM 2 .81 Chi-squ8r€ =249.63 dF= 20 p=.00
TDM 3 .?9 . GFI =.87 AGFI = .77 CFI=.94
TDNI 4 .6 RMSEA = .16 NNFI= .92
TDM 5 .82 Normed chi-square (Chi-square/dF) = 12.48
TDM 6 .t0
TDM 7 .81

TDM 8 .72
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Refined scale
TDNI 2 3 .83 Chi-square = 5.02 dF= 2 P= .05

TDNI 4 .67 GFI:.99 AGFI =.97 CFI = 1.0

TDNI 5 .83 RMSEA = .048 NNFI = .99

TDNI 7 .78 Normed chi-square (Chi-squarddn = 25

STAI)
STAD 4 .69

STAD 5 .63 Chi-square = 144.14 dF= 9 F.00
STAD 6 .63 GFI =.90 AGFI = .77 CFI= .91

STAD 7 .81 RMSEA = .19 NNFI = .85

STAD 8 .85 Normea chi-square (Chi-square/dF) = 16.0t

STAD 9 .69

Refined scale
STAD 4 5 .67 Ctri-square = 1.78 6P= 2 n.l8
STAD 6 .81 GFI = 1.00 AGFI = .98 CFI = 1.0

STAD 7 .il RMSEA = .O4 NNFI= .99

STAD 8 .63 Normed chi-square (Chi-sqUeqg/d!- ) = 0.89-

5.8 Testing Dlscrirnlnant Valtdity in Residents

The same procedure was employed to evaluate discriminant validity in residents as

in tourism exp€rts. fire full measrusm€,lrt model (saturated model) consists of six

constnrcts tintea to one anotherby double-headed arrows. It has l5 pairs of correlations to

be estimated. The LISREL results (see Table 5.27) show the following fit indices: a chi-

square =440.28,a dF=260, a GFI=.92, an AGFI=.9Q, a CFI=.98, an RMSEA=.M, an

I.INFI=.97, and a normed chi-squarel.69. The fit indices were satisfactory aside from a

significant chi-square value (when the sample size is larger than 200, this result isn't a

criticat violation). All these figures indicate that the full measueme,nt model achieves a
' satisfactory fit to the data. Consequently, the final measurement model is comprised of 25

m@sur€nre,nt items for 6 constntcts.

The application of the CFA to the model resulted in an estimate of the standardized

correlation between 15 pairs of constructs forming the 6 constnrcts urder examination.

Conseque,lrtly, the scales for all 6 constructs achieved discriminant validity since all
standardized correlations between each constnrct were less than .85 (see Table 5.28).
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Table 5.27 Overall Measurement ModelFit Indioes (Residents

Goodness-o f- fi t measures Results

Absolute fit measures:

Increme,ntal fit measures:

Parsimonious fit measure:

chi-square 498.70;dF = 259; GFI =.92;
RMSEA =.M6

AGFI = .90; CFI = .97; NNFI .96

normed chi-square = 1.91.



Table 5.28 Stand ar:dized Correlations betwee,lr Each Construct
Standardized correlation betwee,lt Estimate

SUSATT Ir+

SUSATT <.+

SUSATT <.+

SUSATT <.+

SUSATT .*
soc
SOC <+

SOC .t
SOC .F+

TDPI <e+

TDPI ' .+
TDPI
TDNI <r+

TDNI <+

STAD

TDPI
TDNI
STAD
SDSS
soc
TDPI
TDNI
STAD
sDss
TDNI
STAD
sDss
STAD
SDSS
sDss

.21

.04

.36

.66

.05

.14
-.t2
.19
.10
-.28
.37
.39
-.19
-.02
.54

As shown in Table S.29,achitem in every construct had an estimated coefficient
standarrdized factor loading which exceeded the recommeirded lwel of a t-value (+1.96).
Twenty-five items of ttre standardized factor loading rangd from .55-.87. Therefore, it was

concluded ttrat the ovaall measur€ment scale attained convergent validity of the

constructs.

Table 5.29 Standardized and t-values
St ndardized loadine t-values

TDP12 .61 12.72

TDPI4 5 .63 r3.33
TDP16 .77 17.26

TDPIT .71 15.53

TDP18 .63 13.33

TDNI2 3 .83 19.99

TDN14 .67 14.84
TDNI5 .83 20.09

TDMT .78 18.3r
socl .72 15.45

soc4 .79 t7.@
socs .68 14.34

socl2 .60 t2.37
STAD4 5 .70 14.51

STAD6 .77 16.t9
STADT .55 10.78

STADS .63 t2.82
SSE .87 20.26
scP .62 t3.21
SLTP .76 17.00

DMOP .74 20.45
rTPD .83 t7.32
SSFD .83 20.u

i

tIIl
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SMP .75 t7.43

MFA .55 tt.7l

5.9 Summary

This chapter first described sample characteristics. It the,n reported the procedure

and results of thi EFA and CFA to assess and refine measurenrent scales of the six

constructs composing the overall measurernent model.

The application of the EFA consisted of turo steps, using the SPSS programs. First,

the EFA and ihe reliability analpis were applied to assess and refine each of six original

scales between tourism eiperts and residents. Through this process, l5 items were deleted

from the original46 in tourism experts and 13 items were deleted from the original46 in

residents.
The re,lnaining items for tourism experts and reside,nts, 3l and 33 respectively, were

subjected to a common factor analysis for preliminary assessment of unidime'lrsionality,

convergent and discriminant validity. This proqpss resulted in a set of 6 satisfactory

constructs.
Subsequently, the application of the CFA by using the LISREL program consisted

of trno furttrer steps. First, the CFA was applied to each of 6 constructs to affirm
wridimensionality and convergent validity. This resulted in 6 more items from tourism

experts and 8 more from reside,lrts being eliminated from further analyses. Overall, the 6

constructs consisting of the 25 renraining iteins in both groups achieved a satisfactory level

of unidimensionality and convergeirt validity. Secon4 the CFA was applied to the overall

measqrem€nt model where all possible correlations between any pairs of eight constnrcts

were less ttran .85. Thus, the disqiminant validity of the 6 scales in the overall

measurement model was supported by the data set for both tourism experts and residents.

In conclusion, the unidimensionality, reliability, and convergent and discriminant

validity of the 6 constnrcts in toruisn experts and resideots were confirmed by the data set.

For both groups, the 25 indicators for the 6 constructs are acceptable for further analyses.
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CIIAPTER VI
TESTING TEE MODEL AI\D EYPOTHESES

5.1 Introduction

As indicated in the previous chapter, all measurements of ttre examined construct
w€re acceptable after refinements were made. They represe,nted fte results of the first step

of a two-ste,p approach to Structural Equation Modeling (Hair et al., 1998). This chapter
continues with the second step, which involves the application of 0re LISREL to estimate
the proposed hpottretical model.

The organization of this chapter will begin with the introduction (6.1) and will be
followed by reports in section 6.2 concernhg the statistical estimation and asses.sment of
the proposed hpothetical model and the subseque,nt analysis which will lead to s€,parate

model re-specification of tourism experts and resid€,nts. Section 6.3 provides a test of
hlpotheses and a discrrssion of the results. Section 6.4 summariZes this chapter.

6.2 Testlng the Structural Model

6.2.1 Testlng: structural model for tourism experts

This section pr€s€,lrts the application of the Structural EquationModeling approach
to test the model through thc LISREL program for toruism expeils. Table 6.1 shows the
results of standardized regression weights among constnrcts that havebeen hlpothesized.

Note: *:pS.lO, **:pS.05, ***pS.Ol

The full statistical estimation of the model fit indices is in Table 6.2.T\e overall
model fit does not achieve a satisfactory level because the RMSEA indices are more than
the threshold values of .05 and the AGFI indices are less than the threshold values of .90.
An examination of the modification indices (MD in the LISREL results shows that the
model fit could be improved by re-specification of the stnrctural paths among the
constructs (adding paramete, s between the no-hlpotheses construct).

Table 6.1 Standardized Resression Weiehts of Hrmothesized Model
Hmotheses Standardized regession weights Estimate
H1 TDPI -) STAD .18***
t12 TDNI STAD .01

H3 STAD SDSS .63*r*
H4 SUSATT .+ TDPI .l9r**
H5 SUSATT TDNI .09
H6 SUSATT STAD .37***
HI SOC -+ TDPI .16t**
H8 SOC .+ TDNI -.08

Table 6.2 Model Fit krdices
Goodnessof-fi t measures Rcsults
Absolute fitmeasures:

Incnemental fit measures:

Parsimonious fi t measnre:

chi-sqnare =561.75;dF =266; GFI =.90;
RMSEA =.052
AGFI =.88i CFI =.96; NNFI.95
normed chi-square = 2.ll
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Thus, it is a nccessary prerequisite to wrdertake a post-hoc analysis to re'speciff the

structural model so that it achieves ro t 
",'ptuUfe 

level of fit (Byrne' 2001) when testing

the hlpotheses.

6.2,2 Posthoc rnalysirmodet re.specification (tourism experts)

The re-specification of ttre hlpothesized model was based on the following

information:
- The results of the modification index (MI) in fire LISREL outputs identified

furttref p"*iUfi relationships among the constnrcts in the model'

_ For *rh dibfr irfotio"ririp, if th;e is potential theoretical support" the re-

specificationismadetosupportsucharelationship.
A close examination of the roain*tion in$ices shows that there are significant

covariances between the susATT *a tn" spss livtt=tz0.0l). Acco{ing to studies done

by Choi (2003), tt, *"iro*.ota uttit ao, G cirm-,tity participation' and the long-

term planning, *hich;ere included i. ililt inability otfrtoAo constnrct in this study'

have a relationship;1ilp"* for tourism. Ft'ttrermorg as these factors are the key issues

of prwio,s studies *niri or-iora srstainaUte developrneirt in tourism (Gt[soy et al'

2002;Tosgn, Zp2;Ritchie and Crouctu ZOOS), it wouli be reasonable to assume that

responde,nts *no Uir" roi" t*tuio*ifity attii.taes3re more likely to support to.rism

developmenL It maybe noted as well t#;pp"rt foltourism dorelopment in this study is

much more specifically defined *gnoernirg fi"a of acce'ptabilityof tpes 9f 
tlotuism

attraction and destination sgstainabifity ruuLgo-tfr*it fias beeri in the past' As a result' it

is reasonabf" to prffit 
" 

ait 
"t 

ra"ti6*frip Stt rt*-tt'" SUSATT and the SDSS'

Although this relationship is not *t 4 by the hlpotheses, the recognition of its existence

would irt . the model fit better with the data set'

nfter addin! it t" tn 
",igir,A 

,oOet, the LISREL was applied again to test the re-

specifiedstuctural-model.TheresultsareinTable6.3.

459.32
265
.00
.92
.042

.98

.97

.90

t.73

561.75
266
.00
.90
.052

.96

.95

.88

2.ll

Absolute llt measures:

Chi-square
dF
P

GFI
RMSEA
Incremental llt measures:

CFI
NNFI
AGFI
Parsimonious fit measure:

The results of the analysis showed that there was a significant improve'ment in the

fitness of then1oarf,ii., i, i.O i.Oo 1,2 resuls and goo&ress'of-fit indices' The re'

specified model .dri;;A;;;a nt ioaiio, except -Oil:teficant 
cni-square value'

However, as noted UV rnLli**ttt t* fif"it.it al:, J?99J' 
p is almost always significant

with large sample sizes. Tr,J*, tft totpt"id.A modet fit is acce'ptable' Subsequently' the
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proposed hpothetical model was rejected and the re-specified model (see Figure 6.1) was
adopted in its place.

\.09\

-> 
sfnllicanr

I I NotSiErificart

Figure 6.1 Re-specified Model (Iorrism Experts)

The re;specified model generated nt Qests+s9.32(r.00). As sated earrier,
becanse th"* tests are se,nsitive to sample sizes, supplementary measures were used.
Other goodness-of-fit indices also indicated a good lwel of fit: GFI= 0.92; RMSEA=
0.042; AGFI=0.90i CFI= 0.98; NNFI= 0.97; normed chi-square = 1.73. Therefore, it was
concluded that the re-specified model (see Figure 6.1) was suitabte for the hlpotheses
testingpresentod in the next section.

Table 6.4 presents the statistical estimates for both the original and re-specified
models. It is noted that the values forpath coefficients are different in some relationships
wheir shifting from the proposod hypothetical model to the re-specified model. These
changes showed that alttrough one additional relationship was not hlpothesized in this
study, the re-specification of the model in order to achieve overall fit was nec€ssary as a
preroquisite to hlpothesis testing. Othenrrise, ttre results ofhlpothesis testing would have
been misleading.

Table 6.4 the Statistical Estimates for Proposed and Re-specified Model ofTourism

Il

Standardized regression
weights
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Estimate Estimate

HI TDPI + STAD .18*** .17***

H2 TDNI + STAD .01 .01

H3 STAD "+ SDSS .63*f * .40**+

H4 SUSATT '+ TDPI .19*** .21***

H5 SUSATT + TDNI .09 .09

H6 SUSATT -+ STAD .37*** .35'l**

H7 SOC TDPI .16*** .16***

H8 SOC -+ TDNI -.08 -.08

Added relationship

SUSATT .-) SDSS .59**t

Note: *:p<. I 0, **:pS.05, *t'+pS.0l

Note: *:p5.10, **:p5.05, +**pS.Ol

6.23 Testlng: structural model for residents

This section presents the application of the Stuctural Equatign Modeling approach-

to test the model ttgough ttre LISIGL prograrn for reside,lrts. Table 6.5 shows the results of
standardized regressioi weights among constructs that have been hpothesized

The goodness-of-fit indices of the proposed hpothetical model were shown in

Table 6.6. However, as with the group of iourism experts, the overall model fit did not

achieve a satisfactory level becaGe the RMSEA indices were more than the threshold

values of .05, and ttre GFI and the AGFI indices were also less than the threshold values of
.90.

tui examination of the modification indices (MI) in the LISREL results indicated

that the model fit could have been improved by re-specification of the structural paths

Table 6.5 Standardized Regression

Hrpotheses Standardized regression weiEts Estimate

HI TDPI STAD .26***

tn TDNI STAD -.07

H3 STAD SDSS .49***
H4 SUSATT TDPI .19***

H5 SUSATT TDNI .M
H6 SUSATT --' STAD .32+**

H7 SOC TDPI .14**r.

H8 SOC -) TDNI -.13

Table 6.6 H Model Fit Indices

Goodness-of-fi t measures Results

Absolute fit measures:

Incremental fi t measures:

Parsimonious fi t measure:

chi-sqnare =779.41;dF =266; GFI =.87;
RMSEA =.067

AGFI =.85; CFI =.93; NNFI .92

normed chi-square = 2.93
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among the constnrcfu. Thereforp, it was a necessary proequisite to undertake a post hoc
analysis to re-speciff the stnrctural model so that it achieved an acceptable level of fit
@yrne, 2001) wheir testing the hlpotheses.

6.2.4 Post hoc analyrls: model re-specification for residents

Utilizing the same procedure as tourism experts concerning post-hoc analysis, a
close examination of the modification indices showed that there were significant
covariances between ttre "SUSATT"'and the "SDSS" (MI=120.01), and the error
covariances between "STADT" and "STAD8" (MI=171.1). As discussed earlier in the
studies done by Gursoy et al., 2W2, environmental attitude had a positive relationship to
support for tourism. As environmental attitudes were one of the key issues of sustainability
attitudes, it would be reasonable to aszume that respondents who had more sustainabilig
attittrdes are mone likely to support torrrisnr development, with support for tourism
developme,lrt in this study much more specifically defined (level of acceptability of tpes
oftourism athaction and destination sustainability strategies) than it has been in the past.
As a resulf it is reasonable to propose a direct relationship betrueen the SUSATT and the
SDSS. Alttrough this relationship is not covered by ttre hlpotheses, the recognition of its
existeirce would make the model fit better with the data set

Furthermorg following the recornmeirdation of the MI, whe,re svery correlated
error covariance.must be justified and interpretod substantially, the correlated enor
covariances between the "STAD7'(hotels and resorts) and the "STAD8'(restaurants, food,
and bwerages) oould be justified on the basis of sMies done by Yoon Q@2), His shrdy
indicated that the respondents supported "hotel, resotts', and "restaurants, food and
beverages" as tourisut attraction developme,lr! which orplained the correlation between the
indicators in the same conshrcl Consequently, the covariance between these two iterns
was detsmined to be acceptable.

After adding these two to ttre original model, the LISREL was applied again to test
the re-specified stnrctural model. The results are prcsentod in Table 6.7.

Table 6.7 Goodness-of-fi t

The results ofthe analysis qhowed that there was a significant improve,rnent in the
fimess of the model-it had better 12 resutts and goodnesrof-nt indces. The ro-specified

Indices: and Model of Residents
Goodness-of-fi t measures Proposed hpothetical

model
Respecified model

Absolute IIt measures:
Cti-square
dF
P

GFI
RMSEA

Incremental IIt measures:
CFI
NNFI
AGFI
Parclmonlour flt meorure:
Normed chi-square

779.4t
266
.00
.87
.067

.93

.92

.85

2.93

539.62
2il
.00
.91
.u9

.96

.96

.90

2.U
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model achieved good fit indices, except for a significant chi'square value. H.owever, as

noted by many researchers (Hair et at. tggg), UeXZ are almost alwap significant with

f*ir rr"ple sizes. Thus, thi re-specified model fit is acceptable. Consequently, the

pr"hpAi,pothetical model wasrejected and the re-specified model (see Figure 6.2.) was

instead adopted.

\.04\

+ signirtoart
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Figure 6.2 Re-specified Model (Residents)

The ro-specified model ge,n€rated f tzul= 539.62 (p<.00). As stated earlier,

becausethe 262 iests are sensitive to sample sizes, supplqnTtary measur€s Yg9-*d'
Oth;;""d";*of-fit indices also indicated a good levelof fit GFI= 0.91; RMSEA=

O.O+g;iCfI=0.90; CFI= 0.96; NNFI = 0.96; Norured chi-square =2.04;Thus, it was

concluded that the re-specifii model is suitable for the hlpotheses testing presented in the

next section.

Table 6.8 the Statistical Estimates for Proposed Hpothetical and Re'specified Model of

Residents
Hypotheses Standardized regression

weights

Proposed
Hpothetical
model

Re-specified
model

Estimate Estimate

HI TDPI STAD .24]*l .30**+

H2 TDNI STAD -.07 -.13*f

90

Ee.
.)..

.30
\ \
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H3 STAD SDSS .51*** .37***
H4 SUSATT + TDPI .20*** nn***
H5 SUSATT TDNI .M .04
H6 SUSATT -+ STAD .31*{.* .29***
H7 SOC .+ TDPI .14*{.* .14***
H8 SOC TDNI -.13** -.13**
Added relationship

SUSATT SDSS .53***
Note: *:pS.l0, **:pS.05, ***pS.0l

Table 6.8 prese,nts the statistical estimates forboth proposed hypothetical model
and re-specified models. It is noted that the values for path coefficie,nts differ significantly
in some relationships when shifting from the proposed hpothetical model to the re-'
specified model. For cxample, the coefficieirt between the *TDN[' and the "STAD" has
changed firom non-significant (-.07, Fl.3l) to significant (-.13, F2.42).

These changes deinonstrate that alttrough two additional relationships are not
hpothesized in this curreirt study, the re-specification of the model in order to achieve
overall fit is necessary as a prerequisite to hlpothesis testing. If otheiurisg the results of
the hlpothesis testing would be misleading. This is shoum, for example by the case of the
relationship among*TDNf'and'STAD" and "TDM" and *STAD'. Thus, it was
concluded that the re-specified model was suitable forhpottreses testing.

63 Results and Dlscusslon

The hpothesized stnrctural model was tested using the SEM, which included a test
of the overall model as well as individual tests of the relationships among the latemt
constnrcts. This study tested a sfuctural model to determine the tourism stakeholders'
(residents and tourism experts) attitudes towards tourism athaction development and
destination sustainability strategies using critical factors that we,re found to influe,nce the
tourism stakeholders' reaction, zuch as sustainability attiMes and a sense of community.
Drawing from current literature and theories, a model with a series of hlpotheses involving
eight paths was proposed. The measureme,nt model was determined firs[ TherU the
proposed hpothetical model among consEucts was investigated. Because the results
suggested that the re-specified model is more appropriate than the proposed hpothetical
model for bottt groups, the re-specified model was adopted.

Table 6.9 Summary R€sults of Hlpotheses Testing between Tourism Experts and
Residents

Eypothecer Touricm Erperh Resldentr

Regrcrrlon
coelllclentc

t-rtrt Rerult Regrculon
cocfficlentc

t-rtrt Reoutt

Hyothasls I: Thcpooitivc impact
of ourism ie positivcly rclat€d to
s[port for ryocific touriem
etrnctiondarclmmcnt

,17 2,91 Accepted 30 1,70 Accepted

EypMs 2: Tho ncgilivl inpact
ofouriso is invcroclyrelatod o
support for ryccific touirm
attnction dcvolooncNrt

.01 0.20 RcJected -.13 -2.12 Accepted

Ewotluds 3: Sumort for torirm .40 7.57 Acceoted 37 6.s0 Acceotcd
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attraction devclopmcnt is
positivcly rplated to suPPort for
dcstination awtainabilitY
strateeies.

fiportesis 4: Auinrdcs toward
sustainability are positivcly relarcd

to the positivo imnactof toqiq4q.

.2t 3.42 Accepted .22 3.69 Accepted

Ilypothesb 5: Aninrdcs toward
sustruinability are inverscly relatcd

to the ncsative imactof ourisE.

.09 r.4E Relected .u 0.73 Rejected

Hypothesls 6: Attitudcs Soward

sustainability are positively related
to residents' support for tourism
attraction devclopmcnl

35 s,22 Accepted .29 4.88 Accepted

EyportesbTz Thc seme of
cornmunity is poeitively relatcd 3o

the perccived poeitivc impace of
tourism.

.16 2.62 Accepted .t4 239 Accepted

EypotheslsS; Tbe scnse of
community is invereclyrclatcd to
ttre perccivcd ncgativc impacte of
tourisn

-.0t -r36 Reiected -.13 -2,21 Accepted

Add Reladonchip , ,

ABiordes oward sruainabilitY arc
positivcly relatcd to support for
destination erstaioability
stratesics.

58 1r58 Accepted 53 9.67 Accepted

As shown in the statistical estimates in Table 6.9, five and seve,lr of the eight

hypothesized paths from the original eight hpotheses are statistically siEi-ficaot in the

Oilieion pruairtea at the 0.05 probability level in tourism ocperts an! residen!. The three

exc€ptiols in totrism erry€rts is the relationship between 1) "sense of community''and

"perceived negative impact of tourism", 2) *sustainability attitudes" and loceived
negative impact of tourisrn", ffid 3)'le,rceived negative impact of tourism" and "zupport

foitoruism ittraction dwelopmeot". For residents, the one exc€ption is the relationship

between "sustainability attitudes" and "perceived negative impact of tourism".'Ihis link
was not supported at tire p<.05 lwel. Moreover, in both groups, one new significant path'

i.e., ..sustai-nability attitud€s' to "SDSS" is added into the re-specified model. This path

also generated significant relationships at the 0.05 levels. Detailed results are give,n below.

63.1 Communlty perceptior and support for tourism development

Path hlpothesis I (i.e., "perceived positive impact of tourism" is positivelyrelated

to "support for touism attraotion development') was supported at t=2.91and p=6.17 in
tourism exp€rts and r= 4.70 and p=0.30 in residents. However, path hypothesis 2 (i.e.,

"perceivednegative impact of tourism" is negatively related to "support for tourism

airaction devJlopmentn) turc not supported at t=0.20 and p=9.91 in totuism experts, but

supported atF-i.42aidp=-0.13 in reside,nts. The results of this study indicated that the

commwrity benefis of totuism as perceived by residents in an urban area have a direct and

positive relationship to support for tourism developme,lrt. It should be noted that zupport
-for 

totuism development in tnis study was much more specificatly defined-i.e., level of
acceptability of types of tourism attraction and SDSS-than it had bee,n in the past. As well,

the p-erceived negative impact of tourisn had a negative effest on resid€ots' zupport for

totgism dcvelopment, but no effect on tourisur exp€rts. These findings in resident groups
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are similar to previous studies done for small, rural, or resort-t1pe communities strch as

Yoon et al.'s study in the Virginia area (2001); Gursoy et al.'s study in five counties
zunounding Virginia Q002); McGehee and fuidereck's study in a dozen Arizona
communities (20Oa); Perdue et al.'s study in several small Colorado communities (1987);
Laokford and Howard's study in the Gorge region (199a); Tomljenovic and Faulkner's
study in the Australia Gold Coast (1999); Dyer, et al.'s study in the Australian Sunshine
Coast (2007).In contrast to reside,nts, with no statistical significance, tourism experts who
have strongly perceived the negative impact of tourism are more likely to have slightly
positive attitudes (P=0.01) of support for tourism athaction developme,nt. The finding ttrat
ttrere is no significant relationship between the negative impact of tourism and support for
tourism in the tourism expert group was consistent with the study of Gursoy and
Ratherford (2004). Insignificant relations between the cost and the support for tourism may
be orplained by the importance tourism experts place on @onomic benefits. Evide,lrce
zuggests that locals are likely to place more importance on such gains than any ottrer
impacts (Akis et al., t99O. Thrs, because of the significant emphasis placed on economic

Bains, tourism exp€rts mayunderestimate the negative impact of tourisn.
Rather than looking at the environme,ntal or physical benefits ftom toruism

developmeirt discussed in other research (Geta 1994; Iankford and Howard" 1993), this
study shed light on the notion that the more tourism expats and reside,nts in urban areas
become awane of the cultural and economic beirefits from tourisnr development the more
they are likely to support future tourisn attraction For instance, positive pe,rceptions in
t€rms of cultural identity, image of the destinatioru and standard of living €,lrcourage
tourisur stakeholders to support more tourism attraction dwelopmeiri Those attsactions
they would like to develop included Meeting Incentivg Conventions and Exhibition
MCE), hotels and resorts, and restaurant food and bwerages. These results may be due
to the abundant tourisrr attractions and resources in the study site @angkok) related to the
prese,lrcc of heritage and culture in such a cosmopolitan city. Subjects in this study may
have received more cultural and economic bemefits from urban tourism attractions. These
athactions may have preserved cultural identity and created e,rnployment, as well as
attracted more invqstnenL so that tourism may have brought cultural and economic
benefits to stakeholders' destination.

It is worth noting that most previous research has examined the perceived positive
and negative impact of toruism by residents. This study, however, by comparing impacts
between ttre groups of tourism stakeholders which were examined in this research could
be a means to help obtain more ge,neralized information in future work, especially in ttre
sustainablc tourism dwelopment field. Research such as this study may also be useful for
policy makers to broaden their understanding of similar or dissimilar perce,ptions of
tourism impact and support for tourism development between key tourism stalceholders
(tourism experts and resideirts).

Path hlpothesis 3 investigatd the relationship between support for tourism
attaction dwelopment and support for destination sustainability shategies. The SDSS
conshrct in both groups, which came from factor analysis in this study, was measured by
destination management organization and practices, information tochnology provision and
dwelopment, standardization of service facilities dwelopmeirf sustainable managerrent
and practice, and marketing efforts and activities. The coefficieirt and t-value of both
groups associated with these five items were positively significant. Accordingly, path
hlpothcsis 3 (i.e., "support for tourisur attraction developmeirf is positively related to
*SDSS') was srpported at a significant level of 95o/o at F7,57 and p=0.a0 for tourism
€trycrts and 16.50 and p=9.37 forresideirts. firis rcxrcarch omnrined attitudes in an urban
area and confimrs a more limited prior study in rural areas by Yoon (2W2) and (McGehee

I
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and Andereclg 2114),which states that when tourism stakeholders such as residents

toppott the dwelopment of a specific tourism attraction, they woul{ also be likely to

roi,iort tourism planning. SpecincaUy, the findings in this study indicated that the greater

the tourism stakeholdersT rupport foriourism attraction development in terms of Meeting,

Incentive, Conventions ana ilxniUition (MICE), hotels and resorts, and restauranl, food and

beverages, the more they support destination sustainability sfiategies. Particulady,

stakeholders are more fiiceff io support destination managerne,nt organization and practices,

infonnation technology provision-and developme,nt, standardization of senrice facilities

developme,nt, sustainifili manag€,ment and piactice, and marketing efforts and activities in

order to enhance destination sustainability.

6.3.2 Community atfitudes and sustainability in tourism

Many studies have proposed the importance ofsutainable tourism and a number of
studies havsinvestigated rt tiUon"r relationships using qualitative methods, e'mploying

different meanings if sustainable tourism in different areas. Yef few studies quantified the

relationship betw-een sustainability attitudes related to toruism, especially in urban areas

like those ixamined in this work, with key tourism stakeholders research variables. Ttris

study hypothesized that sustainability attitudes have a positive relationship with the

po""iu"a positive impact of tourism, while this attitude is inversely related to the

poo"ir"a negative i-pu"t of toruism. Pattr hlpothesis 4 showed that attitudes toward

ioruism sustainatritity'have a positive relationship to perceived po{tive rmpTt of tourism

in both stakeholder goup* fa0r trypottresis 4 (i.e., that "sustainability attitudes" are

positively related to-ttr" iperceivd positive impact of tgurisur') was supported at p=0.21

and t=1.+Zfor tourisn e*potr rrrrd94.22 and e 3.69 for residents. This result suggests

that when tourism stakeholders have a strong and positive attitude towards sustainability,

they would be more likely to have a positive view of the impacts of totuism'

Fgrthermorg similarresults were noted betwee,lr tourism experts and reside'lrts in

hypothesis 5. The results of tourism experts (p=0.0q t =1.48) and resideirts (p=O.M, r =-

O.ig) in path hypothesis 5 (i.e., "sustainability attitudes are negatively relgled to the

perceived n"g.tir" impact of tourism") was not statistically significant *itr-o positive

ielationship at p vaus of .05. Findings suggest that regardless of their attitude towards

sustainability, neitha goup is concerned about the penceived negative impacts of tourisrn.

This insignihcut ce may Ue partty explained by events local people in Bangkok

experienJed in the economii downturn n 1997. During ttrat pengd, people in Bangkok saw

togrism as a mgans of improving their economic position, and believed that whatever costs

totgism required, the benlfits would far outweiglr the,m. However, it is interesting to note

that, altlrough tourism experls and residents were not concerned about sustainability, the

direction of ttre effect *ur fo*a to be contrary to the predicted direction. The result of this

study showed that even if tourism experts and resideirts had strong attitudes toward

sustainability, they were just as stongly opposed to the negative impacts of tourism. This

maybe.*ptuiord by.oniidrriog thaithe attitudes of tourisrn experts and residents toward

sustainability in tourism may reflect their past experiences.
pathipothesis 6 (i.L., "sustainability attitudes' are positivell lel{{_to "support

for totsism attraction dwelopme,lrf) was supported with a F5.22 ild p=9.35 for touism
experts and a r=4.88 and 9=O.Zg for residents. This finding indicated that tourism

staieholders who have shong sustainability attitudes in tourism are more likely to support

tourism attraction developmelrt Furthermore, the new proposod path relationship from
..sustainability attitudes' to *SDSS'showed a statistically sigruficant result, p=0.58,

,=l 1.58, for toruisn experts and p=0.53 , t=9.67) for residents. Therefore, "sustainability



attitudes'had a positive direct relationship with *SDSS". The magnitude of coefficie,nt
s@res of both goups indicated that "sustainability attitudes" had the largest influence on
*SDSS'wheir compared to all other constnrcts. This finding showed that socio-
e,nvironment, long4enn planning and community participation are three major
compone,nts of sustainability attitudes toward tourism. These are critically related to
support for tourism and the positive and negative impacts of tourism. These findings
suggest a number of critical implications that policy makers should consider when
developing sustainable tourisur shategies.

6.3.3 Community atfitudes and sense of community

This study examined the concept of "sense of community''while past studies
utilized the concept of community attachment. As noted earlier, the results of previors
shrdies on the relationship between community attachment and key tourism variables are
inconclnsive (Gnrsoy et al., 2ffi}'Yoon, 2002; McCool and Martin, lW4').

Path hpottresis 7 (i.e., "sense of community''is positively related to "perceived
positive impact of tourism') was supported in tourism experts and residents at F2.62 and

P=0.16 and e2.39 and F=0.14, respectively. These findings suggest that people who are
highly attached to their community are mor€ likely to view toruism as having positive
economic and social impacts. However, path hlpothesis 8 (i.e., "se,nse of commrmity''is
negatively related to *perceived negative impact of tourism') was zupported at t:2.23 and
p=-0,13 in reside,nts, but not accepted by ttre tourism expcrts goup (t =-1.36 and F=-.08).
This non-sigrificanq although negativg relationship in the tourisn exp€rts may be partly
explained by the notion that cxperts are not concerned with the perceived negative impac'ts
of tourism. This non-significant relationship may be further clarified by what tourism
experts roceive from their tourism buiness. Tourisrn experts may have a seirse of
community just as residents do; however, they may see tourisnr as a mearur of increasing
their wealth more than residents, and believe ttrat however great their s€nse of community,
profits faroutweigh the costs.

While these findings are foran urban ann, the relationship between these
constucts is similar to the results ftom those obtained for a nral area in Texas, as reported
by Choi (2003). Howwer, these findings also conhast with other researctr (McCool and
MartitL 1994; Gursoy and Rutherfod"z0}q, indicating that the relationship between
community attachment and support for tourism is inconclusive and varies among studies.
firis oontradictory finding suggests that the more comprcheosive definition of cornmunity
attachment with key impact variables, as rsed in this study, could be a means to help
obtain more consiste,nt results in future research. Moreover, while most previous studies
use residents as respondents, other tourisrn stakeholders, such as the tornism experts
included in this study, have attitudes that are also of interest for firther study.

6.4 SunmarT

This chapter presents the results of the proposed hypothetical model and re-
sp€cified model, hlpothesis testing and a disctssion of their interpretation As shown in
Table 6.9 (tourisrn experts), of the original eight hpotheses, five of the hpothesized paths
are statistically significant in the direction predic'ted at the 0.05 probability lwel. The
hpothesis (Hl) indicating the relationship bctweeir "perceived positive impact of tourism"
and *zupport for toruism attaction dwelopment" is srpported. Howwer, the relationship
between'le,roeived negative impact of tourism" and "support for tourism attraction
dwclopmeot" (H2) is rejected. Hlpothesis (H3) shows that tourism expcrt support for
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tourism attraction dwelopment has a significant positive relationship with ttreir support for

destination sustainabilirylmtegia. The results also support that *attitudes toward

sustainability''has a significant positive relationship with "perceived positive impact of
tourism" (ft+), and wifi *support for tourism attraction development'(H6). In contrast" the

relationship between "attitudes toward sustainabilif'and "perceived negative impact of
toruism" (US) is rejected. Hlpothesis 7 which demonsfrates the relationship between
..s€,nse of community'*d "pirceived positive impact of tourism" is supported; however,

the relationship betrveen "sense of communitt''and "perceived negative impact of
tourism" in H8 is rejected. Mor@ver, one new significant path, i.e., "sustainability

attitudes" to "support for destination sustainability shategies", was added to the re-

specified model and generated significant relationships with the highest coefficient values

in tourism expert results (p= 0.58).
Conceming residents, of the original eight hpotheses, seven of the eight

hypothesized paths are statistically significant in the direction predicted at the.0.05

pioUuUitity level. Hlpottreses Hl and H2, indicating the relationship between "perceived
positive impact of tourism" and *support for tourism attraction development" (Hl), and
;'perceived negative impact of totuism" and "support for tourism attraction developme,nt"

(H2), are supported. The results also indicate that "support for tourism attraction

developmenf has a significant positive relationship with "support for destination

sustainaUitity strategies" (H3). Conceming Hypotheses H4 and H6, the results support that

"attitudes toward srstainability''has a significant positive relationship with "perceived
positive impact of tourism" (H4), and with "support for tourism attraction development"

fHO. tn contasq the relationship betrreen "attitudes toward sushinability''and "perceived

negative impact of tourism" (H5) is rejected. In the case of sense of community, both

hlpotheses are supported: GA *sense of communit/'is positively related to "perceived
positive impacts of tourism", od (H8) "se,lrse of communi$'is inversely related to
nperceived negative impacts of tourism". Furthermore, as with the tourisrn expert result,

one new significant pat[ i.e., "sustainability attitudes" to *support for destination
sustainability stategies" was added to the re-specified model and also generated

significant relationships with the highest coefficient vallres in resident outcome (P=0.53).

Basically, with the social exchange ttreory, ttre empirical results revealed that each

of the proposed factors (sustainability attitudes and sense of community) had a significant.
effect for tourism expert and resident perceived positive and negative impacts of tourism

development and their support for sustainable tourism developme,lrt. This finding provides

a moredetailed insight into comparisons between similar and dissimilar relationship results

as well as tourism expert and reside,nt attitudes, perceptions, and support for strstainable

tourism developme,lrt. Moreover, the re-specified model brought to light other relationships

ilrat should be taken into accounl Particularly, "sustainability attitudes" has a significant
positive relationship with *support for destination sustainability shategies" with the highest

coefficient values from both tourism expert and resident groups.
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CHAPItsR VII
CONCT-,USIONS

7.1 Introduction

The overall objective of this study was the investigation of ttre structural
relationship between the attitudes, p€rc€ption and support for STD of trvo groups of key
tourism stakeholders (tourism exp€rts and residents). Based on a literature review, a
proposed hypothetical model of STD was developed. In addition" eight hpotheses were
proposed based on a theoretical explanation.

The suney was conducted wift 4t6 participants in the tourism expert group and
432 participants in the resident goup. The main statistical mettrod used in this study was
Structural E4uation Modeling (SEM), using ttre LISREL softrilafe. The assessment and
refineine,lrt of the scales using the EFA and the CFA were done before testing the proposed
hpothetical model. Based on the goodness-of-fit indices, the original hlpothetical model
was re-specified forbetter goodness of fit The re-specified model was then used for
testing the hpotheses in this study.

This final chapter zummarizes ttre findings and draws implicatioru from the study.
A zummary of the findings is first prese,nted. Following that, the contributions and
implications of the shrdy are outlined. The final sections present ttre limitations and
zuggestions for possible further study.

7.2 Summary of Flndlng

The LISREL results show that the ove,rall fit of the proposed hypothetical model
was not sufficiently achiwed for either tourism experts or resideirts. This model was then
re-specified by adding one more path of relationships, "snstiainability attitudes" to "support
for destination sustainability shategies". The re-specified model for both groups then
achieved acceptable model fit indices. Findings from ttre re-specified models are discussed
below.

Firsf related social exchange theory argues that residents are likely to support
tourism development as long as theybeliwe that the expected be,nefits exceed the costs.
The results show that the community benefits of tourisn perceived by both tourism experts
and reside,lrts in an tubao area have a direct and positive relatioruhip to support for tourism
developme,lrt, with support for tourisrr dwelopme,nt in this study much more specifically
defined (evel of acceptability of tpes of touris;m athaction and SDSS) than it has been in
the pasl

However, the perceived negative impact of tourism has a negative effect on
residemt support for totuism attraction developmenq but not on that of tourism exp€rts. The
results also show that toruism expert and resident support for tourism athaction
developmeirt has a significant positive relation to their support for destination
sustainability shategies.

Furttrermorg two other hypottreses based on "sustainability attitudes", "perceived
positive impact of tourism", Ertd "stpport for tourism athaction dcvelopme,nt" show similar
results wheir the two groups, tourism experts and residents, are compared. The research
suggests that whenboth groups have a shong and positivc atritude towards sustainability,
they will be more likely to have a positive vien, of the impacts of tourism and also support
tornisut attraction dqrelopneirl Nwertheless, "sustainability attitudes" ftom tourisr 

-

experts and residents has no relationship with'lerceivod negative impact of tourism'. fire
rcason why tourism experts and residents in Bangkok are not likely to have a negative

I
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view of tourisrr impacts, although they have a positive attitude towards sustainability in
toruism, is that ttrey continue to view tourism as "Common Property Resources" until they
eam a profit. firey don't appear to consider the funre viability of [reir businesses.

Moreover, one new relationship was added in the final model to better capture both
tourism experts and residents' attitudes in urban tourist destinations. This additional
relationship indicated that tourism stakeholders, who have attitudes toward sustainability,
are likely to support enhancernent shategies for destination sustainability. Particularly, the
magnitude of coefficient scores indicates that "sustainability attitudes" has the greatest
influence on the *SDSS'conshrct. These are the relationships whictr, if understood
properly, will provide positive support for destination sustainability shategies. When
policy-makers encourage appropriate attitudes toward sustainability in tourism, which
includes socio-environme,nf long-term planning and community participation, the key
actors of tourisqr stakeholders, which include tourism experts and residents, will be more
likely to have a positive view of the impacts of tourism and also support tourism athaction
development and destination srstainability strategies.

Concerning relationships, *sense of commruri$'has a significant positive
relationship to *perceived positive impact of tourism" in both to.urism stakeholder groups.
Additionally, "sense of community''has a significant negative relationship to "perceived
negative impact of tourism" in residents, but not in the tourism experts goup.The fact that
"sense of communif'is only significant to residents'perceived negative impact of
tourism may be explained by the different attachments to the commurity between tourism
stakeholders in an urban areq especially in a developing country. Although both tourism
experts and reside,nts at the r€search site may have attachme,nts within their communities
with the positive impact of tourism, residents may have expressed more attachment to their
community with negative impact of touris'nr than the tourism experts. It may be said that
while reside,nts who have expressed more attachment to their community are less likely to
perceive the negative impact of tourism, tourism experts wouldn't necessarily feel the
same way. This result indicates that "sense of community''may be a critical determinant of
tonrism stakeholders' perceived positive impact of toruism; however, it may helpful to
examine only the residents goup concerning the relationship between "sense of
community''and "perceived negative impact of tourism".

73 Contribudons

This section addresses the theoretical and methodological contibutions of the
ctrre, rt study and suggests implications for managing and planning. In summary, this study
focused on an investigation of the structural relationship between tourism stakeholder
attitudes, perceptions, and support for STD. Theoreticalln alttrough contextualized in an
trban areg the results of this strrdybetween the key actors of tourism stakeholders
(tourism experts and residents) are similar to those previously done for rural areas. This
research confimrs the validity of using social exchange theory to analyze the relationships
between tourism stakeholder attitudes and ttreir support for STD. In tsrms of
methodologies, this study contributes additional empirical research with a sample survey
including differeirt key actors of toruism stakeholders for the field of STD, which has seen
limited empirical research, especially in urban areas in developing counEies. Practically,
this study will suggest positive and negative directions to policymakers in their effort to
dwelop tourism plnnning and strategies for STD in Bangkok.
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73.1 Theoretical contlbuffon

This study malces conributions to understanding the key actors of totris,nr
stakeholder (tourism experts and residents) attitudes, perceptions, and zupport for STD.
The first contribution to the body of literature was confirmation of social exchange theory.
As applied to tourism stakeholder attitudes toward tourisnU social exchange theory
zuggests that local people are likely to support tourism development as long as theybelieve
that the expected benefits exceed the costs. Unlike economic exchangg social exchange
does not operate according to any rules or agreeme,nts when interactions arise. People,
therefore, often rely on their own perceptions and inte,ntions will vary from person to
person. Thus, social exchange within the context of totrism should be regularly examined
as a zubjective indicator if policy makers need to know how people in an area act in
response to it. The finding from this study also indicates that, taken together, the
"zustainability attitudes", "sense of communiV', and "perceived positive and negative
impact of tourisur" can provide a shong foundation on which to conduct further
examination to measure torrrism stakeholder attitudes, perceptions, and support for STD
(wittt support for tourism development in this study at a much more specifically defined-
Iwel of acceptability of tpes of tourism attraction and SDSS-than it has bcen in the past).

Seoondly, the measremeirt and understanding of tourism stakeholder attitudes,
especially resideirts, in tourism development literature have become an important priority
concerning tourffin issues since the 1980s, as indicated by the gowing body of literature
on the subject Few studies have examined the tourism stakeholder, or compared the
similarities and differences between tourism expert and resident attitudes toward tourism
witltin ttre sustainability concept The important finding of this study demonshates that the
three componeirts of sustainability attiMes in tourism (i.e., socio-eirvironment, long-term
planning and commrurity participation) might be important predictors to understand
tourism stakeholder attitudes, perceptions, and behavioral intensions. Moreover, as the
sense of communityin this study shows that highly attached tourism stakeholdems have
greater perceived positive tourism impacts and have more support for STD than those less
attache{ future research is neoded to adapt better-defined and tested place attachment as
the "se,nse of commirnity" that was investigated in this research.

73.2 Methodologicol contdbudon

As stated previously, empirical research to compare relationship similarities and
differences betw€n tourism stakeholder attitudes and support for STD wittr the Structrual
Eguation Model (SEM) is still limited. This study is a much needed conhibution to
ernpirical rescarch on totuism stakeholder attitudes, perceptions, and zupport for STD
(which is more specifically defined (in terms of level of acceptability of tlpes of tourism
attraction and destination sutainability strategies) than it has been in the past.

Secondln in the study of tourism stakeholder attitudes and support for STD, a
difficulty has ernerged for those who conduct eurpirical research. firis is due to the lack of
generalized scales for the latent constructs in tourism stakeholder attihrdes, perceptions,
and zupport for STD, espccially measurem€,llt of sustainability attitudes, sense of
cornmunity, tourism dwelopment impacf support for tourism athaction developmenl and
support for sustainability srategies in urban areas in dweloping counEies, such as
Bangkok, Thailand" This study, although rmdertaken in one spccific rcscarch setting aims
to contribute to the literature by providing reliable and valid scales of the rel*ed
constructs. These scales have beeir developd refined, and validated carefully through the
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various steps stated in this study. Thus, they will provide a helpful formulation for further

research in this field.

T.4Impllcations

A number of managerial implications Gan be drawn fiom the results of this study.

As "sustainability attitudes" and "seose of comnrunity''can provide a strong foundation on

which to conduct further examination to measure tourism stakeholder attitudes and support

for STD, Thai policy-makers need to recognize how srstainability attitudes (e.g. socio'
e,lrvironme,lrt, long term planning and community participation) and se,lrse of community

may be enhanced especially when developing tourism attraction and STD shategies.

Furthermore, tourism stakeholderperceptions of tourism impacts were determined

to be the strongest predictor of their support for STD. The more tourism impacts on the

community were positively perceived 6y the respondents, the more supportive they w'ere to

sustainable tourism. As the results of this research also show a significant relationship
among perceived positive and negative tourism impacts to support for attraction

development and SDSS in both tourism experts and residents, Thai policy-makers need to
be informed about the positive and negative impact tourism has on the commrurity and

wayc of conholling or reducing the negative impacts. This approach will gtve the tourism
stakeholders in communities a better rurderstanding of the relationship tourisur has with the

commwrity, which should increase positive perceptions (and reduce negative ones) of
impacts on the community.

Particularly, from the results of this study, firai policy-makers must make an effort
to maximize the perceived economic and cultural benefits of tourism activities as well as to
minimize the perceived negative social, cultural, and environme,ntd impacts. These efforts
may include improving standard of living and community safety for residents and tourists,

encouraging a variety of cultual activities, preserving cultrual identity, enhancing the
image of the destination, and improving park and recreation areas by developing a number
of tourism projects. By doing this, tourism developmeirt can be conducted in a more
sustainable manner. If the tourism stakeholders do not support totrism developme,lrf there

is a higher chance for failure because tourism stakeholders, especially tourisn experts and

reside,lrts, are the key actors of stakeholders that are involved directly or indirectly with the
developmeirt of future destinations.

In addition, the derivation of key factors (see Tables 5.8 and 5.16) tttat conhibute to
understanding tourism stakeholder (tourism experts and reside,nts) support for destination
sustainability stategies was another finding of this study. These strategies may include
good manage,rnent of tourism destimtion organizations, the upgrading of information
tecturology, the development of servicc facilities, the expansion of cteative marketing
efforts and activities, and enhancing sustainable managernent and practices. Thai policy-
makers should grve due consideration to these strategies in toruism planning for STD.
Once these strategies are accomplished, the conflicts between tourism stakeholders, such '

as those between policy-makers and residents, could be reduced in order to promote STD
in the community.

More specific implications supported by research into tourism stakeholders in this
study were detennining those areas that key tourism players such as tourism experts and

residents prefer to develop as tourism attractions and to plan and impleme,nt successful
destination sustainability strategies

It could be said from the findines of this study that destination sutainability
strategies supported by totrism stakeholders may be associated with good management of
tourism destination organizations, upgrading of information technology, developme,lrt of
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s€,nice facilities, expansion of creative marketing efforts and activities, and enhancing
sustainable manageine,lrt and practices. These strategies can be implemarted based on the
tourisnr athaction ofhosting seasonal cultural and folk events, sports and outdoor
recreation fasilities and activities, offering Meetings, Incentives, Conventions, and
Exhibitions (MICE) programs, and supporting tourist services (e.g. hotels, restaurants,
shopping c€nte,ls, and souvenir shops). These results are likely to help policy-makers and
marketers to collect information and plan appropriate sustainability strategies based on
tourism athactions they want to develop.

7.5 Limitafions and Further study

Finally, limitations of the study should be discussed to provide direction for future
resgarch. As "sustainability attitudes" and "sense of community''may be useful concepts
for the study of touris'm stakeholder attihrdes, perceptions, and support for STD as
de,monstrated in this stud5 further study along these lines is needed forbetter

of STD. Furthermore, since this study was directed at only the tourism
stakeholders of Bangkok, further research on tourism stakeholders of other urban areas
should be carried out to 4ssess whether or not the magnitude and direction of the
relationships are differenL Moroover, the differences of devclopme,lrt, the types of
resourcql a community has, sociodemographical characteristics (e.g. gqd€r, ethnicity,
disability), and the proximity to toruism developme,nt are some issu& that merit furth;
investigation.

An additional limitation to this study is relatod to the choice of respondents. The
key actors of touris;m stakeholders include residents, tourism experts, and tourists. A more
comprehensive understanding of STD should include other stakeholders in addition to
reside,lrts and totrism exp€rts. This limitation could be addressed in future research.

This study focused on quantitative researclq which played an important role in
testing hlpotheses. There is also a need for qualitative research in this area to identiff
important issues for future qtrantitative research and to discover other participants in the
community exchange experience concerning sstainable tourism developme,lrt

i'.
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APPENDIX 1A

Dear Participant

My name is Virut Kihuntaviwat, a Ph.D. candidate at School of Management, Asian
Institute of Technology (AfD. I am now working on my dissertation on the subject of
'Tourism Development and Destination Sustainability in Bangkok, Thailand'.

The attached questionnaire is an important survey designed to assess your opinions about

general issues related to the tourism development and destination sustainability. The

answer will only be used for academic research. All information you provide will be

shictly confidential.

I would very much appreciate if you would answ€r all of the questions carefully.

Should you have any questions regarding the questionnaire or research" please feel free to
ask me or my assistant.

Thanks for your time and help.

Sincerely yours,

Virut Kitnrntaviwat
Ph.D. Candidate
School ofManageme,nt
Asian krstitute of Technology
Mobile: 0-9200-7910
E-mail: stl0M29@nrtac.th .
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Part I: Tourlsm Develooment Posidve Imoacts 
'

Please read each itern carefully and circle the appropriate number that indicates

low stronslv vou asree or disruree with each of the Tourism Develooment Posidve
Impact statements.
(l= Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neuhal: neither agree nor disagree,
4 = Agree. 5 = Stronslv Aaree)J=

Shongly Strongly
Disagree Anree

l. Creates jobs and attracts invesfinent
2. Improves standard of living
3. Gives economic be,lrefit to local

reside,nts
4. Encourages a variety of cultural

activities
5. Promotes more cultural exchanges

betrvee,lr tourists and residents

5

5

5

5

5

4
4
4

4

4

t23
t23
t23
123
t23

6. Preserves the cultural identity of the
destination

7. Improves the image of the destination
8. Improves the part and recreation aneas

9. Stimulates incentives for ttre
restoration of ancestal buildi"S

t2345
t2345
12345
t2345

@_ evelopmentNeeaffYelmoactg
Please read each item carpfully and circl- the appropriate number that indicates_trow

Impact statements.
(l= strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutrar: neith€r agee nor disagreg
4 = Agree, 5 = Shongly Agr€e)

strongly Stnongly
Disagreg Aereel. Increases cost of living

2. Increases rate of crime
3. Encouragesprostitution
4. Disrupts traditional and local cultures
5. Stimulates increased haffic congestiorl

nois!:, and pollution

123
t23
t23
123
t23

4
4
4
4
4

5

5

5

5

5

Leads to overcrowding in destination
Destroys nature and the eirvironment
Influences entry of negative practices
in the residents' way of life

6.
7.
8.

123
123
t23

4
4
4

5

5

5
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Part III: Sense of Commupitv

In this section, we would liike to ask vou about vour feeline about BaBBkok as tourism

dotin"tion. ilffistronelv vou osree or dlsaeree with each item bY

circline an epprooriate number
, 3 = Neuhal: neither ag;er-nor disagree, 4 = Agree' 5

= Strongly Agee).

Stondt StronglY

12t45
r2345
t2345
t2345
12345

@onisagoodplacefoi
me to live.

2. People on this destination do not share

the same values.

3. My neighbors and I want the same things

(environme,lrt) from the destination.

4. I can recognize most of ttre people who

live on my destination.
5. I feel at home on this destination.

12345
1234s
12345
t2345
t2345

6. Very few ofmy neighbors know me.

7. I care about what my neighbors think of
my actions.

8. I have no influeirce over what this
destination is like.

9. If there is a problerr on this destinatioru
people who live here can solve it.

10. It is very important forme to live on this
particular destination.

4

4

123
123

t L People on this destination generally

don't get alongwith each other.

12. I expect to live on this destination for a

long time.

ll5
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Part IV: Sustainabllltv Atfftude
ptease reaA each item carefirlly and circle the appropriate number that indicates

how stronslv vou aeree or dkalree with each of the foUoryine SustainabllitY Atdtude
statements.
(l= Stnongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = NeuEal: neither agr.ee nor disagree, 4: Agree, 5

= StronglyAgee)

Shongly Stongly
Disaere€ Agree

Socio-Environment
l. Tourism development must enhance the

preservation of the e,nvironment.
2. T\ediversity of nature mrst be valued

and protected.
3. Community environment must be

protected and improved for the current
and for future generations.

4. Proper touism development requires that
natural habits be protected at all times.

5. Tourism must be dweloped in harmony
with the natulpl and cultural
environmeirl

6. Tourism development mtxt promote
positive environmental ethics among all
mesrbers of the community.

7. Tourism developers shouldbe
strengthening efforts for e,nvironmental
COnSerr,ratiOn"

8. Tourism must improve the eirvironment
forfunre ge,nerations

9. Regulatory e,nvironme,ntal standards are
neoded to reduce the negative impacts of
tourism development.

Lone Term Plennins
l. I believe tourism dwelopne,lrt requires

well-coordinated plaoning
2. When planning for toruisnr" we cannot be

shortsighted, but needs to take a long
term view of its impacts.

3. I believe that succcssful management of
tourism requires advanccd planning.

4. Toruism developmeirt plans should be
continuously improved.

5. The tourism indwtry must plan and
develop manuals for operation for use in
the future.

t23
123
t23

t23
t23

t23
t23

t23
t23
t23

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

54

t23
t23

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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Communiw Particioation
t. foruism decisions must be made by all in

the community regardless of a person's

background.
2. Community resideirts should have the

opportunity to be involved in tourism

decision-making.
3. It is acce,ptable to exclude community

residents from tourism developmot
decision in some situations.

4. Everyone in the commwritY must be

involved in the processes related to

touism development for sustainable

tourism develoPment.

2

4

4

2 4

;ffip-rq, N", suprporg 3 =N"u@upporq 4 = suppo( 5

ffi Hiehlv

I

I

I

I

I

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

234
234
234
234

LNature-Uased tourism attraction
(e.g. garden, public Parks, zoo)

2.Cultural or historical-based attraction
(e.g. Museums, Palace, Historic sites)

3.Attactions designed for large nunrbers of
tourists (e.g. Theme parks, Casino)

4.Cultural and folk events and activities
(e.g. Concerts, Art and crafts, Festivals)

S.Sports and outdoor recreation facilities,

activities and events (e.g. Asian game,

Thai boxing Golf or Tennis Tournament)

6.Meetings, incentives, conve'lrtions, and

exhibitions
7. Hotels and resorts

8. Restatrants, food and beverages

n7

5

Part V: Support for Tourlsm Attracdon Develooment

5

5

5

5



Part YI: Support for Destlnadon Sustainabflitv Strateedes
In this section, we would like to ask vou to rate level of suooort for destinafion

sustainabilitv stratesies and tourism development Please indlcate how much vou
supoort the streteeies of each of the followine items bv circline an appropriate
g@(l= Not at all Support 2 Not Supporq 3 = Neuhal: neither support nor no support,
4 = Support 5 = Highly Support.)

Not at all Highly
Suooort Suooort

l. Develop a strong destination image
2. Select appropriate target markets (tourist

grouPs)
3. Overcome seasonality (peak and offiseason)

in tourists'visits.
4. Increase toruists' length of stay
5. Inclease tourists' expenditure p€r person p€r

day

t2345
t2345
12345
t2345
t2345

6. Imp,mve roads, transportation, infrastnrcture
and access facilities

7. Establish standards for tourism senrices and
facilitiest

8. Develop safetyprograms for tourists
9. Dwelop education and training programs for

tourism industry personnel
10. S€t np standards for efficient operation of

tourisn governrnent agencies

t2345
12345
t2345
t2345
t2345

I I. S€t up a departne,nt dealing with tourist
complaints

12. Establish the cost ofproviding diffsr€nt
levels of quality for various t)rpes of tourists

13. Activate local government and agencies'
roles as facilitators for tourism development.

14. Dwelop crisis and disaster strategies to limit
the serrerity of rapid change

15. Respond quickly to derrands of the media
and public when destinations are affected by
em€rg€ncy situations

12345
12345
t2345
t2345

4

16. Provide workshop on crisis and disaster
management for tourism stakeholders

17. Establish crisis and disaster management
units which include representatives from all
tourisur stakeholders

18. Prromote a cluster of tourisur businesses that
are stnongly linked together

19. Expand carrying capacities of tourism sites
by recogpizing tourism needs.

20. exploit natural rcsourccs seirsible

t23
t23
t23

45
45

45
45
45

t23
t23
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21. Explore environmental considerations in
marketing and in tourism srategies

22. Disserninate appropriate knowledge to
tourism stakeholders' on sustainable tourism

23. Introduce urg€,lrt measures to control
environment quality through the use of
various kinds of taxes

24. Improve and provide totrism information for
tourists (e.g. brochure, handbook, maP)

25. Establish information on destination's
products and se,nrices.

12345
t2345
t2345

12345
12345

26. Establish information on tourism
stakeholders' perception and satisfaction.

27. Establish information s)rsterns on competing
countries and alliances

28. Establish comprehensive information
systems on tourism indusry to serve tourism
stakeholde,rs.

29. Develop attractivg clear, fast and eaty wa)rs

to navigate related websites
30. Establish websites providing comprehensive

information that allow tourism stakeholders
to upload their individual packages

12345
t2345
t2345
t2345
t2345

31. Undertake promotion of public relation
campaigns that will help tourism
stakeholders realize how important know-
how of E- tourism is

32. Promote and link websites with popular
search €ngtnp and tourism websites

33. Develop software infrastnrcture for E-
tourism ttrat will improve database

t2345
t2345

Part VII: Demoeraphic Information

Please check the mark (/) into the E
o What is your gender?

tr Male tr Female

o In which of the following age group you are?

O up to 20 years tr 2l-30 years tr 3l-40 years

E +t-so yeurs tr 5160 years E of years and over

o What is pur highest level of education?

E frimuryschool CI Secondaryschool I fe*nicatorVocational

I Diploma or Certificate I University graduate E Post- graduate

ll9I
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o w€re you bom in Bangkok? tr Yes tr No

o Is your name registered in horsehold regisration in Bangkok?

E Yes E tlo
o How long have you lived in Bangkok?

tr [.qss than a year tr l-10 years tr ll-20 years

E 2l-30 years tr More than 30 years

o What dishict are you living in Bangkok?

o Are you enrployd in tourism or a tourism related job?

I ves ENo
o Present organization for which you work.

! Government Official & Corurcil D Cottege & university

I notet

I Non-profit organization & association

! foruism op€rators/ Tourist guide

f] frivate Business (not directly related to tourism)

f] Ottro (please speci&):

If we have not covered things that you consider important, please ue the spac€ below for
additional comments.

Thank You Millions
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r0rnl{lililuuruar}?rflunrrriournr:riosrdurodrldl6u'(Torrism Development and Destination

Sustainabilifi in Bangkolq Thailand).
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tt

daud f : flan:giluto{nr:fiomorrdo$ilsilililrsu:n (fourism Development Posidve Impact)

hJ:nzcnausoilroudlnoud,nrrraudqn Inudrorrdo{nlroud1 rirurrlud:sflfolrirfiudaamn

(l= tiuiudzuodn0r, 2 = lrirfiudru, 3 = roucl, 4 = rfiu#ru, 5 = rfudauodr0.r)

IJraar nauf;our sudrnurd,nr',raudqa InurirouCornr:orudr ri
rfirulaioHan: gn rdr.toliufi eiuluujuouornnr:fnurnr:doqdr,:

(l= tiriiu#aoodmOl, 2 
= 

tirf,udao, 3 = rnu1, 4 : rfiudeu, 5 = rfiudeootir{h)

hidudau
..1

001{u{

rfiudru
.i

ou'trtu{

I . airwruun;i1'qanrrarqu
.t o c . . !;z. ?roruumtr1un1,nu{rlt10{au luTtulr

3. cfi rnarJrcluniilrua:uxfi rh?urirlrcrrrrufu dud

4. dsa?roriurri{uaa.ruilarnuarorrinurr:uilrvmd

5. fi nrrrmnnjCuuiorurrrilrrildNnuhduduacfnrioufioa

l2
6. rrmuinurltdrinrurr :u uocronfrnusitorloGu

7 risrumnnd'nuoi (image) mdud
8. rtnrurauilillrg; drTniourdouhuriauhCud

9. ducriub?fi nrrriouurr po,, aoruddrdq;mruJ:r5furanf

I
I
1

I

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

)
5

5

5

Impact)

hirfiudau
r.i

0u1rt {

rfudru
r.l

ou'r{0{

I . fi rirnrorinlufudriil grfu
,r.lot.l)z. lTrullu2uolrEmrr!f, lrn luiluti

3. uiulurularndiludufr

4. rirarslo'urr rurnuilrcmdddldrlufiomtu

5. rrftruanrrcilNrflfi ,i.r u'rn',o rruhldrfl qnnr: crro:fiada

6. illlfi r'ludia auuo dn dnrtua

7. rirorurrruna'ung iql?a frou

8. rhlfidvrmnrrdrrriin( way of life) tomuhCud

uJCmrlJlunrmu

I

I
I

4

4

4

23
23
23

5

5

5

t22

urluilrqou(Tourism Development Negadve
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4

4
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IrJrarrn111douroudrnoud,nr',rrrrdqa Iaoriroru#olnr:oruatrlfdntawilusionisrmulurua:lu

Ilu gdriru orfl?roglui{rmuruua: ua g nllmilruila: 0 ndelrtfl udiasrnil nr: doqdsa

(t= fiirfiudruodrlfil,2 = lrirfiuda tt,3 =tsudl,4 = trludru, 5 = rfiudauorirliig

hirfiudru
r.l

ou1{u{

rfiudru
.i

0u'l{u{

r2345
t245

12345

12345

1234s

{nuludialdldrirrorriru'uu (values) l0tnuroltJuannJduu
oYl
nurJ0u

riruuasrCoufirutolrirudo{n'lt dnlltu?ndou 6onr rluacel
tat.r

o1{1 0m3r,0{u tllxoulnu

riruarur:ofi niil Gecognizc) un;fin{aulnrarlrndorfiolu

riiord

5. rirufdnruilouolffiurdoriruorf,oo{luuio$

l.
2.

3.

4.

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

6. riruriud{ilnfiouurnlut{rCourlrutsuiru

7 . rinrfilndsrodlCourhutolriruoca'aodrll:ionrrnr;rlrtol

riru

8. rirulril#fi 6nt'uaniofi rirurdurdollar iorfi old

9. r$0fiilqurirq rfindu{nudorf;oluriiordcrur:orrfiilopnld

I 0. riurfludrdrdqdoriruodrurndldorfiuo{lurfi ord

3

3

5

5

4

4
2

2
I I . {aud o rf,uo {luru'o uila miar lil hialu u otfi fiilnu Cur lf,

I 2. riuuft drworf;uo{lurfirodltfu -dq"

1J:arlnudourgurimoudrrluaufiqalnuthoudornuoudl rirurfiud:uuiclriolu#rurrn

(I: lrirfiudroodn0l, 2 : tirfiudzo, 3 = roo1, 4 = rfu#eu, 5 : rfiudauorimih)

r r d J d l-..Iiniud[ru llrua?u
. .l ' i^odrl& ou1{ur

rYauafuih,rfrufiiariruref,on (Socio-Environment)

I . nrrifl urnurio$dotcColdnfl o$ncoqirddlrne fiou

2. a?uil omil nut o{t I t tutfi rcdo I ldiunrrrJ: ;rl'uqordruu

ldiunrrrjnf,or

3. irueadoulupnrdollf,iunrrilnf, ounvf,ourthfl rphr

dotJruftouran

45
45

45

t23
t23

t23

t23

2

2

2

2

2

I

I

I

I
I



4. nr:r{omnrrriouduadruuuru{rrf,udo$lru1ftnr:rjnflor I t 2 3 4 5

rr:rnn'nru{lrJdrurouo 
I

5. nrrrioqdumrdoqnr{nrur1#finrurnnrniiu:sudrrr::rrr6 I I 2 3 4 5

iflurrruuaciuraf,ou
-orl6. nrrrYsurnrrriorrfiuewdorduaiulfrnzrr{riuln.tnulu I t 2 3 4 5

doudurfiuriurr:uio druraf;ou

7. {doqurdu'lfiunrrrio$durarrosfiaarrnururuotjrqrrrndr I f Z 3 4 5

lunrrriournrrriosrdordfi nrr oqindiiunadornauqitJdru

8.nrrrioqdoaf,daulunrrriouriru'raf,surConuluqaciotJldl f Z 3 4 5
g. r criiou dorildu rfi oafiuurnrg *rlodour. dorrfl u dr {rrfl u

lunrronnnfiod,fiadurmnrrriournrrrioudorlf2345
nu2Nurrurssssr2 (Long Term Plenning ) 

It' - rrriorrdorlliudodn'' 'o r Il. ll1ulro21R1r1rf,ru1Rltil0{t1t0?0mrun0{unur?lrr0Ru 0u1{ 
I61unulunull2345

2. uiofi nr:luuurluiunr:rioudor r:dollrirHunulu

,rordqurilrrfludomNuflulu:;ucorzllaofiurErol I f 2 3 4 5

ranrcruluu.i,irq

3.rirurlodrnrrrcianrrnr:rioudurbtJrccuaaudrir I t 2 3 4 5

{rrfluosdodnu2tunuuuufirrurhlAdvance Planning)

4.urunrrriournrrrioqdozar:rcfinrrfiourotirvioruroo I I 2 3 4 5

5.qncrunrrunrrrioudorrcdorfinlrur{uflu{lruo:dcrfi{iio .l 1 2 3 4 5

rlruiunrrrlrrorhhJfi rih-luoumn

orri&uirllu$rnr (Communlty Partictpadon)

l.nrrieeirlordurrlunrrrioudorccdorldiunrrdafirtrorn I f Z 3 4 5

2.rlrrrmrluCudauwilonralunur{rtjfidruiulunrr I t 2 3 4 5

daiuleidozfrunrrrioqdur

3.luumcorunr:ofnrrfiaf,uludorfiunrrr{surnrrrioudurorr I I 2 3 4 5

lriCorlfiauluCrd,{rrlrtanirulunuf,afiulrlrZ345
4. rlnlauluCud#odrtrufarlunurJfirif,nrrrinurnrr 

I
. J I - . .l t &t

RUil o{ltlu?llt0Rlrilfl U'tRlrll0{U1t02001{u{mr
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daufi V: nr:ariuruuriorYoru'raorudrio.tdur (Suooort for Tourism Attraction

Development)
}J:nrnoudolrourimoudrrrrraufiqo InurirorrColnrr lttriruf,or:otr6s:gd'utosnr:sfurtu

lunr:rYoruraorudris.rrduril: gmildr.tl to{nl{rnilmtrun:

(l= tiariuaquotit0l, 2 = }icrium{il, 3 = rnu1, 4 = criucqur 5 = criucquotirliil)

ticriuaqu ariurtqu
, i - r--i-odrlol oul{u{

l. uu d rri o ufi urm r rt : : ut'ta'(r'f u cru crt r: ou arutYn i)
uu cirrioudurntil:ciharani lnul: ruJ: stud

Iu : rsra 6 (rdu n: ; u r uu rr rril n'f, t fisrsi arrnr ao ru)
..AAsllarr.Jr

uu dlri o qfi 02fi df 1{.[utfl'0dtqagfllotllll0?ilu?uum

(niu cauaqn nrfrIu)

fi o n: : r ua J 1ilfi n'r n tnnJ r sur6iit 1 t o muCuul'ou,av

ururni(rdu aourtin uuiarJsrTnonr:u trrtnrairq)

fi rnr:u rai uilnrtunrruirtudrdoefiufirnuns

fiunurnr:(riu firruoriournrd uaulnu tnuirr norir{1

nr:d:;1u nrrduaiuhfu doudur fimr:rtnrrun;
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